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Abstract

Graphic design is
		
a spatial practice

This thesis examines and retraces ways in which graphic design is
fundamentally concerned with relational space, and tests spatialized
theories, methods, and potential for praxis.
My practice investigates the relational qualities and dimensions of
graphic design at three distinct scales.
1. Spatial logic (format) within a design object [Design space, book space,
format, structure, sequence, counterforms, etc. (authority structure vs
agency of user) within the design].
2. Spatial relations (sequence) between participants across a network.
[Space to hear & see each other; to relate and connect].
3. Space within the world (circulation) [Space as composition, product,
relational; not container, not fixed. Power and agency operating in
physical space].
Through research, experiments, and projects, I examine the materiality
of language in relation to the construction and composition of space.

[

]

Understanding how language is made to operate authoritatively in space, and how
space as a composition can be reordered and interrupted, opens the possibilities
for understanding & agency within the subjective, the interpersonal, and the
environment.
Treating language and space as elastic allows us to see what is as only one version
of what might be. This re-visioning becomes generative in its potential for affective
strategies towards connection and collaboration, and a catalyst for organizing
and action.
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Diving
Into the Wreck
Adrienne Rich
First having read the book of myths,
and loaded the camera,
and checked the edge of the knife-blade,
I put on
the body-armor of black rubber
the absurd flippers
the grave and awkward mask.
I am having to do this
not like Cousteau with his
assiduous team
aboard the sun-flooded schooner
but here alone.

There is a ladder.
The ladder is always there
hanging innocently
close to the side of the schooner.
We know what it is for,
we who have used it.
Otherwise
it is a piece of maritime floss
some sundry equipment.

I go down.
Rung after rung and still
the oxygen immerses me
the blue light
the clear atoms
of our human air.
I go down.

My flippers cripple me,
I crawl like an insect down the ladder
and there is no one
to tell me when the ocean
will begin.
First the air is blue and then
it is bluer and then green and then
black I am blacking out and yet
my mask is powerful
it pumps my blood with power
the sea is another story
the sea is not a question of power
I have to learn alone
to turn my body without force
in the deep element.

And now: it is easy to forget
what I came for
among so many who have always
lived here
swaying their crenellated fans
between the reefs
and besides
you breathe differently down here.
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I came to explore the wreck.
The words are purposes.
The words are maps.
I came to see the damage that was done
and the treasures that prevail.
I stroke the beam of my lamp
slowly along the flank
of something more permanent
than fish or weed

the thing I came for:
the wreck and not the story of the wreck
the thing itself and not the myth
the drowned face always staring
toward the sun
the evidence of damage
worn by salt and sway into this threadbare beauty
the ribs of the disaster
curving their assertion
among the tentative haunters.

This is the place.
And I am here, the mermaid whose dark hair
streams black, the merman in his armored body.
We circle silently
about the wreck
we dive into the hold.
I am she: I am he

whose drowned face sleeps with open eyes
whose breasts still bear the stress
whose silver, copper, vermeil cargo lies
obscurely inside barrels
half-wedged and left to rot
we are the half-destroyed instruments
that once held to a course
the water-eaten log
the fouled compass

We are, I am, you are
by cowardice or courage
the one who find our way
back to this scene
carrying a knife, a camera
a book of myths
in which
our names do not appear.
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Possibilities for practice within the design field.

FIELD 01
a space on which
something is drawn
or projected

FIELD 04
an open land area free of
woods and buildings

FIELD 02
a particular branch of
study or sphere of activity
or interest

FIELD 03
an archaic name for a field
is rational domain
FIELD 05
an area of land marked by
the presence of particular
objects or features

FIELD 06
an area of cleared
enclosed land used for
cultivation or pasture

FIELD 10
the individuals that make
up all or part of the
participants in a contest

FIELD 07
the place where a battle
is fought

FIELD 09
the sphere of practical
operation outside a base

FIELD 08
a large unbroken expanse
an area or division of an
activity, subject, or profession
FIELD 11
the area visible through
the lens of an optical
instrument

FIELD 12
a complex of forces that
serve as causative agents
in human behavior

I.

Mapping the Terrain

Process
Observation
		
					Research
					Documentation or Reading
					Asking other people

[

Deconstruction
					through writing & inversion
					to luminous details that get
				
manipulated
think/write			

often walk to think

					Modify, mimic, experiment,
					building
Reconstruction to concept
or Positive Formulation
					Make formal
Put back to the world

FIELD 13
a particular area (as of a
record in a database) in which
the same type of information
is regularly recorded

FIELD 14
a region or space in which
a given effect (such as
magnetism) exists

Produce / publish

the Terrain
interruption
exposure
articulation
familiar / strange
politics in content
politics in form
material
materials
tool
propose
create
enact
perform
performance
proposal
analysis
research
listening
alternate
altereity
audience
collaborator
accumulation
earnest
genuine
authentic
vulnerability
co-option
neutral
theory
practice
praxis
critical theory
structure
construction
deconstruction
misrecognition
muse
amuse
play
speculation
speculate
speculative
gesture
extension

Mapping the Terrain

Mapping
scale
repetition
field
imposition
imagination
pleasure
responsibility
multiplicity
layers
palimpest
mind
body
place
non-dualist
cyborg
duration
still
polyphony
immersion
craft
spectacle
frame
plant
network
ecosystem
agent
agency
intention
sincerity
irony
political
social
borders
zones
systems
everyday
mundane
sacred
profane
language
translation
field
dynamic

Space as a Practiced Place

Top: Map from The Wizard of Oz, a fictional landscape created by words, mapped across space,
and accessed through the imagination. Language as a way of traveling.
Below: Spread from Winnie-the-Pooh-in-Providence, a map of Winnie the Pooh's One Hundred
Acre Woods, overlaying the city of Providence.
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The Where
of the Here
From criticism to production —
			
		

how does design participate?

What is graphic design?

Can designers become more conscious as cultural producers?

				

How do we cross into new understandings?

				

~
Notes on Cultural Studies, Fiction, and Graphic Design
Cultural Studies is a discipline that treats contemporary media — books, magazines,
films, etc.— as texts to be “read.” Writing and criticism become a kind of Freudian
psychoanalysis for the collective dreams of a culture. These texts reflect back our
world to us, and allow us to read between and beneath the lines. Fiction becomes
a reflection, and it is through the analysis of these texts that our collective cultural
subconscious reveals itself. How does graphic design participate in the construction of these texts, and how might it be made to operate differently?
Graphic design takes place within a dynamic field, and is embedded in the
social, economic, and political conditions in which it participates. I came to RISD
in order to investigate these aspects of cultural production — to learn how these
kinds of texts are conceptualized, constructed, and distributed. As a writer, I felt that
I was posing the same questions again and again. As a designer, can I re-form the
questions to lead elsewhere, in a way that is more compelling and accessible?
I wanted to apply this kind of cultural analysis in a constructive (or re-constructive) way that would allow me to participate as a cultural producer, to offer formal
strategies for re-seeing our social/material conditions, or at least ways to begin
those conversations. I wanted to learn how to make things, rather than to criticize
and deconstruct without any attempt to reformulate — to practice critical analysis
Lexicon:
CULTURAL STUDIES
a field of theoretically, politically, and
empirically engaged
cultural analysis that
concentrates upon
the political dynamics
of contemporary
culture, its historical
foundations, defining
traits, and conflicts.

through the medium of graphic design.
The medium is the method, and this thesis is first and foremost one about
graphic design. My practice draws on the working essentials of graphic design of
format, sequence, content, and context. I scale and transpose my understanding of
these relational principles from the 2D world of print production to the spatial and
the social. Doing so provides multiple ways in to a work and makes space within
the work for interpretation and interaction, while the work makes space within the
world, and those who experience or encounter it make space for each other.
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This thesis circles many of the same interests and concerns I had as an undergraduate in Cultural Studies. How to pose the questions through other forms, and
to make work as part of these inquiries? To make work as open questions? My time
at RISD has been to extend these inquiries through new working methods.
Graphic design is concerned with format, sequence, and circulation. And the
concerns of this body of work move from the bookspace to the interpersonal, and
the spatial. This is because these all have to do with power, knowledge, and bodies
interacting within overlapping systems. Three areas of practice all operating under
relational conditions, and can be scaled up and down, depending on what we as
cultural producers are trying to do, and where we are trying to go.
Fiction is a strategy often used to imagine alternatives to the present, or destinations and possibilities distinct from the current moment and divergent from the
anticipated future. Fiction offers access — to other places, to other times, to other
circumstances, to different ways of being in the world. It is not a 1:1, but a representation, a translation, and a condensement. Fiction enables us to move through
frames of time and space, to be in two places at once, to momentarily suspend the
constraints of the physical body, and space in relation to it.
Though often understood as relating to a not-real, imaginary story, fiction can
be understood with more nuance, as a useful version of something. It may be true,
it may not be true, it may not be true yet. Fiction is not always a faraway place, but
something lived, and maintained, by shared agreement implicit and explicit. In a
recent lecture at Brown University, scientist-designer-educator Natalie Jeremijenko
made reference to these kinds of “lived fictions;” ones that we inhabit everyday but
forget to recognize as such — ones in which corporations share in some of the same
constitutional protections of personhood as a physical human. These are the kinds
of lived fictions that graphic design can deconstruct or reconstruct through formal
strategies. Jeremijenko's projects operate as experimental research, interruptive
interventions in the present moment, and fantastical, fictional proposals for the now
and future. As fictions that question the reality of the existence we currently inhabit,
they are both real and not real, at once.These kinds of scenarios and experiences
offer a moment in which we inhabit an understanding of an alternative in the

1

2

3

Sequence of structures and spaces: page, publication, and environment.
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present. To be, conceptually, experientially, in two places at once.
Graphic design can do this too — offering new ways through what is, and
visions and versions of what might be. Design is both lure and lore. And design
offers mobility — it is about the traverse. To draw on a metaphor: in sailing, one
cannot always move from point A to point B directly. But one can make use of
the prevailing winds, and currents — working with, to tack. To sail is to impose
a geometry upon a physical space, to imagine and to inhabit accordingly a set
of rules. This is what design makes possible, through formal, constructive acts,
positive formulations, and proposals. Graphic design becomes akin to a way of
traveling.

Tactics for the Traverse
What I have explored and proposed in my work are a set of tactics for the traverse.
To begin where you are, with what you have. To make through small changes,
tests, and experiments. To shift scale, to abstract, to extract — in order to see, and
to move. The designer operates in an observant, responsive mode; asking questions,
examining, always in media res.
This is in order to:
1. Make the reader mobile in their participation and their understanding.
2. Treat content as material and flexible. Not fixed, but interpretive. And to do
so thoughtfully and critically.
3. To circulate + activate along a local network.
Some coordinates:
a. Writing as a deconstructive and reconstructive method — a way that I see.
b. The writing (or conversation) is often the formal result. The thinking
or understanding it leads to is the product (as the understanding); the
“design” is the process. (I do it the other way.)
c. The ability to make and distribute content is one of the most powerful acts
All this towards exploratory ways of getting from here to there.

Space as a Practiced Place

Multiple perspectives: Mapping Winnie the Pooh's Hundred Acre Wood onto a Google map
of Providence allows the imagined space to be read by walking.
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Caption
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1

Footnote

LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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Program as design — a way to to set up relationships that create
dialogue and reveal connections, or create connections.

This is was essentially my reason for attending
grad school.
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I’ve often found that fiction provides a way to gain access to
thinking about complex histories, and political, economic, and
social dynamics, which might seem difficult to grasp when reading
an academic history, which purports to state the facts, or a more
straight economic or sociological analysis. These fictional forms
allow other ways of thinking about events and how events are
described. . .
The methodology of the invited cultural producers —
which involves all manner of research, textual representations,
analyses of textual and visual representations, an engagement
with psychoanalytic feminist, semiotic, post-structuralist, postcolonialist, and gender theories — at times resembles that used
by cultural critics, and while what is produced by each group can
contribute to perceptions of the world and our lives in ways we
hadn’t imagined, the manner and intent in which these provocative
tactics are conducted, as well as the audiences to whom they are
addressed, can differ. The way in which critical thought informs
what these cultural producers and what these cultural critics do
and the importance for dialogue between them was one of the
frameworks for the symposium. Both are engaged in exploring
ways of envisioning the world and attempting to change it
through their practices, but I believed that the work of both
groups could be strengthened by better grasping the ways in
which each functioned.
— Renée Green, Other Planes of There

ma
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Mapping creates a terrain.

In terms of approaching history they describe the political
potential of this “participatory mobility,” which is the
process by which the viewer works to piece together
the various parts of the work, rather than attempting to
absorb and master it.
— Renée Green, Site-Specificity Unbound

A map imposes a reality.

ACCUMULATION
A gathering of things over
time, adding up over a
duration. An amassment.
28
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Outlines
& Blueprints
Can graphic design operate non-authoritatively?
		

Or, what is the relationship between design and authority?

				
How do we navigate our world —
our space and our understanding of space?
			
		

How do we move between agency and authority as designers?

				
		

Can design open up space for others?

What does “participatory mobility” mean 				

					in practice?

I.
In the 1990s, Blizzard Entertainment released Warcraft III: Reign of Chaos, a high
fantasy “game” based in exploration and conquest. Featuring orcs and humans,
the objective of the game is to explore, conquer, and sustain one’s territory.
Warcraft offers an unexpectedly poetic understanding of a map, as both object
and experience. The game takes place on the map, with the game view and action
displayed from a birds eye view. The player is master operator 1, with omniscient
1

As a child, my own gaming
interests ran more towards
SimCity 2000, Sim Tower,
and The Sims, which all had
to do with building space
and the relationships within
these worlds.

control over the territory displayed below. From the initial game sequence, the
player begins to explore, with the map expanding, filling in the territory as they
move. To explore is to expand the map. To experience is to extend one’s knowledge
and understanding within this terrain. We learn through lived movement.
These two operating modes offer an analogy for the ways in which graphic
design functions. Design likewise claims territory and asserts authority, and
attempts to maintain its position from this mode of master operator. Map-making
parallels the way design operates commercially, through branding, and the prevalence of names and logos claims space and bodies. Design creates the territory
it claims to represent, and it is important to recognize the constructive effects of
representation.
But design can also offer access — there is agency and mobility in the “read,”
in the way the design is used, or experienced. And as a designer, I am interested in
these ways the map can be made to function.

Geo-Graphics
Cartography is a “combination of science, aesthetics, and technique...through
which reality can be modeled in ways that communicate spatial information effectively.” Cartography, in other words, is an essential act of graphic design, and born
of the relationship between the representational and the spatial.
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A map is a flattening of space in order to translate it into something useful.
It is an approximation of reality — a tool, a construct, and a fiction. A useful
version. And a map is useful. It allows access and navigation of a space, and orientation in its relational correspondence to a space. But within these coordinates of
representation, there is always the influence of dominant powers and ideologies.
The map assumes power and asserts itself as reality through representation.
A picture makes a place, and organizes our movement within; it defines borders
and boundaries, and applies language. None of these are neutral actions. Representation carries with it a set of intentions & motivations. There is an authority
embedded in the construction and representation of a place — but also the means
to redirect or circumvent. Use and action translate the utility of the object. The
map as a tool, affording access, can also engage agency and mobility in the “read,”
use or experience. The designer can enable this kind of reading, by offering coordinates, but building in latitude for exploration. [Or is this too colonial?]

A map is a time, as well as a place
Graphic design exists within a historical framework. The discipline, and its
thinking and practice, are themselves products. And the historical, like mapping, is
not neutral. There is a always a privileging of information; of what is made visible
and accessible. Within this frame, there is the opportunity to consider how we as
designers contribute to the maintenance and reproduction of these systems. How
do we perform within them?
Graphic design, while arguably a universal mode of communication, in practice originates from a fairly specific time. Designers are fundamentally informed
by the events of the 1920s, ‘30s and ‘40s — the Russian Revolution and its aftermath, and the collective trauma of a fascist Europe that reordered the populations
and priorities of the world. This legacy of the Bauhaus and dispersion of the design
diaspora throughout the world continues to exert influence in the field. And this
canon is important. But consideration must be given to what lies outside the
current frame. Within graphic design, the conversations are shifting now around
the disciplinary canon. Who is in? Why? Who else is out there?
Less present in conversation are the colonial and property issues at the core
of any American institution, and no less present here at RISD. When we speak of
palimpsests and layered history, it has everything to do with graphic design, with
what is represented, what is remembered, and in what ways. The past is a pre-existing condition that cannot be excluded. History shows through, perceptible in the
conversations, the structures, the student body, and the space we occupy. History is
not something obscure and dusty, but something lived out: material, and present.
Presence and absence become visible — the past can be read on the surface of the
present. “Re-purposed space” is a trending term currently, and one that obscures
the actual activity and conditions of what used to be.
To design is to deal in representation, construction, and composition at a
number of scales, with an awareness of the multiple modes in which design functions. How we frame determines what we see, and representation constructs the
systems within which we operate, and reproduces the conditions. What within
the present conditions do we want to maintain and reproduce? What can we make
more visible, and what needs to shift?

30
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Mapping of Home Lots, early Providence, circa
1640. Plots were alloted so that each would have
access to the water.

These home lots have become the grid for
Providence’s East Side streets. This is how fiction
becomes reality, and people become place.
Representations of place store embedded stories
of a material history.
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Header
Text

Historical, material past: the
Design Center before it was the
Design Center, circa 1940s.

Border, frame, page: Henry Holiday’s illustration of
“The Bellman’s Speech,” from Lewis Carroll’s poem
The Hunting of the Snark, 1876.

Craft, care, place: Glass A, made from
shards of broken car windows collected
on Vernon Street.
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On craft and care
Early on in the program, I struggled to understand what craft was. I was so eager to
make something — anything — and focused on proof-of-concept. The work served
as evidence of the idea, something I could see, touch. A concept materialized. The
physical work only mattered because it could be shared.
My time here has helped me refine this understanding. Craft was explained
to me as a kind of care, and this made the most sense. Getting to the point of
production has become one of my favorite parts of the process. To take care of the
materials, the pleasure in the paper; to work on the mat to score the folds, to stitch
signatures neatly, to apply thin layers of glue. To align, to press, to bind, to slice, to
collect the scraps and put them into the bin. Craft as a consideration and concern
with the process, and what is involved.
But craft also concerns itself with audience. Aesthetic choices speak — not
only about themselves, but to someone. The shift in emphasis is subtle — but to me
this reunderstanding was significant. The emphasis falls not on the object, but on
its relationship to reader, audience; to context and use. In this way, craft could also
be taken as a mode of being, as a personal practice of care and consideration. To
what would we not apply craft?
Some of my work is still messy. Sometimes it’s more important to make a
thing than it is to make the thing well. For me, the bias is for action. And that
is mostly because it is far too easy for me to sit, to complain, to read, to think.
Through a design I almost always come to a new understanding of something, in
the way the idea works, the meaning of a work, or what makes someone want to
pick up an object. It is most important to test, as an active form of theorizing,
materially. But craft does matters, in the intention and the construction.

Current coordinates
This thesis is an attempt to craft an understanding of graphic design, and the
possibilities for a praxis. The designer does not have nearly as much control over
the world they participate in as they might like. This has informed much of my
interest in the local and the relational, and my position for now.
This body of work, through structure, form, & circumstance, has been investigating the relational tensions between authority and agency. This is not meant as
a strict dichotomy, but it is a way I have come to an understanding of my interests
and efforts. My design has to do with an imposed form, that is navigated by the
reader, who has choice in when, where, and how they read. And for me, as designer,
to anticipate the need of the content, the need of the reader, to enable and activate
their reading, to provide mobility within the text, to facilitate participation, and to
surprise them. This part of the craft. And this mode of practice can be scaled.
To whatever. To crit. To community. To public transportation. And to one another,
to the relational, to the interpersonal. The book, interpersonal relationships, and
the built environment are all complex, interdependent systems. Craft is required
for each layer, not only as beauty in construction, but as care, consideration, and
thoughtful participation.
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Inspired by American artist Norman
Rockwell’s paintings of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms from 1941, our
super PAC aims to subvert a “Rockwellian” nostalgia for a “simpler” America
while co-opting a visual language that is

DISTRIBUTION
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

name
name
things i werite
color choice
word description
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Subject / Object

in conversation
		with myself
Asking for a friend —
Three years is a long time. What’s changed? What is this persisting interest in borders,
what about theory in practice, and why does any of this matter? What have the concerns
and investigations of this thesis been, what have they lead to, what is my hope for design,
and what might a praxis look like?

Elizabeth: So hi, thanks for doing this.
Elizabeth: Hi there. :) Of course!

Left: the view from the
RISD graphic design studio,
5th floor, CIT.

E: Let’s get right into it. When I reread your
RISD statement of intent, it basically says
the same thing you’ve been agonizing over in
trying to articulate your thesis work. Why are
you surprised these things are connected?

the possibility that they might be revealed,
interrupted, or shifted, even temporarily.
This is what I came to grad school to investigate — how design, and graphic design
(essentially concerned with representation)

My work has always been fundamentally

might offer strategies for doing this. As

concerned with borders. This is partially a

such, my methods are a blend of my experi-

result of the time in which I was studying

ence, interest, training. What I do is based

in undergrad — with urban studies, “the

in observation, research, sampling, or

city” and post-colonial theory as areas of

tinkering through small interventions and

research within the Cultural Studies depart-

experiments. Analysis, formulation, and

ments at both McGill and the Universiteit

then a “putting back” to.

van Amsterdam. The curriculum of most of

E: I have often heard, and myself have
proposed art as a way of asking questions, and
design as proposing of solutions. At this point,
you seem to be working towards developing a
design practice as one that proposes contexts,
for conversation, connection, and reunderstanding. Can you speak a little bit more about
this, about your understanding of design as
constructive, but with room for alternatives,
scenarios, contexts, and uncertainty?

of the Frankfurt School, etc. My interest is
place, conditions of where I was. Participating in this larger current.

E: Interesting.

SUBJECTIVE
based on or influenced by
personal feelings, tastes,
or opinions

they are forever malleable. That conditions
are not fixed means that there is always

to laugh. I’m not sure why I’m surprised.

a really product of influence, of the time,

OBJECT
a material thing that can
be seen and touched

relationships are inherently unstable means

E: It’s true. When I realized that I had

my classes was based around critical theory

SUBJECT
a person or thing that is
being discussed,
described, or dealt with

ever-shifting dynamics and social hierarchy.
This instability is a forever-interest — that

E: This interest in borders is also partially
related to my abiding interest in other
people, a fascination with social interactions, unwritten rules of conduct, different

E: I mean, the real question really is, what

modes. Behavior and expectations, and

do we want? And how do we get there? This

the soft shifts between spaces. The formal

is proposed over and over and over, whether

and the informal. Practices over time. As

in design, or in poetry. And wherever we are

a middle schooler, I tried to map out the

— we begin where we are — we make towards

social web of the seventh grade class, but

something. Even though it will shift, the

gave up quickly because of all of the quali-

wants and the needs, and even though we’ll

fiers — it was impossible to firmly pin the

never get there, we still do it. We have to.
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E: Is this kind of the ultimate border then? The
impossibility and necessity simultaneously?
E: I mean, yes. In short. But this isn’t necessarily the most productive way to think
through it. I mean, this is the meta thing.
But let’s not get stuck there. So then how do
we begin to take action, to activate...how to
scale down to actually begin to do the work?
Most of my challenges in grad school
have been with myself, actually; generating
the will to go out into an uncertainty, to
vouch for my ideas, and to offer them to
others, to ask for help or participation, to be
inviting; invitational. When I have found
the strength to do this, I have had some of
the most rewarding experiences of my life.
This is not hyperbole for the sake of this
thesis book. Acting, or enacting, in space,
with other people, is one of the scariest
things, even though it is also something
for which I will tirelessly advocate. Getting
In process: an n from
one of many notebooks
sometime between 2014
and 2015.

bodies into a room to be together is a
simple action that require planning and
enthusiasm, but also becomes magical.
Galvanizing...activating...organizing...this
is both the hardest thing and also the most
necessary. And things also often don’t look
exactly as you’d anticipated or hoped, so
there is always a reconciling in that respect.
It’s important to recognize what has been
done, even while you push for more. Successive approximation has always been an
important concept — and iteration. Just
keep doing it.

E: So return to the map, which functions as
both object and representation for the kind of
praxis you are establishing...
E: Yes! And this book as a map, really.
Of what I have tried to explore, and tried
to formulate. Because I think design can
operate with more awareness of what it is
producing, reproducing or participating
in. For example, not just of the book object,
and the set of relations within it, but also
the way the book object operates within a
larger context. What it participates in, how
it is used. How it is produced — and so
on. Most of my projects operate between
research and experiment, seeking to identify borders and boundaries, reorder or
reframe through format or sequence, or to
propose temporary modes or conditions
to test & explore how else we might see,
connect, understand what is, or each other.
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This is a long preamble, which is all
to say, my time in grad school has been a
time in which to ask about who and how I
am in the world, what the relationship of
graphic design is to the world, and how it
might be made to operate as a catalyzing
force, to shift our assumptions about what
is. Speculative operations here function as
pragmatic methods. The process of putting
together this thesis has directed me towards
an understanding of my working methods,
and an experimental, speculative practice
that uses existing structures and conditions
to push our assumptions. But more, it has
lead to me to an essential question about
volume and visibility, to presence, absence
and erasure, to who we see — which is what
this body of work lays the foundation for...
Design, as a practice, is both imposing
and enabling. This is the persistent question.
Is it possible for design to operate non-directively, and yet still offer enough for someone
to locate themselves, to know where to
begin? And as a designer, knowing already
that people are going to come to the design,
understand the design, inhabit and operate
the design differently than you intended...
how to try to build that awareness into the
design, to enable mobility, participation..?
This is the real objective, right?

I.

Subject / Object

Mapping the Terrain

Reflections in the spring thaw, Middle Street, Providence.
February 22, 2015, 4:05 PM
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Theoretically and literally,
borders remain the opposite
of free circulation.
— Mireille Rosello, Interviews with the Bridgekeeper
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Above: Westminster Mall, built in the
1960s, was reinstated as a through
street in the 80s.
Right: Diane and Michael playing with
colors. I had been working with the
Color-Aid at the big table in studio,
and we fell into a spontaneous game
making color palettes.

Left: newspaper clipping from 1972,
detailing the renovations taking place on
the East Side of Providence along South
Main Street.
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A note on tools + material
Our tools and materials fundamentally inform what we make. Designers create
with what they have. Therefore our material context is fundamentally informing of
our practice, ideas, modes, thinking. What does design look like without Adobe?
Theodore Adorno and Max Horkheimer address this kind of contextual
informing and production in their essay “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as
Mass Deception.” And Susan Sontag, in an introductory essay to selected writings
on Antonin Artaud remarks early on that “being an ‘author’ has been unmasked as
a role that, whether conformist of not, remains inescapably responsible to a given
social order.” Design is influential, but also informed.
It is incredibly tempting to make big claims, theoretically, about what design,
or graphic design, can do. And it is important to be real about the limitations, even
as we try to design through them, and to remain aware of ideological systems in
which we are operating. Since the 2016 election, which brought Donald Trump to
the White House, there has been much conversation around how we make actual
change, and the role of design in doing so. Design does have a role, but the design
required goes deeper than a graphic, a poster, or a message. The design we need is
most certainly visual — but the design is not the poster, but the poster that participates, that activates, that gathers people together. Design is not only the means,
but the mode. It is not about the design, but how the design functions, towards
an objective, a goal, a possibility. Design is the means of production in order to
produce action, or context.
How do we design towards an understanding of one another? How do we
design for better conversation, for “dialogue,” and for listening? Relationships
and networks are needed in order to “make change.” Community and dialogue are
easy to say, but complex in practice. The basis for community and dialogue seems
to be time and repetition. And these things take time to build — there’s no way
around that. Critique and change take commitment and investment. Grad culture
within the GD studio, and the RISD graduate community at large is a microcosmic
1

This as part of an ongoing
discussion with Kyle &
Diane.

example of that challenges we face everywhere. What matters? How to put the time
in? How to identify what is needed, what tools we already have, what tools we need,
what we want now and in the future, and the relationships that will sustain the
actions and direction we want to accomplish. It is always a questions of vectors .1

A small notecard left behind by
an old roommate that we now
keep on the mantle for its vision
and syntax.
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Spreads from our Seminar I
collaborative book in which I
first articulated my understanding of mapping, and of spatial
relations.
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Header
Text

The following spreads are excerpts from our collaborative class Atlas, Replaced. Within each
spread, I began exploring many of the ideas that are interwoven throughout this thesis —
the palimpsests of time and space evident in architecture, the ecologies of the overlapping
systems in which we live, the responsibilities of the designer in representing, and the
elasticity of language.
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Places are fragmentary and inwardturning histories...accumulated times
that can be unfolded. . .like stories
held in reserve. . .
— Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life
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Navigating the Territory

the Territory
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How do we navigate?

Reversibility is the most palpable in objects of design whose main function is to be
handled. It is an essential quality of the texture of cloth, and it is also an attribute of
paper. A fabric has pleats and folds. Its verso, as with paper, is not the reverse but the
reversible. As it links inside and outside, the texture of the fold reveals an affective unfolding. In the architecture of sensing, reciprocal and reversible, we become connected.
Touching — a foldable landscape — always communicates, mutually. It is not by
chance that we say we are “in touch.”
		
The
fold holds the elastic texture of moving pictures, and thus unfolding is a material
		
expression of our moving inner world. It is the “fabric” of our inner landscape, the
manner in which this world becomes “architected” and expresses itself in the language
of film, fashion, and architecture.
		
		
— Giuliana Bruno, Pleats of Matter, Folds of the Soul
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Multiple Points
		of Entry
How does structure inform experience?
			

How does graphic design tell a story?

			
How to offer coordinates without imposing them?
					
What do participatory structures look like as formal constructions?
				

How might graphic design let us move through?

					

i.
Sequence, structure, and story
How do we access the story? The form tells us as much as any plot. Agnes Varda,
a Left Bank filmmaker, articulates this idea within her practice as cinecriture, the
1

In a scene from The
Gleaners, she recovers ad
includes footage from an
accidental sequence in
which she forgot to stop
recording. She uses the
footage as a musical interlude, and titles it “Dance of
the Lens Cap.” This is one
of the most delightful small
moments; a thoughtful
witty detail that is brilliant
and powerful in that it
demonstrates in its form
and content the subject
and essence of the film.

act of writing with the camera lens.1 This formulation of the film as a composition
extends the idea of writing beyond linguistic text, into visual representation and
construction. A film is structured by its elements — lighting, color, angle, surface,
perspective — which give form to the content. My own practice, situated somewhere between theory and poetry, borrows methods and understanding like this
from film, as well as architecture, and social psychology.

Writing with the lens
Cinecriture conceptually parallels the way a graphic designer graphic designs.
Design too is a kind of composition, created through material, gesture, structure,
images, color, and written language. The way the content is shaped, the form in
which is delivered — these are methods for communication. The formal structure
is the lens of graphic design. The way we frame the content is also the way we
write the message to be received. How we understand the content is relationally
dependent on the way the content is presented.
Can graphic design enable participation in the creation of its content?
For the designer, formal structures are an opportunity to engage the reader, and

M
od
an
up
re

enable access through formats that invite participation. Newsprint and folding
structures are of particular interest to me for this reason, and reoccurring themes
throughout the projects. Newsprint is a lightweight and ubiquitous material, while
folding creates space and interpretation of movement. Both invite the reader to
actively engage, and give shape to content that can be navigated in multiple directions. These forms acknowledge multiple points of entry, experience, interest, and
understanding. In creating structures that offer various points of access into the
work, through material and form, the goal is to make the reader mobile.
75

Jane's Carousel,
in Brooklyn Bridge Park,
New York City

Physical, formal structure creates a site, to be experienced and with more than one
way to travel through what is within. This honors and enables the agency of the
reader in the construction of content rather than the consumption.
Design deals in physical form, in structures and experience — whether book,
social or space, and the designer considers not only how to move through the material, but also how to create forms that allow the reader to do this themselves. By
acknowledging multiple points of entry, experience, interest, and understanding as
part of the design process, the designer can explore formats that facilitate agency
in terms of structure, content, and circumstance; and in terms of placement,
distribution, and platforms.

Illustrated map of Central Park, in NYC,
designed by Frederick Law Olmstead
and Calvert Vaux in 1858.
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Sequence from Agnes Varda's film Cleo from 5 to 7, in which
the movement of the camera transitions from Cleo's apartment, where she is practicing a song, to a direct encounter
with Cleo herself.
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Caption

This page and following: unfolding the gestures of the reading of the news.
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Reading Reading:
		Fit to Print!

DISTRIBUTION
Position, arrangement, or
frequency of occurrence
over an area, or throughout
a space, or unit of time.

Newpapers are never read front to back,
but in an interpretive, individualized
fashion — divvied up by interest, circulated
by section, folded, rolled, flipped, turned,
traded and passed.
This reading reads only a few of these
possibilities, reformatting the reading of
the news as an exploration of the ways in
which newsprint is interpreted as a format
accessed through a variety of bespoke
motions and gestures.

CIRCULATION
The number of copies
sold of a newspaper
or magazine.
The public availability or
knowledge of something
.
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Thesis
Compendium
This compendium was an early attempt
to track my thinking, and created as an
inaugural consolidation of what would
eventually become this thesis book.
Conceptualized as an oversized
map, it was designed as a formal and
figurative embodiment, with a nod to
Jorge Luis Borges and The Exactitude
of Science, of my ideas and my feelings
towards the ideas. As a booklet, a map,
and a poster, the form is somewhat
unwieldy to navigate — much like the
proto-ideas within — and always trying
to do more than one thing at once.

82

The compendium can be read in many
ways: as a small, unfolding booklet, or
as a map with front and back, depending on the the way in which the reader
would like to engage. There are multiple
levels of content available, depending
on which approach has been taken.
When completely unfolded, the reader
must reorient around the map in order
to read through the content, echoing
the way we had been asked to locate and
articulate our ideas.

II.

Navigating the Territory

Above: Unfolding the thesis thinking — what is design?
Below: Exapanding the map.
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The front of the thesis compendium poster map, with framing position
and project descriptions.
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The back of the thesis compendium poster map, with questions and key terms
scattered throughout the writing.
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The Book Structure is a double-sided accordion book, with stepped pages.
The form can be read as a book, or extended as a landscape.
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The Book Structure:

		an interpretation of El Lissitzky’s The Book
Working with the text of El Lissitzky,

I watched some people trying to figure

and an appreciation of his work for

out how to read it at an Open Studios

the Soviet Pavilion at the Pressa exhibi-

event, which allowed me to see how some

tion in Cologne in 1928, this object was

degree of structure is necessary. Clues

designed and built to be both a book

and cues help people learn how to navi-

space and a structure that created the

gate something that is familiar and yet

sense of a physical site.

strange. This has everything to do with

The Book Structure can be read and

design, and with small learning curves

accessed from multiple points. Its form

towards participatory mobility, where

enables forward and backward reading,

the reader is engaged, and activates

and it can be extended from a flat book

their experience.

to a standing structure. Although it is
Book as structure, site,
and space — a formal
interpretation of Lissitzky's
The Book.

designed to invite discovery, it has the
potential to be disorienting.
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The main theme of the [Soviet] exhibition concerns the
contents of the press, its working methods and means of
expression. It provides a highly interesting picture of the
governmental and economic reorganization in Russia, in
which the press plays a special part. Following this, there
is a display entitled “social life in the USSR.” The activation
of the masses by means of the press, self-administration,
trade unions, auxiliary organizations, etc., and the participation of the press in elections, are shown as important
factors. Some fascinating features peculiar to the Soviet
press can be seen in the unique way the paper cooperates
with its readers, demonstrated by the appointment of press
correspondents among laborers, farmers, and soldiers.
Readers also organize conferences, editors visit factories
and villages, and opinion polls and surveys are gathered,
etc. These activities of the press are shown in special
dioramas with numerous examples.

Photo collage from the Soviet Pavilion at the Pressa exhibit
in Cologne, 1928.

— Zeitungs-Verlag, Berlin, May 1928

Print collateral and floorplan for the Soviet Pavilion from the
Pressa exhibit in Cologne, 1928.
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The structure of this image
was the visual inspiration for
the form, which fit with the
accordion format Lissitzky
himself used for the Pressa
exhibition pavilion, and with the
expanded notion of book as site
and space.

The Runner, photomontage, El Lissitzky, 1926

1

After first semester,
a trip to MoMA’s and
the PHOTO: OBJECT
exhibit, which featured
a number of photos
and works by the
designers we had just
been studying with
Douglass Scott in our
History of Graphic
Design class.

Portrait of Drew and Llewellyn1 with El Lizzitsky’s
Self-Portrait (The Constructor), 1924
at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, 2014.
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Branding for The Silk Roads, UNESCO World Heritage Site. The logo was based on the idea
of a threaded landscape.
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The interior of the UNESCO Silk Roads information booklet is a series of full bleed image
spreads. Each spread represents a site along the network of routes,
with information tipped-in as a small folding booklet. Unfolding the tip-in reveals details
about the history of each specific site.
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Op-Ed

The interior of each tip-in was printed in color and just visible when reading the back of the
historical information, to invite the reader to enter into the interior space.
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Caption

The tip-in unfolds to reveal objects of the site, supplementing the historical overview with
specific detail.
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Text
Frames

Left: When unfolded,
the structure offers a
series of small moments of
a time and place.

How to unfold a memory? Is it possible
to reconstruct a place through text?
Although text is in some ways always
doing this, with this structure I was
trying to architect a space, place, and
time through descriptive language.
In considering space and place, I had to
consider time, and how our experience
of a place is directly linked to a time
and then to memory. I chose moments
to create as written vignettes that were
highly specific but also repetitive —
things I had particular memories of,
but that I had also done a million times.
Like driving, or coming home.
I chose a book structure that folded
and unfolded, so as to conceal the text
but also convey motion, expansion and
contraction. This structure helped me
clarify what it was I was trying to do,
with the expanding and collapsing of
time and space in the language and the
form. Building a space with text, and
putting text back into space.
This was a structure I had a lot of
fun making. It was not a structure that
I developed myself, but something I
found by researching book structures,
and then adapted to the concept and
vice versa. The real act of design here
was neither the form nor the content,
but the decions to include one within
the other. During the crit, there was
a question of craft — was it too crafty?
Potentially. But it was also a good
learning moment for me about how
to put something together carefully,
and perfectly, and was really the first
instance of this. In terms of content,

this was also one of the first times
I had consciously chosen to write in a
relatively evocative manner — something I would develop later — where the
description of action, time and place
took on significance. I think I actually
cried in this crit and no one knew
why, but it was because it was quite
emotional to try to put language to all
of memories that had been called up
to inhabit the tiny spaces within this
folding world.
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Caption

Sequence of screenshots from desktop video assemblage.
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Zoe Keating's Legions (War) provided the atmosphere
and rhythm that tied together the visuals as a series
of meditative scenes related to time and memory.

Memory
Loop
An assemblage of collected and created
footage arranged within the screen
space, Memory Loop explores memory
and place through associative imagery
and sound.
Each single screen offers a visual
meditation on time and movement —
water currents, soft shadows on the
wall, the view from a train window.
Movement within each frame creates
a sense of flow through the frames, and
an overall connection between scenes.
The motion is subtle and repetitive.
The content rhymes.
The scrolling folder implies
archived time, and re-access to information captured and stored.

The central image, created in SketchUp,
is constructed as a series of forking
paths, and suggests both a physical and
mental space. As memory, it is a place
to reflect and a space to move through.
Zoe Keating's piece Legions (War)
provides the meditative soundtrack,
which she creates by layering looping
cello sounds. The music plays a key role
in the experience of the work, with the
sound informing the moving images;
supporting and performing the concept
of the work.
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Screenshot from Memory Loop.
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Screenshot from Memory Loop.
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But in these days of advanced communications technology,
what one says here is also heard elsewhere, and what one says
now is also heard later.
Project Title

— Yuen Ren Chao, Language and the Study of Language

Text

1

Footnote

LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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Susan B. Anthony
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Eleanor Roosevelt
Malcolm X
Ronald Reagan
Hannah Arendt
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Winston Churchill

A note on who is here:
This project deals with common phrases that circulate in
contemporary conversation, tracing them back to their
initial written contexts, the marks that modified them, and
the documentation of their performance. However, the
figures here are common and canonical — a surface-level
engagement with history and archive. There are others who
can be and should be be called up from the archives.
What language, phrases, or ideas have been
neglected or forgotten (and why?) that could be put into
circulation?

5 Finger hat die Hand, KPD Party Poster,
John Heartfield, 1928
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Figures
of Speech

1

Extrapolated from Yuen
Ren Chao’s Language and
Symbolic Systems:
“the invention of writing
was a great liberating act
in that the speaker and
hearer have the benefit of
time uncoupling.”

How is our public language shaped,
and how does it, in turn, shape our
cultural myths and beliefs? And how
does gesture relate to the shape and
shaping of language?
This series of posters begins to
explore the shaping role of the language
of public rhetoric. Public speeches are
specific to a time and a place, and yet at
the same time, they are transmitted
and translated over time and space by
various media.1
Speeches are created through an
act of writing, in preparation for a
performance at a specific site, before an
anticipated audience. But this specific
moment is often also then recorded and
transmitted — by sound and language
and memory — and the language and
meaning of the language reverberates
as it is disseminated over time. These
speeches become condensed into
phrases and references that then shape
us as people and communities.

The hand is always present in speech.
Public rhetoric is constructed by the
gesture of the hand, which is involved
at all stages. Speeches are put down
with written (or typed) gestures that
create the words. They are annotated
by the hand that refines the text in
preparation. And speeches are communicated and punctuated by gestures
of the hand during the performance of
the speech.
The two sided-ness of the poster
references the handwritten and the
performative gestures that construct
the speech in its original context;
“gestural bookends.” The medium of
the distributable broadside signifies
the transmittable nature of content &
language of speech as it is recorded
and transmitted, extending beyond its
original context in time and place.
Using one’s hand to open, fold, unfold,
and refold the work reinforces the
significance of the hand and variable

Reflective Voice
looks like this

PUBLIC
of or concerning the
people as a whole
done, perceived, or existing in open view
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Each poster unfolds in a sequence to reveal the doubleness of the performed speech, in the gesture of
performance and the written marks that shape the text.
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Mixed messaging: UK store display on International Women's Day.
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Foucault is particularly concerned with the relations between
political power and the body, and describes various historical ways
of training the body to make it socially productive. The body is an
element to be managed in relation to strategies of the economic
and social management of populations.
— Clare O'Farrell, Key Concepts of Michel Foucault
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Images of action: stills from the
time-motion studies conducted
by Frank & Lillian Gilbreth, who
studied gesture and efficiency of
labor practices in the early 1900s.

Right: Reflection for part of the Seminar II class, following our initial proto-thesis "locating"
presentations. Each of us made notes for one another, and this reflection is based
on the peer feedback I received.
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Elizabeth Leeper
Graduate Seminar II
March 14th, 2016

Assignment 2: Reflecting

Putting things into space
Scale: Intimate, Scaled Large, Multi/Screen
Processes+Contraints for generating and
iterating

Overall, the feedback tried to take on the interests and phrases I had offered,
and returned questions and references to me. Putting together my interests was
exciting—exploring them feels more challenging now because they seem so broad
and disconnected. I did find surprising connections, like film and clay as timebased mediums. In general, I need to experiment more, with more materials, and
faster. I think and write a lot, and I’d like to ground my work—or at least balance
it—in a more physical, fundamentally experimental process.

Gestures: Writing, Tracing, Lines
Material: How it is incorporated + used to
tell a story?
How else can material be leveraged?

One of the main themes throughout the cards was how to think about putting
things into space. The scales suggested ranged from small and intimate, to large,
sited work. Screen installations were also suggested as a multiple/immersive
experience. It seems to me there is a connection between time and space, and it
would be fun to try/make/install a timebased experience. I know right now that
physical installations will require a lot of planning ahead to be able to construct
and install the work. This means I need to commit to a working process that allows
me to do this within the timeframe I have. And that I will need to familiarize myself
with the materials and ways of constructing. The co-works space has a lot of interesting tools to experiment with, and I think considering new tools and materials
would open up my projects in a great way.
The idea of gesture showed up in a few cards, and highlighted the ways that
writing, tracing, and lines can all be considered gestures. Gesture and the hand as
a making/caring/human locus within design was something very interesting to
me last semester, and it’s really interesting to think about filmic gestures and what
gestural motion implies and entails.Tracing came up a few times, as a gesture and
a way of framing a story. How can a narrative be shaped in public space?
Weaving to me is about strength, structure, and warmth. And as a metaphor, I
see architecture and social practices as the warp and weft of a place. Implication of “women’s work” (this came up one day in crit) need to be more carefully
considered. What is most interesting to me about weaving as a structure is that a
beautiful experience can be a gathering of elements, a connecting, and a tactile
experience. Materiality is not considered design, but at the same time is essential
to any design. This leads me to understand design essentially as choices and uses.
So the material is about the experience.
A good questions asked: What is it about the material that makes it useful? This
suggests to me another questions, “and how else can it be used?” This kind of
thinking opens up possibilities for applications.
Sequencing was suggested in relation to film, but it also suggested to me the idea
of the order of a meal, which is sequenced and served over time. Why this order?
What orders do we generally assume and why? These expectations constitute
a kind of performance, repeated and reinforced. What happens when expected
sequences are reordered? This also somehow suggested a related material
concept, that of the grain and going against the grain.
Dogme 95 was listed, and this is a really important and exciting reference to draw
on, becaues of the way they established rules and parameters to work within. I
think this is really important to test and control for the ideas I’m talking about, all
of which are too big and will overwhelm my thinking if I don’t frame the inquiries
in a manageable way that also allows me to discover and experiment new things.
That the handheld and in situ are explicitly required has interesting implications
to me and resonates as something to keep in mind while working. It’s easy to get
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lost in the tools and the screen, and to make work that looks just kind of
digital.
Suggestions of Anais Nin’s Collages—beautiful and evocative writing that
conjures strong visuals. Having texts like this seems like it would be inspiring
and I’m excited to spend more time with these. The translated techniques of
collage in visual and textual work is really intriguing.
A comment on borders—that is a form on a map we all agreed on. This called
attention to agreement itself as a designed thing. And why mediation used to
be of great interest to me. Finding out what is important to each party, and
how to maneauver towards an agreement. That is a form of design—but a lot
of these interests in people and systems also potentially draw me away from
physical, made work, and I want to stay very aware of the tendency to theorize without grounding the ideas in material investigation/making.
Also pertinent to borders is the material confinements of physical and digital,
and how work moves back and forth over and between those lines.
Time words were listed on a card— time consuming and time saving. This
lead me back to the motion studies of Frank and Lillian Gilbreth. Pretty interesting and beautiful visuals, even though the light trails were intended to
capture and catalog motion patterns.
A question—how to freeze (or embed?) the experience you have into the
work itself? I’m not totally sure what this means, but it point to me towards
a problem I’m uncovering, which is the important difference and distinction between documenting and making. Because I love photography and
observing things, it’s really easy to fall into the documenting mode.
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Sequence
as Story
What are the ways in which the work operates?
		

How does mobility relate to the structure of designed content?

How does design make the story visible?

ii.
Content is flexible, mobile, and material
To design content is to shape it, and this shaping is the story.
		

Designers write stories through sequence,

through arrangement of the contents,
		

to give voice and meaning to the material.

To design is to inflect meaning
through sequence, editing, and organization, and
		

these usually do not operate in isolation, and are harder to tear

		apart.

Sequence as a way of seeing & a way of showing
Sequence and shaping of content makes visible what was hard to see
		

before, or didn't exist.

Considerations of the designer in shaping content
		

sequencing as a

		per		formed
		operation

Ways that the designer performs sequence
s-e-q-u-e-n-c-i-n-g
		ordering
		editing
		arranging
		juxtaposing
		collaging
		extracting
		replacing
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NBKSG3C
Perfect-bound book as
printed record. Reading
my printer cover sheets
in sequence reveals a
personal biography told
through the titles of each
print job.
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At my job prior to RISD, I was assigned
an employee code used to identify me
with my workstation. This ID code was
used for almost everything within the
corporate environment. To keep track
of printouts, the Xerox machine would
produce a cover sheet that displayed
this NBK number, along with the time
and date of printing, and document
title. This cover sheet was generated
with each printing, so each document
produced another document. The cover
sheet was both a trace, a reference to
the original printed document, and

its own original. By compiling them
chronologically, a narrative emerged,
and it became possible to read back
what I had been doing over time, by
reading the timestamps and files names
that had been printed and recorded
by the cover sheets. It is amazing, and
alarming, how much can be gleaned
from something so dry as a cover sheet,
and with such little information save
for the name, time stamp, and document title. This raises questions about
collection and access to the data and
metadata we generate in our daily lives.
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Automotive
		Long Poem
This project is an attempt to investigate
how American mythology has been
constructed through the language and
imagery of the automobile industry.
Untitled/Car Names examines the
references the industry has drawn on,
interpreted, and resignified. They are
both present and perpetuated, but are
also concealed by and obscured through
this branding.
The rise of the automobile industry
is intrinsically linked to the cultural
and economic development of the USA,
and to the advertising industry that
has helped craft and associate the ideals,
aspirations, and lifestyle with the car.
The autmobile has been an essential
part of American culture and mythology
from its conception.
What does it mean then, that this
essentially “American” industry, with
its rich visual imagery, gives its products
names that already have their own
meaning and referents? The names are
appropriated, reapplied, and yet they
continue to reference the “original.”
The word thus becomes associated with
(at least) two histories — that of the car
it names, and the thing, place, idea,

or concept to which it originally referred.
Acknowledging the dual nature of
these names turns a parking lot into an
encyclopedia of cultural references,
and the cars become literal vehicles for
meaning — for simultaneous and divergent histories. The aim of this project is
to explore the way meaning can be
transposed by reversing the process, to
reassociate the car model and name
with its earlier referent, its context and
history. Overall, the goal within this
series of work is to consider how these
meanings are created, and to investigate
language as a constructive force.

This is a suite of projects created from the same list of
car names: the longpoem, the pocket guide, and a visual
compendium.
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Spread from the Automotive Long Poem.
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Above: Spread from the Automotive Long Poem.
Right: Installation view at the Graphic Design Triennial, in
the fall of 2015.
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Project Title
Text

1

Footnote

LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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A short writing piece examining Roland Barthes' Mythologies. This was quite fun to write,
and like others in this book, comes to terms with its analysis through a specific example.
Whether food, film, object, or story, this seems to be a way that I write through ideas:
relationally, mediated by an object or story.
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Myth Today

Signs, significations, and myths abound at breakfast.

I feel like I need to study this essay and study in general
for like, twelve more years in order to “get it.” But then again, this
might be its own kind of myth...that school is a place where I will
be able to “get” things. The same for papers, perhaps. What I think
these pieces are intended to do is to create a space on paper to
reconstruct an understanding of the text. But what these papers so
often become (not here, hopefully, in this class/paper where I am
writing about my breakfast croissant) is a source of stress (stress is
its own demonstration of something too?), a demonstration of good
student-ness, of preparedness. The size 12 pt., Times New Roman,
double-spaced paper functions to present the myth of “getting it.”
But what we are actually saying with that format is that we understand the conventions and expectations of the system and that we
participate in it/with them in exchange for recognition and affirmation of those efforts.
Here then is the redemptive potential of design—to give voice
through production, through the shaping of the message as the
message. Not as the latest Commercial type release, typeset with an
insider’s wink1, which is still a metalanguage, but an actual voice
that shapes its content through its form, where the language, in form
and content, tries to say something that is not only as myth talking
about itself.

For the purposes of this piece, I am eating a croissant in Seven
Stars. The croissant is flaky and layered and delicious, and when
I am eating this croissant, I am also eating a myth.
My choice of a croissant, rather than any other bakery item,
is telling. Here, I tell myself that the croissant is functioning as my
breakfast. I am taking the time to sit down, to eat a small bite, something quick but that is also a bit of an indulgence. It is a small, private
leisure, alone at my tiny cafe table, where I can read and write, but
also observe the comings and goings of the place (and be observed).
I can be alone but also not alone. I can be nourished, though not
necessarily by the croissant, which is comprised largely of butter
and flake, evidence of extensive and repeated folding of the dough,
and is ultimately very poor in nutrition value. But the croissant is
rich in sign and signification.
In eating this croissant, I am engaging with the croissant as
Frenchness, and specifically a Parisian-ness. Paris becomes the
ultimate myth of sophistication. Sophistication=Parisian
cafe=croissant. Paris also=love, and my singleness at the table refers
to this; a myth of freedom in personal time.
Self-professed Francophiles are everywhere; “Parisian-style”
cafes abound. The myth of sophistication is pervasive and desired.
We talk about Paris explicitly as a paradigm of taste and culture.
The pattern, the paper, the clothing, the bag...need only be labeled
French to communicate its value. To return to the croissant at
hand, I am almost obligated to eat such a thing in a cafe that offers
them, otherwise why come to a cafe at all? Here at the tiny table
round, I am productive, I am reading and thinking. My croissant
implies a notebook.
In my notebook, I am making notes about Barthes, myth
and design. I am thinking about the interchangeability of myth and
design. For a time, I am considering not writing this piece at all,
and submitting instead a booklet entitled “Design Today,” which
I will probably still make and give to you next week. This booklet
replaces “myth” with “design” and the text reads perfectly. It even
coins a new neologism (maybe) which is “designify.” In fact, ths is
exactly what we are taught in our classes, how to designify. Design
is a mode of communication, and it is not the message, but how the
messsage is shaped. Form and concept are constant discussions;
yet there is little discussion of the myths and ideologies that shape
the forms we consider and reproduce. Often we are only wittily
reproducing each others’ forms—I recently read a complaint that
designers are usually only ever “iterating” rather than innovating.
This is a challenge for designers, as form and image makers and as
“responsible” form and image makers. If myths are acting upon us
always, we are never producing, but always reproducing.
This is also interesting to me in terms of local influence and
myths. Within the studio, our styles are driven by what we think
design is...but which is also what we see and are told design is. All of
our design should perhaps then be acknowledged as influence and
collaboration. Claiming authorship over a design is its own kind of
mythologizing. We never act or make independently. For example,
every conversation I have informs the work I make, or my understanding of work I have made.

What I am interested in writing about further:
The social geography of myths / geography as myth?
Inoculation against myth
How and when participation precludes critique
Critique can be used to justify participation [or lack thereof?]
The relationship of poetry’s objectives to design’s
If design can ever function to reveal, or reveal its mythic mode of “revealing”
Myths about myths, ovelapping myths?

Using Lyon, and Atlas ;)

Critical Dialogues / 4//15//16 / Elizabeth Leeper
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The bricoleur, says Levi-Strauss, is someone who uses “the means at hand,” that is, the instruments. . .
which are already there, which had not been especially conceived with an eye to the operation for which
they are to be used and to which one tries by trial and error to adapt them, not hesitating to change
them whenever it appears necessary, or to try several of them at once, even if their form and their origin
are heterogenous. . .There is therefore a critique of language in the form of bricolage, and it has even
been said that bricolage is critical language itself. . .If one calls bricolage the necessity of borrowing one's
concepts from the text of a heritage which is more or less coherent or ruined, it must be said that every
discourse is bricoleur.
— Jacques Derrida, Structure, Sign, Play

A poetics of typography operates in the space between language and the alphabet
and along the invisible networks that connect writing to the world.
— Paul Elliman, My Typographies

Matter is clothed, with “clothed” signifying two things: that matter is a buoyant
surface, a structure endowed with an organic fabric, or that it is the very fabric or
clothing, the texture enveloping.
— Gilles Deleuze, The Fold, Leibniz & the Baroque
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Notes on
Deconstruction
Locating through language.
			
			
		

Text as creating structure.

Writing as weaving.

				

iii.
My work often contain elements that could be considered as belonging to either
the diagrammatic or poetic. While seemingly disparate, these modes (if I agree to
their distinction) emerge from the same kind of inquiry, and the deconstructive/
re-constructive method that I will often use to locate ideas through language and
then map to concept and form. The conceptual logic emerges and is assembled
within this process, in which the word is the first material.
I approach each prompt as a text (and each text as a prompt), stripping away
the language to a word or phrase that catches my attention. I then use this to write
myself into an idea. Because language is transient and I am never completely sure
of it, I usually begin by making notes, to structure a basic understanding of what I
think I already know, and to test and expose what underlines the language which
is itself produced and informed. Then I begin to ask questions of these words or
phrases, to open them up to possibilities and affiliations. There is always research,
reading, definitions, etymology. Conceptual questions surface through this
outlining and investigation. Word play and inversions lead to associative, lyrical
logic, structured through this kind of written proof. Both practical and absurd, this
DECONSTRUCTION
Jacques Derrida's critical
outlook over the relationship between text and
meaning. His approach
consists in conducting
readings of texts with an
ear to what runs counter
to the structural unity
or intended sense of a
particular text. The purpose is to expose that the
object of language upon
which any text is founded
is irreducibly complex,
unstable, or impossible.
(Wiki)

is how I process language, in order to arrive at new understandings that can be
translated to concept and form.
This shaping and structuring through text is its own kind of writing, by which
concepts are transposed to a sphere of material consideration. The word “text”
itself comes from the Latin texere, to weave, and writing with language in this way
has much to do with material structure. This draws together a number of thinkers
who have theorized between language and material. Claude Levi-Strauss’ concept
of the bricoleur, who creates out of the materials at hand, recombining to construct,
is somehow related to Giuliana Bruno’s thinking about the visual in a material
way. In “Pleats of Matter, Folds of the Soul,” Bruno unpacks Gilles Deleuze's formulation of “pleats and folds,” connecting the emotional qualities of thought to the
haptic and sensorial. Language becomes a conductive surface, and something
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fabric-like — the ideas drape. These kind of folds are created by manipulating the
language as material; writing is a way of folding ideas back on themselves. Working
materially in this way, approaches Derrida's articulation of repetition — the act of
writing /repeating leads to the possibility of something new.
Text, type, language, and expression are inextricably entangled, and there are
always certain unexpressed expectations of equivalences — that writing is the same
as communication, or that language will be able to distill a precise truth. These can
never really be the case. But writing, as a formal inquiry, is a way to “look into,” and
a way to see. Through this process, a space is also created in which to maneuver.
Text can operate in innumerable ways — as a site, or a field of operations. It
is an object — a piece of writing is a constructed work. The construction of a text
is a process, yet it is also evidence of its own production. Text is a translation —
from idea to expression, from gesture to mark, from writer to reader, across time,
and so on. William Carlos Williams wrote, in 1950, in Paterson, New Jersey, that
poetry was a field of action. And this is how I like to think of design — as a way of
navigating through this field. And that as designers, we can build into the designs
an understanding that they are fictions and that they are for people. But how to
make the concepts actually do these things? To design is to deconstruct in order to
reconstruct, to design for participatory mobility, multiple reads, agency and movement. As process rather than product, for participation rather than consumption.
Can we build this in? Design functions as fiction to turn us back into the spaces in
which we exist. I don’t want the design to become reflexive, or recursive. I want it to
extend into the world; yes, to point to the frame, but to enable you to move through
the frame, into the field. Or to, at least, become aware of lies beyond, the other
people, the places, and possibilities.
Within this — what are the requirements? What are the sacrifices?

Right, above: my notes working out ideas related to the
construction of standards, which lead to the project of the
Measuring Thimble.
Right, below: an excerpt from Henry Miller's bombastic
Tropic of Cancer, in a passage that left me breathless —
the way language can be made to operate, constructing
the sensory through text, and the invitational quality
embodied in these words. Can design do this?
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A relentless approach toward demystification works against the
possibility of positive formulations. In a discussion of the François
Mitterand government, Foucault broke with his former tendency to
rely on demystification and proposed specific reforms in the domain of sexuality: “I've become rather irritated by an attitude, which
for a long time was mine, too, and which I no longer subscribe to,
which consists in saying: our problem is to denounce and criticize:
let them get on with their legislation and reforms. That doesn't
seem to me like the right attitude.” The point, again, is that we
need both critique and positive formulations of alternatives,
alternatives that will themselves become the objects of later
critique and reform.
— Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter
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A spatial reading of Fatma Buçak's show at the Bell Gallery, at Brown University,
published as part of XYZ's collaborative publication, Expozed.
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Relational Display
A situated reading of the spatial relations within and between the works
of Fatma Bucak in “And men turned their faces from there,” an exhibition at
Brown University’s Bell Gallery, through February 5, 2017

Elizabeth Leeper

A man and a woman in the stark space of a salt plain. The man
stands shirtless to the waist, facing the audience. The woman,
a few paces back, hacks into the earth with an ax. The dug-up
earth mars the white surface; the sky, divided above the
salt plain, is a mix of soft and fading pinks and blues — an
innocent counterpart to the outraged efforts below. Neither
man nor woman speak; the scene is charged by the intensity of the contrast between them — her effort, passion, and
struggle, and his stillness.
Because this is a spare scene without dialogue, because it
is a scene set in an unfamiliar, ethereal space, and because
there is clear physical conflict between the woman and the
man, it would be easy to read this as a kind of creation
allegory. A retelling perhaps, in which the earth is a character as well as context. This is not a scene of two, but of
three.
The moments of contact between them are moments of struggle
and negotiation. The action within the setting is beautiful,
though not entirely pleasant. The terms of their performance have been established, but seem also be redefined
moment-to-moment with great difficulty. She wants him to
do something; he resists. She places him on the ground. He
sits silently. She drags a pile of animal rib bones into the
frame, and begins hurling them towards him one by one. Her
frustration is clear, though its immediate cause less so,
making this a scene that speaks on a more mythic level.
“And then God blessed them,” 2013, is presented on a small
screen. Nearby on the bench are pairs of headphones. The
small sounds of the headphones provide a tiny, tinny
soundtrack — one that is intended to accompany this piece
it turns out. The projection facing the screen and scene
described above, is in fact, the literal other side of the
camera. In this facing piece, twelve women sit atop small
square stools, some in scarves, some not, some young, some
older. They speculate amongst themselves, as we have been,
on the action between the man and the woman (identified by
them as Fatma herself). They provide many of the same comments
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I had noted — he’s not reacting! He’s not supposed to react!
They’re siblings! No! Lovers! No, siblings! I check my notes
against their comments — we share similar questions and observations. Their camaraderie is comforting and inclusive,
amusing and entertaining.
The positioning of these two pieces — titled separately,
though essentially related — creates a beautiful moment of
realization in the gallery of a dual work, with each piece
responsive to the other. On one screen, a smaller view, the
intimacy of two bodies in a place. On the other, a larger
screen, a community arranged as though at a performance —
and are both audience and subject.
Understanding the relationship of these two pieces suddenly
spatializes the experience of them — positioning the viewer’s
understanding as being between the work, rather than before
it. Neither piece is a flat projection of a space. In referring to one another, they construct a sense of the space
they present, one in which we are now able to imagine ourselves. Suddenly we are on the salt plain and in the gallery.
An immediate understanding of how these independent works
were made — with the video footage implying the equipment
used to record it — also signifies and constructs the space
in which this recording took place, replacing it within
the gallery. Interestingly, these works have different run
times, a choice that syncopates the commentary as the videos
loop, and one that seems to acknowledge the production process and speak to the translation of the work to the gallery.
The women want to know what she is looking for — gold? Oil?
What could make her dig like this? The man is not talking.
Is this a reenactment of ancient times? They speculate on
the intimate drama before them. Now you are not alone in
your bewilderment, but sharing in the convivial confusion
and conjecture of this community. Through action, location,
medium, and display, intimacy and distance are scaled and
reflected. After the women leave, the afterimage of their
empty seats changes into a landscape. The title of this
work is, “A suggested place for you to see it.”
Bucak inherently considers display as part of the work, and
the sense of place within each piece is heightened by its
condition within the white space of the gallery. In considering the ways in which to make connections over time and
place, the gallery becomes a strategy, providing a context
for contrast between the site of the work and the site where
we encounter it. The screens become portals, and the beauty
of her work becomes confrontational as it speaks about
violence and scale in a direct address. In “I see the path”
(2015), seven women arrange a canvas backdrop in a scrub
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by desert space, then assemble around a pregnant woman and
stand facing, looking out. This work embodies the what the
show’s description refers to as “durational photographs.”
It is a scene of place, excerpted from time but not space.
The durational aspect is calculated and effective. When you
look away, it is a moment that is both literal and inevitable, and at the same time a reflexive comment on the condition the work addresses — that of a witnessing audience who
chooses to look away.
When I return to the gallery a second time, the Damascus
roses have begun to grow. This is unexpected and moving —
the cuttings for this piece, “Damascus rose” (2016), have
been sourced with great difficulty and transported with even
greater care, to be planted here now in this other place.
New green, glossy and matte, stem from the trimmed stalks.
Not all have survived. They are planted in a bed of soil, a
rectangle of brown that connotes life and death at the same
time. The plants speak to the persistence of a way of being:
they are actual pieces of place, intimate and ordinary, made
extraordinary by their assisted distance, and are also symbolic testimony to native flora, displaced and continuing.
At the back of the gallery, along two walls, are a single row
of images that repeat a similar gesture. The same arms extend a labeled glass jar filled with dark water. This display,
and the labeled date on each supplies an accumlation of
meaning. This is the water from the tubs in which the daily
news has been washed. The title is, “Remains of what has not
been said” (2016). Like frames of a film, their stillness in
sequence implies motion, repetition, and continuation of a
news cycle, but also the silence to which the piece speaks.
Reflected in the glass jar is another place, again this
connection across space and time, a distilled and embedded
moment that extends itself, receding away from the photo and
into the platial dimension of that other moment — a window,
an archway. These photos carry “where” with them.
These images surround the performance of them — three women
in a landscape, at dawn or at dusk, with the shallow metal
pans in which they wash the news of through absence. As with
Bucak’s other pieces, this one is beautiful and quiet, but
powerful in its symbolism. These are actions that are simple
and mundane; very much related to, and a way of living and
place. Washing is its own ritual, as is reading the news.
The washing of the news becomes achingly poetic in its enactment, literal, physical, material, and metaphor. Their
actions speak of the landscape that is lived.
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Damascus rose (2016) in the Bell Gallery

The black water of the labeled jars is documentation of the
washing, while the washing is performing the photographs.
The works are related and referential, displayed in proximity but also separate — parts of an incomplete whole. This
kind of relational display allows for multiple entry points
into the work, and variable ways to access and understand
the pieces and place she making visible and tangible.
We arrive at the work from many and variable directions,
as we would any other place.
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Remains of what has not been said (2016) in the Bell Gallery

Elizabeth Leeper
Critical Dialogues
Anthony Graves
March 4th, 2016

In On Truth and Lies in the Nonmoral Sense Fredich Nietzsche examines the
human drive for/understanding of truth as a construction. We understand truth as
something fixed and approachable; something that we can and should seek and
approximate. Truth is fixed and that we navigate between its coordinates.
And yet—it is language that constructs. With language we can shape ideas, places,
people, things. We transpose feeling to sound to idea of a thing. With language we
impose order and meaning out of experience. But we forget that these are arbitrary
constructions, created for numerous and different circumstances and reasons. These
constructions then become our cultural inheritance; heirloom ideas that may or
may not be comfortable and useful. And yet how do we understand them and recognize them? It is these kinds of collective agreements, unacknowledged as such, that
become the “truth,” definined by Nietzche as a “uniformly valid and binding designation...invented for things.” It is this “legislation of language” that establishes truth.
But can we negotiate within this language, rebuild, so to speak? Yes, we can reframe
to reunderstand, but always within the confines of approximation and metaphor.
Can language every describe “the thing?” Can we escape our own constructions?
It seems that is really all that we do, setting up and relating all things in relation to
ourselves, seeking to understanding in relation to ourselves, and expressing all of this
in relation to the self.
We standardize our understanding of things by rendering them into concepts. Each
word relates not to a thing, a “unique and entirely individual experience,” but to a
representative model of a thing, by which it become possible to order and measure
all other things in relation to the “original.” I am reminded here of blind contour
drawing, or any kind of sketching, really, that requires the hand to draw what the eye
sees, rather than what the received understanding, the preconceived notion of the
thing suggests the object to be.
Concepts can be useful. Is language an adequate expression of all realities? No, never.
But how do we get anything done? The concepts that structure our lives, and the
alternative that recognizes these and opts to engage differently...there is the problem
of moving between worlds. Language operates in so many spheres, and learning
the signficance and use of vocabulary of each world allows us passage through and
between. The conversation within a graphic design studio critique and the conversation at the coffee shop—each requires and awareness and intuition of the mode,
if not a full recognition of the constructs and metaphors... If truths are illusions we
have forgotten, what happens if we awaken to them? Then what?
There is a privileging of truth in almost all spheres. It is by learning these languages
and performing within them that we succeed and thrive within the worlds we

Critical Dialogues response paper exploring ideas of language and
truth in relation to Nietzche's thinking.
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order and create. To dissolve image into concept—to create a schema in such as
way as to establish routine and order, “a new world of laws, privileges, subordinations, and learly marked boundaries” in opposition to the “immediately perceived
world,” ... Why is this logic so powerful? Why is an immediate experience, a sensing
and intuitive impression seen as softer or weaker? What makes it vulnerable to the
constructed and imposing order? Wordplay is delightful, and the enjoyable banter of
any playful conversation should serve as a reminder of the flexibility of language as a
material. Nietzsche characterizes truth as “movable host of metaphors, metonymies,
and anthropomorphisms...” Language is easily destabilized, and yet the ideas that
it creates persist more tenaciously—or perhaps it is that we maintain them, defend
them in the face of less certain alternatives. It is tiring, actually, to be always sensing/
perceiving/receiving experience...or perhaps it is actually only tiring to try to maintain the sense of self in the sensing/perceiving/experiencing. If boundaries of the
self were not an issue, maybe it wouldn’t be as difficult to be available to immediate
experience.
To be part of a thing we don’t understand. To recognize a system that includes us. To
know that the unknown is infinite, that we are small, and that objects are uknowable
and unpossessable. To not have answers or meaning. We understand ourselves to be
looking up at the sky, but could perhaps also consider differently we are looking out
into space. Language shifts the perception, and our understanding tilts with it.
Maybe the ego is the problem, though I want to be careful to making all of these
things up without really exploring my understanding of these words. This is why
theory is so tricky, I think—it makes sense only within the small constructed world,
house-of-cards style. Why are we more interested in safety and comfort than in experience? What is our relevance in relation to everything else, within and with regard to
the rest of the world?
And how do we negotiate this as people and as artists? If the rational man and the
intuitive are equally desirous of ordering life in their own ways, within an acceptance
of metaphor, how is it ever possible to emerge from the presuppositions Nietzsche
articulates? He writes that the “drive toward the formation of metaphors is the fundamental human drive, which one cannot for a single instant dispense with in though,
for one would thereby dispense with man himself.” But that the web of concepts can
be “torn by art.”
This summary doesn’t have a conclusion, because I am still understanding
Nietzsche’s positions of the intuitive/artistic person, and the (seemingly?) sudden
introduction of the Stoic, and what he is actually saying with this.
I am also thinking about how this applies within the graphic design department—
how our work is supposedly driven by concepts that we give form to, what the
implications of this are, when it feels satisfying or not, and whether I consider what I
am doing to be art.
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Through image, action.

The air interacting with the sails of a sailing vessel creates various forces,
including reaction forces. If the sails are properly oriented with respect to the
wind, then the net force on the sails will move the vessel forward. However,
boats propelled by sails cannot sail directly into the wind. They must tack
(turn the boat through the eye of the wind) back and forth in order to
progress directly upwind.
Introduction, Sailing

Is this dialogue? Is it design?

Conversation as a tack. To pin, but also to change
course. To locate in order to shift.

Thinking of the visual in a material way.
— Giuliana Bruno, Surface

TACK
To fasten or fix in place
with tacks
To change course by turning a boat’s head intoand
through the wind.

TACT
adroitness and
sensitivity in dealing
with others, or with
difficult issues
Mid-17th century,
denoting the sense of
touch. Via French
from Latin tactus ‘touch,
sense of touch,’ from
tangere ‘to touch.’
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Activity theory is more of a
descriptive meta-theory or
framework than a predictive
theory. It considers an entire
work/activity system (including
teams, organizations, etc.)
beyond just one actor or user. It
accounts for environment, history of the person, culture, role
of the artifact, motivations, and
complexity of real life activity.
AT bridges the gap between the
individual subject and the social
reality — studying both through
mediating activity.
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Relational
		Space
Who and how do we hear?
		

What is the relationship between volume and visibility?

How might graphic design let us see? What counts as a conversation, and with whom?
How might graphic design let us travel?
					

What does inquiry look like formally?

III.
A story about a story about a story
A friend recently sent me a link to Jesse Ball’s Way Through Doors, a beautiful and
puzzling work that takes the English language as a material and constructs with
it small, beautiful worlds to fall through. When I look up a summary of the work on
Amazon, the listing tells me that it is “an inversion of Scherezade.” This reminds
me of The Arabian Nights, which I finally sat down to read for the first time last
summer. A classic translated many time over, I have always been familiar with
The Arabian Nights as a reference than a primary text. I was delighted to find it so
engaging. I was also very surprised. In this version by Husain Haddawy, the translation of the story reveals something different to me than the usual celebration
of Scherezade as master storyteller. In this version of the story, it is because of her
sister, Dunyazad, who acts as her collaborator, with her question of “and then?”
that Scherezade is able to continue to weave her tales together and thus save their
lives. Haddawy’s inclusion of the sister reveals something deeply important —
the greatest story about storytelling is not about the storyteller, but also about the
audience, and the relationship between the two. In this version, it is not only
the grace and wit of the storyteller, but the storyteller’s collaborative relationship
to her audience that drives the narrative action. Collaboration is what makes the
story possible: for them, and for us.
This helps define, for me, a crucial distinction in my graphic design practice.
I am interested in story telling, through form, through circumstance, material,
and context. But I am interested in a relationship with this audience; in engaging
storytelling not so much to but for and with. I am less interested in the designer-as-author and more interested in the designer-as-facilitator, -enabler,
and partner.
Language is a system that constructs meaning and circumstance. It shapes
space as well as people and their actions. I am interested in a practice that
examines and questions in order to understand how language functions, and in
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facilitating narrative interruptions and retellings, using language to rebuild and
reconstruct narratives that offer other vantage points. In this, listening / asking is
as powerful a tool as speaking / telling, and both are needed to tell stories. Storytelling is a form of participation. A relational mode or practice, rather than an
event? How to distinguish participation from collaboration? Daniel Eatock has an
interesting opinion.1

Polyphony
1

This footnote was
never completed, so
we don’t know what
this opinion was, but
you can look him up
online. :) And you
could even make a
trade with him for the
answer, if he is still
operating under those
kinds of terms.

Design is about the dialogic. We are familiar with the conversation between
form and content, but what about the ways in which design can ask and offer? In
the work of Mikhail Bakhtin, his idea of the dialogic, and of polyphony as a theory
of language becomes relevant in relation to the kind of design I am trying to understand and establish. For Bakhtin, “all language (and the ideas which language
contains and communicates) is dynamic, relational and engaged in a process of
endless redescriptions of the world.” The dialogic is distinguished from the Hegelian dialectic; rather than seeking synthesis, in the dialogic “various approaches
coexist and are comparatively existential and relativistic in their interaction...
each ideology can hold more salience in particular circumstances. Changes can be
made within these ideologies if a strategy does not have the desired effect.” In his
theory of polyphony, polyphony is a feature of narrative, which includes a diversity
of points of view and voices, and offers an intriguing model for a design method (or
methodology).
Krzysztof Wodiczko is an artist whose work projects voices into space. He is
the former head of the Interrogative Design Group, whose goal is “to combine art
and technology into design while infusing it with emerging cultural issues that
play critical roles in our society yet are given the least design attention.” Through
his work, “he has developed a series of nomadic instruments for both homeless
and immigrant operators that function as implements for survival, communication, empowerment, and healing.” In another separate but somehow similar way,
the Longform podcast broadcasts compelling conversations with journalists that
discuss journalism and the background experiences that go into the making of
their stories, revealing the people and the thinking about their work and the situations they work within, to bridge our understanding.

Narrative : montage : assemblage : collage :
Narrative collage, as a method and technique within design, enables multiple
voices and views to surface and exist in relation to one another. In Anne-Marie
Levine’s Reculer pour Mieux Sauter, she writes in her “Working Notes” that
montage is “to produce a new composite whole from fragments of pictures, words,
music,” and that in this way, “by working with and within a method of narrative
collage, multiple perspectives are voiced,” such that “the story will emerge without
being told.” This kind of thinking was present in the Dada movement, which
sought to “critique the systems that shaped society...[with] new art-making strategies. In their attack on rationality, Dada artists embraced chance, accident, and
improvisation. Such forces figured prominently in their creation of collages, assemblages, and photomontages—and subverted elements that had long defined artistic
practice, like craft, control, and intentionality. It was a form of personal protest
and a tool for critiquing the increasingly mechanized, violent world in which they
lived.” This still feels incredibly relevant. This also points towards the critical value
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and importance of form, which will turn up and again, in the work and thinking
of Metahaven and Practise (James Goggin), in “critical design,” and the writing
of Herbert Marcuse on the value of aesthetics and the imaginative. The argument
for form as a strategy is an interesting one. And collage functions as a particularly
interesting form of narrative, in its potential for non-dualist, hybridized nature of
construction and communication. This hybridity in form and construction begins
to point towards the kind of hybrid and ironic potential of the cyborg as metaphor
proposed by Donna Haraway in her 1985 Cyborg Manifesto — in which affinity
rather than identity is enables conditions for coalition and change. It is also worth
noting here the importance of French Left Bank and New Wave ideas pertaining to
writing and film, and the inventive narrative techniques employed (e.g. jump cut).
Increasingly, I am also interested in the idea of frames within frames in evidence
2

Frames within frames that
indicate the frame, or are
reflexive? What does this
multiple framing, both visual
and tempoaral — a scene
being presented, or a scene
within a scene, your own
viewing its own scene and
frame. Movement within the
frame — moving the viewer
through the frame, through
an awareness of the frame,
multiplying and fragmenting
the frame.

in films like Wim Wenders’ Paris Texas, and Wong Kar-Wai’s In the Mood for Love ,2
that reference the action within the frame and beyond it.

Olly and Dolly Sisters, Lázló Moholoy-Nagy, 1925. This image has everything to do with
design and the dialogic. It is an exquisite representation of relation and shapes in space.
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Table setup in Fletcher 409, where the second round of conversations took place.
The shapes were created in Illustrator, fabricated in Co-Works with the laser cutter,
and deployed as playing pieces within a conversational field.
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Form_al Interview
		
Lexical Field Studies
Form_al Conversations exists in two parts;
as an object set, and as documentation
of use. Using a series of self-replicating
procedures to create a variety of vector
shapes, I lasercut and painted the forms
to produce conversation pieces that are
suggestive of speech, but also open to
interpretation. I then used this set to
conduct the interviews.
The project began with an interest
in our constructed personal narratives,
and the way that we tell stories to each
other and ourselves. I use these small
shapes to create a field of conversation
on the table, and then pose a question
to the interviewee. I ask them to respond
using both words and the shapes. By
asking participants to manipulate the
shapes while we were talked, I sought
to disrupt the usual conversations and
to draw out new and unknown stories.
An interview is often understood in a
journalistic sense, but why not turn
the same kind of attention and inquiry
towards friends or family? Treating it as
an intentional mode of communication
opens it up as a practice of engagement,
and conversation becomes a mode of
more formal inquiry.
The pieces, as props, were used in
disparate ways — as didactic tools, or
generative prompts, and as play pieces
that engendered conversation between
partners. These formal shapes prompted
(and produced) conversations that were
consistently surprising.
In the second iteration, I repeated
the project with studiomates, and came
to new understandings of how this setup
was operating. This deliberate format,
facilitated by the shapes, allowed for
engagement in deeper conversation.
The pieces create a physical space on
the table, and make relational space

in the conversation. The visual nature
of the objects, and their tactile manipulation, removes the need to relate via
sight. Living within a visual culture also
emphasizes looking in our interpersonal
relations. Looks are important. Looking
people in the eye is in important. This
becomes about display; demonstration
and assertion, rather than connection.
The ultimate work of this piece,
I found, was in shifting this visual
emphasis. Allowing us to communicate
across different means, and removing
the burden of eye contact, allowed for
other stories to emerge. Different kinds
of concerns were expressed; personal
stories were told; thoughts and theories
about the world were articulated. Reformatting these conversations, even with
individuals that I knew well, enabled us
to move through surface level assumptions, and to break new ground.

Kathleen and Joel talk through issues in her lab, while
constructing shapescapes.

Space as a Practiced Place

My mom, the scientist, using the shapes to explain how the perceiving brain makes meaning from the
visual field of information that is before it.
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A few of the more complicated shapes, which are often used singly to explain more complex subjects.
The smaller, simpler shapes are usually used in combination, to build a base for explanation or in
connection to other shape arrangements.
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I.

Mapping the Terrain

Header
Text

Kathleen and Joel discuss the interpersonal dynamics in the lab at her new job.
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II.

Navigating the Terrain

Header
Text

The verbal conversation and shape play will sometimes echo one another. Here, Joel was talking about
order and stability in life, while constructing an intricate, interconnected structure.
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The Drawing
		Room

Prompted to create something to give
to someone else, I made The Drawing
Room for my friend Elise, using my
limited knowledge of coding. This was
instructive: I knew I couldn't code from
scratch, but I also knew I wanted to make
something that felt like I had built it.
Using p5.js, I found a script that
enabled the user to draw on the screen
canvas. I modified this script; copying,
pasting, and tweaking each variable
in the code to see what the effect could
be. In this way, I created a number of
line styles and behaviors. Rather than
choose one, I created a web space in
which the user can scroll through a series
of rooms, each with their own drawing
style. Ideally, each image will eventually
be collected into a shared repository.
Many of the choices in this project
were also an extension of my interest in
the gestures of the hand, and examined
the effects of the physical hand within
the space of the screen. The hand moves
the mouse, and the motion is rendered
in the space of the screen. It is a translation of gesture across time and space.
This script becomes a tool to draw with;
a tool to generate form, a tool to share
and communicate with across distance.
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Through this project, and working
within the webspace in general, I came
to realize ways that I can participate
as a designer, even when I do not know
how to do something. My approach is
small, incremental, and experimental.
This version of GD for the Web,
taught by Andrew LeClair, was a class
that really changed my understanding
of what the web could be within graphic
design. I had always assumed I was not
interested in code because it felt too
much like tech — but this gave me an
appreciation for what can be attempted
with the time and knowledge you have,
how code is really a material with which
to construct things, and that being a
designer is about making even the most
simple, small thing beautiful.

Opposite: initial test shapes, in the line style I was most
excited about.
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Above: Screenshots emailed back to me by Elise with type created in the Drawing Room.
Right: Dancing shapes choreographed by gesture.
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Following the movement of the cursor, the program generates a flowline.
Overlapping motions are translated to a texture within the screen.
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Reflective
		Void
Left: View of the back
stairs in the Fletcher Building, where the fine arts
studios are located.
Above: One of the shapes
created by reflecting the
light and bending it with
the mirror acrylic.

The structure of Fletcher’s underused
back staircase wraps around to create
an open space at its center. This airy
counterspace is both central and void
at the same time.
To activate this architectural effect
as a common space, a series of shifting
colors were projected upwards, and split
successively across the ceiling of the
third floor, up to the sixth.

Flexible sheets of mirror plexi were used
by the class to catch the projector beam
and reflect the light up and down the
surfaces of the staircase. The floor levels
became a way for people to access the
open-well of the stair, making the stairs
into a place of connection: a unified,
vertical space to pause and play, rather
than to pass through.
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Next level: The view looking up, as the XYZ class activates the staircase from all floors.
Left: Casting light shadows throughout the staircase.
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Shapes created by refracting the projector beam back onto the surface of
the stairwell
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Gestural
		Counterforms
This is an ongoing project that examines
writing as the result of the gesture of
the hand — a trace of the physical action.
Writing is a means of accessing,
understanding and re-forming our
ideas. We consider letterforms in terms
of the relationship between the form
and counterform, and we talk about the
shapes as black shapes and white,
rather than as letters and negative space.
I am interested in recognizing the
negative space as its own form, and the
hand interests me as a physical form
of the written gesture. What would the
counterform of a gesture be?

I enlisted colleagues to write their names
while pressing paperclay into their hand.
The results are a strange collection of
small sculptural forms, and what I love
is the participation that they invite.
As curious and unfamiliar shapes, they
ask to be picked up, and to be understood through touch. It is difficult and
fascinating to try to form one’s own
hand around them; but in doing so,
one is able to experience the gesture of
someone else.

This was also a project that I wrote myself into, by modifying
my understanding of the words form and counterform
through almost analogical proofs. In this case: letters have
a form and a counterform. So does the gesture that makes
the mark have a form (yes, the hand) and so then what is
the counterform? Is it possible to make the counterform,
the negative space, positive and physical? This initiated the
concept for the formal realization. To me, this process is
one of unfolding the language.

Terms of Use: Holding the writing gesture.
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A growing collection of counterforms, each representing the shape of an
individual's specific gesture of mark-making.
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LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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Collages I pieced together, as initial explorations of body and letter form —
extending a relationship visually that is already present in the language.
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The standard sixty-inch turning radius of a wheelchair, represented as a blue circle.
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Shy Space,
Social Space, Public Access

SHY SPACE
the amount of distance
pedestrians keep
between the edge and the
center of the sidewalk

The sidewalk is a complex system —
As a network of surfaces and pathways,
sidewalks provide safety for pedestrians,
and channel us through urban space.
Sidewalks also give shape to what we
consider public space, determining who
has access, how we move, and our relationships to one another within tpublic
space. In this way, sidewalks tend to
mislead us in regard to the regulatory
imposition of their construction, in the
way they dictate our movement.
This project began with an initial
observation about the way that sidewalk
widths impacted conversation. For an
example, as five of us walk from the
Design Center to our downtown studio,
the scaffolding occupying the sidewalk
on the north side of Westminister forces
us to split into two sets of two, and a
single. The particular stretch of street
interrupts whatever group conversation
may have been happening and forces
it into pairs. Walking and talking in twos
or ones is assumed and required by the
space provided.
The shape of a public throughfare
shapes our physical formation and
our conversation. It also imposes some
assumptions on us: that of a directional
trajectory from A to B. Pedestrian status
is a temporary state; a means with ends,
rather than an end in itself. Sidewalk
width prescribes use and expectations
within social, spatial scripts. Sidewalks
assume bodies with purpose — running
errands, or taking a break to get a bit
of fresh air. And sidewalk space is
often commercialized. Street cafes,

ice cream enjoyed on a bench — these
purchases legitimize one’s public presence, and the commercial becomes a
primary social medium. Other usages
of public space, like standing, sitting,
ambling aimlessly, or sleeping are
implicitly and explicitly discouraged.
no loitering signs are familiar, and
fences are installed everywhere to
prohibit unintended use.
Space is formatted for movement,
not for gathering, with sidewalk as
in-between, rather than site. Conversation happens in-transit, beginning
and ending along the trip. The impact
of this on interpersonal conversation
is directly felt, but far more important
are the ways in which this kind of
fragmenting of conversation in public
spaces such as sidewalks might have
important social and political implications. If gathering in groups is seen as
dangerous, why might that be?
Mobility and access, and who is
excluded, identified, implied by it...
space is designed, and we as designers
and citizens and humans should give
consideration to how and why. Perhaps
the biggest contribution we can make
as designers is not to propose solutions,
but to look at existing systems and ask,
“why, and for whom?
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In reviewing the initial project ideas for
public space, I realized the proposals
I was coming up with were proposing
spaces accessible only by foot, and
not by wheelchair. As I looked into what
the turning radius of wheelchairs was,
I found that sidewalk designs noted the
wheelchair access dimensions, and that
they recommended a sixty-inch diameter
as the distance needed for two chairs to
pass comfortably; and the turning radius
for one. This diameter was also the width
of the passing corridor preferred by
pedestrians on foot.
The idea of a more inclusive and
comfortable corridor as a standard
for sidewalk design made sense, taking
into consideration not only access to
the space, but also use. The shy space
is the distance kept from buildings and
street on either side of the sidewalk
for both comfort (to avoid swinging
doors) and safety (from the road). Shy
space, as with a book margin, allows
for comfortable navigation of the space.
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Taking into consideration the preferred
passing corridor of sixty inches, plus
twenty-four inches of shy space on each
side, results in a recommended standard
sidewalk width of approximately ten
feet. Rather than creating a proposal for
a public space, I prototyped a graphic
tool to propose within existing spaces.
The measuring circle is sixty inches
in diameter and speaks immediately
of the space through its form — simulataneously testing and proposing
within the space it occupies in a simple,
graphic gesture.
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The turning radius translated to a shape, translated again
to the sidewalk surface. Here, I am measuring the sidewalk
along Carpenter Street, in Providence RI.
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Intersectional Floorplan, installed in the Sol Koffler Student Gallery as part of the MFA Graphic
Design Biennial, in the spring of 2017.
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Intersectional
		Floorplan
Formalized by Kimberlé Crenshaw in
her 1989 paper Mapping the Margins:
Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and
Violence against Women of Color, intersectionality offers a framework for how
identity is constituted and how this
operates within systems of power and
oppression. These overlapping and
intersecting positions of race, class,
gender, and health, etc. inform the way
we relate to and understand others.
Part map, part conversation space,
Intersectional Floor Plan is an exercise
in experiential awareness, and a spatial
translation of a theory that is actively

informing many of our conversations
today about what it means to take up
space. Participants have the option of
tracing these dimensions of their identities through various intersections, and
are asked to consider the implications
of their position through the experience
of this physical mapping.
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Snow Piece, Yoko Ono, 1963. A piece of writing that prompts an action, in a way that is
beautiful, whimsical, and profound. Through the words, through the exercise of this process,
a way to reimagine an encounter with another, and the conversation you might have.
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Conversation
		Space
What does a conversation look like?
Would we become more aware of our
conversation if we could see it? This
project was the first visual exploration
of the relationship between volume
and visibility. With color and motion
as a lure, how might this set us up
in a circumstance in which to interact
differently and together?

Initial versions of the sound responsive patch, built using
the program MAX.
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Caption

Conversation space installed as part of the XYZ final show, Expozed, in the Expose
Gallery on Westminister Street.
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LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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The circuit, or "patch," created & modified in MAX to generate the visuals for Conversation Space.
I had never worked in MAX before, so much of the work was tinkering with the connections,
modifying the numbers, adding functions, etc. — all small, experimental moves to see what would
be generated by adjusting specific variables within the system.

Workspace with all elements removed except the circuit connections, which reads as its own
kind of map.
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Calgary, AL

Toronto, ON
Camden, ME
Detroit, MI

Boston, MA

Providence, RI

New York, NY

Fanwood, NJ

Network Connections: geo-coordinating window views with friends and family.
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Dublin, Ireland
London, United Kingdom
St. Malo, France
Paris, France

Sightlines,
Temporal Perspectives
Sightlines, Temporal Perspectives is a
collection of framed views to be installed
in a surround. Each window holds the
space of about ten minutes; single takes
of other people’s everyday.
The action is often mundane,
interspersed with people passing by,
or a gust of wind. Each scene is a
person, and a place, and each one was
filmed at my request but left open
to their choice of location, framing,
and time of day. These variations
create a subtle texture.

This project inquires into the temporal
view of someone else. The installation
asks that the viewer spend time, should
they wish to. The collection of views is
evidence and imagery of the local and
the personal; materializing and locating
these experiences to be re-experienced
by a new audience.

Following pages:
Providence / Boston
Detroit / Paris
Camden / St. Malo
Brooklyn / Toronto
Calgary
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“How do we make space to hear each other? Politics needs art. Inspired by American artist Norman
Rockwell’s paintings of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms from 1941, our super PAC aims to
subvert a ‘Rockwellian’ nostalgia for a ‘simpler’ America while co-opting a visual language that is
accessible to a wide audience of viewers.”
				

— For Freedoms

Us is Them, with Wyatt Gallery, in New Orleans, Louisiana.
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Uncertainty in Public
in conversation with
Eric Gottesman
		
& Drew Litowitz

Eric Gottesman is a photographer, writer, and teacher who uses art as a vehicle to engage
people in critical conversations about the social structures that surround us. He is the
co-founder of For Freedoms, the first artist-run Super PAC, and is currently a Visiting
Associate Professor in Film, Photography and Video at Hampshire College.
Elizabeth: Can you see and hear us ok? So

D: And those are for charity organizations?

it’s just Drew and me right now. We’re super

E: Exactly. 501(3)(c) are non-profits, so they
have to have a specific kind of. . .you know,
I’m not a lawyer [laughter] but I have done
research on how these different organizations
work. So the 501(3)(c) has to have charitable
ends. 501(c)(4) has either charitable or political
lobbying as an ends, and the superPAC has
specifically political advocacy for or against
specific campaigns.

excited to talk to you, and thank you!

Eric: Sure. . .why don’t we just have a conversation?
Drew: Did you have an intro you were planning
to give or should we just ask questions?
E: You can just ask questions, I mean I’m happy
to give you an intro —
D: We’re both really interested in the entire
project, but — we don’t really understand what a
superPAC does, so we’re wondering if you could
describe why that was the avenue you chose.
E: Sure, so I’ll start with what the superPAC is,
which is not something I knew before starting
the project. The way American election
funding is structured is that you’re allowed
to give money to specific political campaigns
within limits. And then you can give unlimited
money to these things called superPACs, so
they’re different forms of political organizations.
A superPAC specifically is set up and designed
to funnel funding to advertising that promotes
or criticizes a specific campaign. So that’s
different than money that is used to lobby for
a specific kind of legislation. So a superPAC
can run an ad that says “Vote against Hillary
Clinton, she’s for abortion,” but it can’t just say,
“Vote against abortion,” or “Be pro-life,” or “Be
pro-choice,” or whatever the specific issue is.
That is what a different kind of organization
is set up as — there are benefits and costs to
each entity. 501(c)(3) is a charitable organization where you have to promote [within]five
categories. . .education, religion. . .cultural, societal benefits. . .but you can’t do advocacy. So
you can’t do political ads, or ads for, or against
political candidates.

D: And that’s all the superPAC is intended to do,
that’s the entire purpose?
E: Yes, basically. A superPAC for a political
action committee is essentially set up to be
an advertising, a political advertising group.
Now, political action committees take different
forms. There is the superPAC, the 527, but
there are state-by-state PACs, so let’s say we
were lobbying for specific candidates in, say,
New Hampshire, then you can set up a state
political action committee in New Hampshire,
that can fund state candidates for office. But
when I set up the superPAC, it’s to be for or
against candidates running for federal office,
which means all federal offices, Congress,
Senate. . .
D: So you have to state your intention of the
superPAC, or can it change? Can you say it is
just generally doing something?
E: Most superPACs do. Most are either for
or against. . .there were Marco Rubio superPACs, or pro-Trump superPACs, or generally
conservative superPACs. We didn’t choose
a candidate, we didn’t choose a viewpoint, in
part because we’re kind of against the polarization of politics, and trying to break down
the binaries through which people view these
very complicated, complex political issues. So
something like economic policies — what are
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Make America Great Again,
with Spider Martin, installed as part Laboratory
for Freedoms, during an
artist residency at MoMA
PS1, in Queens, New York.

[the] economic policies? I don’t think there is a
pure conservative or liberal tilt to either party’s
approach. So I think what we’re interested in
is thinking about how these really nuanced,
really difficult, complicated problems. . .can be
served by adding nuance to the ways we talk
about those problems? Often the advertising
that’s done around these issues, or the way
in which we hold political conversations is
completely black or white, as though you are
either pro-choice or pro-life, as though you
can be both. Or you’re pro-Black Lives Matter
or pro-police, as though you can’t be both. So
we’re interested in opening up the way we talk
about these things.
E: So I had a conversation recently with my

E: Right —

E: And I wonder why people need that sense
of someone being in control in a law-and-order
way. . .and then I think about us, and what
artists do. And how artists. . .part of the question we’ve been asking, what does art have to
lend to politics? And I think that artists have to
get comfortable with is being uncomfortable.
And doing things that are outside of what is
considered normal [in arts practice] right —

dad [we laugh] because we find that when

D: Accepted? Or familiar?

we get together — you’re at Hampshire?

E: Much more comfortable with uncertainty.
And I’m interested to hear what you guys think.
Because I think design has a slightly different
kind of mandate. I think art is supposed to end
with uncertainty, right? And so artists I think,
in this, whatever the reason is that there is this
global need right now, I think it has to do with
technology. And how we don’t really control
[the means]. Like [this Skype conversation]
I don’t really understand how this is happening.

E: Yeah!
E: My sister graduated two years ago — as
you might imagine, with a Hampshire
alum, it gets a little heated around the
table. But the point being, for the first time,
he brought up this idea of uncertainty in
conversation. Like, how do we step out of a
defined position into a discussion?

E: Uncertainty. . .I’m really glad you brought
that up. I’ve been thinking about this too. I was
listening this morning to the BBC reporting
on what’s going on in Turkey right now. And
basically there are all these dissidents that are
being arrested and in some cases executed, in
a really purely authoritarian kind of way. And
I think about what’s going on in Egypt, parts
of Africa, what’s going on here — the rise of
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movements right now in Europe, to consolidate
power — and there seems to be this push
towards authoritarianism or a new appeal of
it. That hasn’t been around for a while, since
the 30s.

E: It's magic...

D: And technology is like the quantified self.
Now everyone wants to know every detail about
their life. How many calories, how many steps. . .
it’s very factually controlled and measured.
E: It could be. But the roots of this aren’t
authoritarian. The way people got on the web
was anarchism. But what is happening is that
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technology has propagated, it has come under
the control of what has always controlled
things, governments, states, and so then the
question becomes, what is my role in that? We
saw that certainly in the election. That a lot of
people felt uncomfortable with that role, and
what they wanted in response was someone
to lock it all down. Someone to say, “it’s much
more simple than you think. This is what we’re
going to do. Build a wall and fight ISIS.” And
so that kind of conversation is not one that
lends itself to nuance, in part because nuance
demands a comfort with uncertainty.
D: That’s what’s so interesting about what you’re
doing. We’re both thesis students in Graphic
Design, so we’re working on our big idea, so
mine, and Elizabeth’s, and all of ours to a certain
extent, is about “what is nuance in Graphic
Design?” Graphic Design is about not-nuance to
a certain extent. Because it’s about, “here is what
you need to know; here is how I am displaying it
to you.”
E: Which I would argue is actually its own
kind of violence, to say “this is what it is,”
[only] and that maybe design doesn’t have
to be this. This is how it is taught, but it’s
not historicized as that way necessarily.
I mean, we do have history class, but,
framing is something that is exclusionary,
as an act. And I think that something on
the forfreedoms website that was striking
was this comment about “nostalgia for a
simpler time.” That was never the case —
it’s just what was being shown. And who
was seeing it.

D: The things you remember are the cultural
by-products. The ephemera of the time sticks
around, but not the actual experience, right?
E: Well, yeahh. Except that those things were
used as propaganda.
D: Right, but they remain, and you can look
to them — and depending on who is framing
them, now, like if it’s a history book about the
negative effects of propaganda, and you see a
propaganda poster, versus, “here’s a book about
graphic design history, look how great this
Russian Constructivist poster is, you’re not even
thinking about what it was used for.”
E: Isn’t it true that some forms of design lend
themselves to propaganda more than others?
D: I think that’s why we were both so interested
in forfreedoms. For me, my work is about taking
the platforms or interfaces or the frames, the
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mediation that designers occupy, for their jobs,
and kind of messing with them. Shuffling them
around. And I'm doing that in a speculative way.
And I think we all are, to a certain extent, but you
guys are doing it in the real places. The billboard
is a real billboard. Like, let’s put a billboard in
an art gallery — and say, what if billboards?
That’s what I do. So I'm curious about it actually
crossing the threshold of viability. That’s something I often talk about.
E: Can I add a question?

D: Yeah, and I guess I just want to hear about
viability as an art, because once it becomes
viable, and viable with a purpose, like capital P,
Purpose, it sometimes can be viewed as not art
anymore. . .
E: It would be interesting also to hear how
you see the system that you’re working
within. Do you see it as material? Do you
see it as structure, or construction? How do
you frame it for yourselves?

E: Yeah, on the billboard, I think. . .well, a few
things. You mentioned before that you think
about design within the frame, and what is
outside the frame, and I think that happens in
photography too, and that’s where both Hank
and I come from. There is a sense of looking,
and this links to the system questions as well
— it’s looking at what we want the effect of the
thing to be. And whether we want that effect
to be real or imagined. There is something now,
where a photo of that billboard up in Mississippi, or the artifact of the actual billboard itself,
is up in MoMA PS 1 right now. Like, we got the
vinyl with the dirt on it and with the misspellings the design company put on it, up on the
wall. Now, that serves a different purpose than
an art object. And I think what we’re doing is
moving away from that idea of the art object,
towards artists being able to claim spaces that
are outside of art. . .and this is a political move,
in art, because we’re claiming that everything
that artists do is politics. Which I believe. And
yet, it’s also an art-historical move, because
going back to Fluxus, Joseph Bueys, Andy
Warhol, even Marcel Duchamp, there’s this
through-line of artists; and then into relational
aesthetics and social practice, there’s this
through-line of artists claiming life, and spaces
outside of art in which they can work. And that
is where your questions, Elizabeth, about the
system come in, because yes, the system is our
medium. And there are two things happening.
One, we are using the tools of the system,
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the tools of democracy. Claiming American
democracy as our medium. So the tools of the
medium are the press, election funding, public
discourse, dialogue. It’s interesting, when you
paint, painting is the medium, but there are
all of these different materials. . .acrylic, or
oil, or whatever. So you use all these different
things. You play within that medium. The other
thing that we’re doing, besides opening up the
medium, is making the claim that participation
is not only possible, but it’s necessary. That we
do no exist outside of this system of democracy. We do not exist outside this system of
capitalism. So as far as artists remove themselves, in their studio, or wherever, which has
already always been the case [has it?] historically, we are still part of that system. And so
we want to participate. We are claiming that
we are able to participate, and we believe we
can win in this. This sounds like an aggressive
statement, when we talk about the history of
winning, and in relationship to masculinity, and
patriarchy. But I think it becomes different if
you can’t not-participate. Then it becomes
about what ideas win, and what we believe
winning means.
E: I think that this is a really crucial
distinction that is relevant in the work you
are doing, relevant in the world generally,
and relevant certainly to design. For me
this is the crux of things. . .there is always

E: To question, or to set up the conditions
for that. That’s how I’ve been trying to
understand design or what it potentially
could do. That it is inherently speculative,
because it is inherently saying that everything is your material. So that it’s this way
now, but could also be something else soon.

D: What interests me, for my own work, it that
once you know how tools work, it’s the same
thing as with the superPAC, or democracy. Once
you understand how democracy works, you
have the power to use it in an incorrect way, or
to show people how it is being misused. And
so as graphic designers, if you can learn how
graphic design is maybe doing a disservice
to the world, you can use the tools of graphic
design to create instances where it is actually
performing its own fallacy. And that’s what you
guys are doing too.

is always to advocate for those kinds of

E: I think so. And we can get specific, and
talk about that billboard in MS. And I’d be
interested to hear your opinion, from a design
perspective. Because that’s what we’re. . .the
way we’re thinking about advertising is as an
inadequate delivery method. That it becomes
a way that is highly distributable, highly visible,
and ultimately forgettable, and ephemeral. So
what happens when we create something that
folds back on itself, and makes you question it,
instead of just assuming?

contexts. . .opening up the space for conver-

D: Yeah.

this challenge in doing work that involves
dialogue, and things that take time, and
involve uncertainty...that those things are
often conflated with weakness, or that they
are shouted down by simpler things, where
people are like, “here, this is the thing” and
then it’s just applied, and people move on
because it’s easier to digest. So my hope
& concern is how do we do more of this
[dialogue]. I feel like the fight in design

sation. That’s real work. But how do you
get people to listen, and not be scared, and
to be vulnerable, without it being a kind of
packaged TED talk thing?

E: If uncertainty is winning? Which is the opposite of what winning means to me right now.
One of the ways we can talk about it is, and you
can tell me if this is a true statement, is that art
is about asking questions and design is about
offering solutions.
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D: To be fair, I always thought about it that way,
but then I got here. . .I remember with one of my
projects, I was looking for the answer, to show
the answer, and they were like, why don’t you
just have it ask the question? So like it can do
that, but it depends on the context. We’re in a
fine arts program, so we get an MFA in Graphic
Design. Which is not the same as going to a
technical school, where your job might be to
make a website about how this works. And our
job here could be to question what a website is.

E: But the critique of that. . .I got a critique of
that banner the other day —
D: Specifically the “Make America Great Again”
one?
E: Yes, I mean any of them. . .you know, we
would have loved to have you guys collaborate
with us —
Elizabeth: we’re available —
[we laugh, but we’re serious]
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MIssissippi
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E: We have a campaign coming up in Boston.
We’re working with the MFA, maybe doing a
billboard campaign in the Fenway, in Boston.
I’m thinking that it will be based around the
idea of gerrymandering, which was invented
in Massachusetts. And it’s just so interesting,
because we’re talking about democracy as
the medium, and there, the government is
using politics to draw lines. So actually literally
democracy is the medium in those gerrymandered districts.
So the critique of the billboard was
that by darkening the Civil Rights picture, and
placing the Trump slogan on top, we privilege
the Trump message. And this critique was
from someone in the arts. And the question
was “why?” I’d be interested to see if this was
your reading, from a graphic design perspective. And the second question for you. . .does
that match our strategy? Because our strategy
is to be playing both sides of the fence. We had
to outweigh the history and the legacy of the
Civil Rights movement to be able to see what
it was saying. Otherwise it would have been
clear, if we privileged the Spider Martin picture,
whose side we were on. Because when it came
out, people were like, who are these people?
E: Like, who is doing this?
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D: I think I definitely was curious about the
intention. I follow you on Instagram, so I would
see this and be like, what is this? I actually came
across forfreedoms because I liked the logo a lot.
E: There you go —

D: It was something formal when I was exploring
form, but I didn’t know really what it was. So
that’s one thing. So much of this is doing what it
wants to be doing formally, which is playing this
neutral, populist design role. Like Gotham-esque
typeface, that condensed, fine print that is on
cigarettes or pharmaceuticals, that say “you
don’t need to read this, this is not important.”
E: Or says, this is the health information —

D: Or the net weight on a cereal box
E: [laughs out loud]
D: But then the contrast, and not even contrast
between light and dark, but conceptual contrast,
if the text is meant to convey [blank] emotion,
and the image is meant to convey [blank]
emotion, and together they are supposed
to convey one thing, or they’re supposed to
confuse you.
E: I think the way this is reading to me
now, as we stare at it, what I’m seeing after
looking at it after a few minutes...which is
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what I would do if I were standing in front
of it...but if I were driving by it, I think
I would be confused. That’s not even a
critique; just how I would read it. If I were
standing in front of it, I would read the
text that I knew, and then I would read the
image in the background. So that would
come up second for me. And that feels like
what you are trying to do. I would have the
immediate read, and then the dawning
recognition of what those words...how those
words have been violently applied.

D: But I also think there are some people in our
studio, or when we do crits, where something is
intentionally vague or ambiguous, but it needs
that hook — one thing that makes you unlock
the puzzle. Maybe not everything needs that, is
one response. Or maybe if the word “great” was
messed up in some way. Or there is one thing
that is even more off. Where you’re getting what
the — and I don’t know what that is — maybe
“great” is crossed out.

E: But just on that, neutrality is what we’re
going for. Sorry, go on.
E: I think this is bringing up a conversation
that I am just beginning to have with people.
About representation, but also. . . what this
is bringing up for me is education, and the
role this billboard can play. Because I was
starting to draw circles, [to map] because
I’m like, “it’s doing this and this.” It’s history
and present; it’s image and text. But it’s also,
from an advertising perspective, what are
people familiar with. Civil Rights imagery
is something that has been circulated and
has its own currency. Like, if you use this
imagery, you are on the right side of history,
and someone who is “knowledgeable.” But
the thing I’m hearing back recently is that
these images are immediately recognizable,
but that MLK is widely misunderstood;
there were a host of other Civil Rights
leaders. . .So that’s something that I’ve

E: Don’t you think that gives too much away,

been turning over in my mind — how do I

because isn’t the idea here to —

get that education for myself. And it’s not

E: I think that’s the thing, that this tilts it one
way — the question is how do we make advertising that has that after-image, where you
drive by and you’re like, huh —
E: Like, what did I just see —? So when you
were speaking earlier about advertising
and consumption, I was thinking about
how we’re trained into these modes. When
we see things, we’re usually not actually
reading them, we’re just having them in
our brains [in ways they’ve been before]. So
with something like this, it pops you out of
that mode, or prompts the double take. But

anyone else’s responsibility to teach me, but
how do I begin to find out? This is the real
challenge, even within these kinds of social
justice conversations — there become these
language currencies, where even me saying
that I’m identifying myself as someone who
is trying to participate in these conversations. . .is that actual, meaningful dialogue?
Or is it me regurgitating something that I’ve
consumed? Or claiming something other
than what I’m saying?

D: Or is it them posturing and not allowing you in,
because you don’t have the currency?

to that, I would ask...because this [billboard]

E: And how do we handle these things? You

is reading to me with this purple sepia tint,

make a work and it goes into the world and

and I’m curious about your decision making

then people treat it completely differently

with regard to color.

than you were intending.

E: We had a graphic designer working on that,
so I can’t really answer that so much —

D: The ambiguity is helpful to an extent,
because those questions that people ask, what
is this, who is behind it, is what you [Eric] is
getting at. It’s being precise with that ambiguity.
That’s the hardest part of any art practice. Or
anything. One thing I wanted to point out earlier,
when you mentioned “pro-life” and “pro-choice,”
those are words that were engineered by
marketing people, like Frank Lundz.

E: I’ll ask them then :)

D: It would be interesting, I mean, you can probably only afford to get one of these up at a time.
. . .I think of one of the figures in the photo being
in front of the text, so crossing the threshold.
Say one of the military guys were in front of the
letters “A, M.” Then you’re kind of ruining the
neutrality. Like you want it to read neutral, and
then have a second read.
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E: I think —

E: Lundz?
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D: Yeah. He came up with the term “climate
change.” To oppose “global warming.” And then
that becomes the language used. And that is
the real power. And I think what you’re doing is
similar. You enter into the space by co-opting
the tools. Like we did this project on emojis,
which was the dumbest project in a lot of ways.
And then I was realizing, if you can get an emoji
made, that people are sending — that’s power.
E: Yeah. I’m down with everything you guys
are talking about. You should Google forfreedoms on Youtube, because people have been
posting responses to the billboard. And it’s so
fascinating to see how people are reading into
it. That is, to me, maybe the most interesting
part. That people are finding their own way
into it. There is a currency to that image locally,
and locally there in Mississippi, and people
have a very different relationship to that image
there. Both sides find it violent to reinsert that
history into contemporary discourse. People
feel like there is still a lot of healing to be done.
There was a newscast interviewing local residents, and some of the people that were most
upset were African American people saying
that is not art, and you cannot just put that
into our face.
E: I have a question about how you respond
to that — and I think you need to go soon,
so as a wrap up question, and we’ll email —

E: Yeah.
E: So the responsibility of the artist — how
do you continue to make work as someone
who is never going to have all of the information, who is never going to be always
from a particular place — to what degree
do you feel you need to be accountable to
the community in which you are placing
your work?

E: It’s a good question, and I have several
answers. My whole practice before this
project has been very much focused in a
community-based way, generating work from
a community and displaying work within a
community, often only within that community.
Literally making pictures that get reinserted
into the landscape, and are never seen by
anyone. Or displays that engage local people
in the display as well as the production. In this
project, it’s a different tactic — we are claiming
a national mandate. So if we look at the country
as our constituency, we’re broadcasting to that
community. So in that sense, we’re forming as
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a superPAC, rather than as community-based
artists and social practice artists might. That
said, we’ve had some conversations, like when
the Pearl, Mississippi billboard went up — part
of this is what our capacity is, and what our
opportunities have been. We would like to do
further things, and are working that way in the
future. But one of the things that happened
was that when that billboard went up in
Pearl, there was a local activist that called
us, a Native American activist, who found our
number on our website, who called us and
said, “What are you doing?! You’re putting us
at risk. Who do you white guys think you are?”
And Hank, talking to her, said “What makes you
think I’m white?” And she went on to explain
what the politics are down there, and that this
emboldens Klanspeople that were inspired by
the election to commit violence. And we had
this long conversation, explaining these ideas,
and she eventually came around and said, “OK,
I understand what you’re doing, but know that
by inserting yourself into this conversation
from the outside, you’re putting people at risk.”
And that’s an extremely important thing for
us to consider. Immediately after the election,
it seemed urgent — now I think things are
normalizing, and it doesn’t seem as urgent
but it really is, to think about what forces are
at play, and how we are broadcasting out into
those thing, putting messages out. Ultimately,
we are invested and believe in this idea that
putting those messages out will eventually
lead towards something better. Progress
moves forward only. That’s where we see what
we’re doing. But it is daunting. And we’re not
pure. We’re playing in very messy territory.
Which is what we started talking about. This
idea of uncertainty. Risk. And the role of the
artist, in stirring all that up.
Elizabeth: or designer.
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Right and following: Review of and response to Laura Poitras' show at the Whitney,
Astro Noise, written in March of 2016 as part of the seminar Critical Dialogues,
with comments from Anthony Graves.
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Legibility has to do with proximity.

Frames of mind can be said to be fabricated, tailored to a specific subject and suited to a particular subjectivity. Mental images are fashioned as cloth is — haptically, out of the texture of our world: they are pictured with
the material, stretchy, malleable, creative quality of its fabric. Emotions are produced.

			— Giuliana Bruno, Surface: Matters of Aesthetics, Materiality, and Media

Social reality is lived social relation, our most important political construction, a world-changing fiction. . .
The cyborg is our ontology; it gives us our politics. The cyborg is a condensed image of both imagination and
material reality, the two joined centres structuring any possibility of historical transformation. In the traditions
of ”Western” science and politics -- the tradition of racist, male-dominant capitalism; the tradition of progress;
the tradition of the appropriation of nature as resource for the productions of culture; the tradition of reproduction of the self from the reflections of the other -- the relation between organism and machine has been
a border war. The stakes in the border war have been the territories of production, reproduction, and imagination.

					— Donna Haraway, Cyborg Manifesto

Each extension of a hand or paw is toward contact. Contact with the ground,
the air, to someone or something outside the self and from this extension one
is always touched in return—that is touch’s reciprocal condition and exchange.
When we touch we go from being observers to being included; things seen
become things felt.
				
— Ann Hamilton
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Volume
& Visibility
Who and how do we hear?
		

What is the relationship between volume and visibility?

How might graphic design let us see?
How might graphic design let us travel?
					

What does inquiry look like formally?

i.
Ann Hamilton’s poetic artistic practice offers a model for thoughtful, place-based
work that invites physical, material narratives and experiential encounters. By
“using time as process and material, her methods of making serve as an invocation
of place, of collective voice, of communities past and of labor present.”
In Hamilton's work, the narrative is created through the encounter; the poetry
of the metaphors, and the participation in the experience. In her 1989 piece, privation
and excesses, for example, she installed the project funding as 750,000 pennies
within a gallery, along with three sheep in a facing room, and a person wringing
their hands covered in honey. Exquisitely beautiful, her work is also powerful in
the way it connects us to an awareness of circumstances and systems in surprising
and affecting ways.
For so many of the big questions worth asking, the answers are not readily
apparent. And the form in which the questions are posed informs the answers in
response. If we posed the question another way, what might happen? I have often
thought that to attempt to discuss “the real problems,” is almost impossible. One
has the feeling of vertigo. But to engage experientially, even absurdly — through
encounters in which fiction is employed as a strategy, and the imagination
becomes a critical tool — this may be one way to make the approach. To provide
beauty, and to present something immersive — to engage experientially in a question or experience — these are strategies that are invitational.
Natalie Jeremijenko, as a self-styled artist+engineer, also creates place-based
and participatory encounters to connect participants to a greater understanding of
the eco-systems they live within. Her work often represents overlooked and muted
subjects, from fish to trees, as subjects with voice and agency.
Both artists are working in ways that invite their audiences into an encounter,
within which clues and questions are embedded for incorporation into meaningful
narrative. The work of Hamilton and Jeremijenko, while certainly distinct from one
another, both offer models of the poetic and the absurd, that elevate and amplify
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indistinct voices, and parlay physical encounter into a mode of address. So too,
artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles seeks to make visible these connections between
humans, other humans, nonhumans, and systems as part of her practice. In
connecting us to this understanding, all three artists’ work locate us relationally,
and point outward, making an affective impression.
Legibility, as it pertains to visibility, has much to do with proximity. What is
known is what is shown, and what is privileged is seen, and therefore imitated,
reproduced, and perpetuated. Who we are near tends to inform our relationship
and interest. What are the implications here for the designer, who most often is
working “in studio” or on the computer? Relational space does not just pertain to
human beings. We are part, and part of larger ecosystems. It is not just mind and
body, but mind in body, and body in place — and place is infinitely more alive and
complex than our current anthropocentric condition acknowledges. “Outside” is
not a leisure activity, and animals are not stupid; nature is not a screensaver. How
does design change if we acknowledge the real field in which we are operating,
and the audience this includes? What then are the new imperatives?
There are serious political implications to this kind of work. Jane Bennett’s
Vibrant Matter engages in the philosophy of object-oriented ontology, and radically
expands the theoretical thinking about subjectivity and agency that has informed
this thesis. This is a point of departure for me — and begins to help me connect
my focus on the intimate and the interpersonal to more explicitly political theory,
in relation to design as a spatial practice. Bennett, writing on John Dewey, offers
this: “Key here is Dewey’s notion of the generative field of conjoint action,” and
that “there is no action that is not conjoint, that does not...immediately become
enmeshed in a web of connections...an act can only take place in a field already
crowded with other endeavors and their consequences, a crowd with which the new
entrant immediately interacts, overlaps, interferes. The field of political action is
thus for Dewey a kind of ecology.”

Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Sanitation Celebrations, 1983
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Mierle Laderman Ukeles in Washing, Tracks,
Maintenance, from a performance at the
Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut,
in 1973.

A tree along Benefit Street,
Providence, Rhode Island.

Following pages: spreads from writing on the work of artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles, and
my own thinking in relation to hers.
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Writing through an understanding of what performance offers as a formal mode.
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Thoughts on single-use plastics, and how an artist or designer might get people to pay attention.
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An early articulation of three modes of intentional communication: the presentation, the critique,
and the interview.
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Straw
Proposal

The plastic straw is a small, everyday
object that is widely used and immediately recognizable. It is also an object
that is considered “single-use,” and
thrown away. Yet while we lose interest
in it the after its briefly useful moment,
the straw persists. These are the straws
that Tyson Bottenus collects every
week and uses as props to demonstrate
plastic waste and advocate for ocean
conservation. The straw in this capacity
is a tiny villain, but recognizable and
relatable as something many of us use
with regularity.
My primary interest in these
straws, as a graphic designer, is in how
colorful, linear, and formally attractive
these washed-up things can be. These
strong formal qualities began to suggest
a strategy for re-presenting single-use
plastic, and an entry point into the
conversations about plastic accumulation in general.
Each posters offers a composition
that draws out the formal qualities to
make the straws uncanny in their recognizability and familiarity. By treating
these “single-use” items formally and
with care, as a photographic subjects or
something precious to be detailed in a
museum catalogue, we pay attention

to them differently. Established formal
strategies of representation cue us to
observe and value them, or at least look
twice.
The straws are in various conditions, and in various colors, and any
work that includes them prompts questions about their origin, circumstance,
what I am doing, and why. Formal
presentation invites questions, intrigue
and consideration. And in the formal
arranging and presentation of them,
both the act of making the work and the
work become a reflection and meditation on the care that we do not normally
take with them. Showcasing the straws
in various formats allows me to test our
understanding and offer new information visually. The posters refer to scale
and quantity, and the disproportionate
accumulation of plastics.

Left: Posters from the Straw Proposal series.
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Left: Reds and oranges, from the Straw Proposal series. Above:
Assorted shapes and sizes.
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Text

Caption

Awash Installation View, video projection on scrim.
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Awash

Awash is an immersive installation that
draws on sound and light to construct
an experiential narrative about the sea.
The piece composed as a layered aural
narrative that ebbs and flows as one
moves through and around the space.
The story is built from a series of
texts — excerpts from interviews with RI
fishermen, state legislation pertaining
to fishing and coastal waterways; the
1982 United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea; whale songs from
bio-acoustician Roger Payne’s Songs of
the Humpback Whale; and writing from
the World Ocean Observatory.
The piece takes its formal cues
from the fisherman’s oral story-telling
tradition, the net as a structuring
metaphor, and the qualities of water
itself, in which sound travels far greater
distances than light. The voices of three
different actors, along with the whales,
give texture, tone, and depth to each
narrative thread. The visuals were shot
on the Seekonk and Providence Rivers.
Projected on the surface of the room
and ceiling, these scenes shift our usual
perspective of looking at, over, or out
across the water to looking around and
within it.
George Nares’ 1897 Practical
Seamanship, at the Providence Public
Library’s Special Collections, offers a
comprehensive set of systems for the
sailor at sea. Informed by an interest
in these detailed protocols, Awash
examines current and contemporary
experiences of the sea. The ocean is a
place of varied, multiple use — equally

a home, a place of commerce, a place
of adventure, a refuge, and a threat.
Within this system, these interests and
priorities overlap and conflict. Overfishing threatens the stability of fish
populations, but regulatory legislation
limiting commercial fishing threatens
the livelihood of local fishermen.
Through the technique of narrative
collage, Awash adopts an invitational
strategy, to create a layered space for
people to encounter the complexities
of competing needs and demand within
the marine system. The overlapping
sound and image seek to juxtapose and
give voice to each of these legitimate
and overlapping interests and uses,
and create a space for us to encounter
our own human position as one that is
part of, and not apart from, this system.
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PLACE

AT SEA

To be at sea is to be away from land, and what
is commonly considered place. Yet being at
sea is a specific mode: the ship becomes the
central focus of all activity, and the sea is ever
present. This kind of contained environment
takes on the presence of place.

A ship is a self-contained place that
also travels between places. To be
at sea is to be part of a community
created around a journey, based on
getting the cargo to its destination
safely. Open water also implies its
opposite—the shore. Nautical charts
provide bearings and guides for
orienting and navigating a safe course
from place to place.

12 Plates
from the Sea

lic
ections.

These 12 plates provided the foundation
of research for the ideas I extended in
Awash. The plates are based on the ten
categories of Aristotle, and applied to
the information gleaned from George
Nares' guide Practical Seamanship.
The book was ancient; the product of
so much experience within the field,
condensed, assembled, and circulated.
Creating the 12 plates allowed me
to consider different facets of life at sea
and to delve into the history of words
like “fathom.” They also prompted me
to think more abstractly about position,
place, horizon, and motion.

A

Learning to sail is about learning how
to read the environment, and operate
in an unpredictable system. Sailing
is not about domination of the system,
but about using the elements and
information at hand in order to travel.
It is all about what you do with what
you have.

Above and right: five more plates from the series.
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Project Title
Text

1

Footnote

LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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Project Title
Text

1

Footnote

LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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Snow
Poems
1

Of German origin, meaning
to make as a way of writing
and to write as a kind of
visual making
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I started out by trying to define what
ffaschrifting 1 was and at the same time
what “surface” could mean. Writing
as making a surface, making a surface
as writing. Writing as an actual creation
of a surface as a layer on a page.
At first, I was thinking about a surface
as something that covers and conceals
— language as a cloak. Then I started to
think about surface, and how we read
surfaces that are written. This lead me
from make/writing a surface to how we
might read a make/written surface, and
what it is to read — how limited we are
in our abilities to read, and to understand, and what it might mean to try
to read things we don’t know or have
the language for. That limited abilities
to read don’t necessarily negate that
something is written and/or available
to be read. When we think about the
language sometimes used—phrases
like “reading tracks,” “expressive genes,”
we find narratives available, if we are

willing to look for, acknowledge them,
and read them. What else could we
read if we paid attention? What counts
as language? We place ourselves at
the center with our written & spoken
language as intentional communication, and it was interesting to me to see
how far we could push out the definition of what counts as communication
before it is disqualified. Speech counts,
writing counts, body language counts…
By using the emulsed paper, I was
playing with the idea of writing on a
surface directly, using sun and objects
that would write themselves directly on
the surface, or through traces of movement, and then again with how those
surfaces could be “read,” what you
could read on the surface. The emulsed
paper was an expressive surface,
writing itself (or at least, what I was
thinking at the time.) As a first exercise, this was interesting and helped
me articulate the difference between

III.

Cyanotypes created as part
of this process. Following
the snow poems, I began
experimenting with surface,
and what a flat image
could suggest of depth
through its surface. These
were meant as space or
galaxies. Using the loupe,
I filmed the movement of
the camera to generate
a video of falling through
outer space.

Relational Fields

intention/attention, and also raised a
lot of good questions about writing and
reading.
By writing associatively into the
logic, I came to a new idea and new
understanding through that process.
The actual formal process was proofof-concept. Secondly, I came to a true
belief in how limited we are in our
understanding of language, how shortsighted we are in our assumptions,
how little we truly know.
Continuing to assume and to
assert is not the way towards knowing
more. We cannot claim superiority, and
our knowledge is so very local. Who has
language, and who designates or authorizes it as such? Who legitimizes it?
Nonhuman life is incredibly intelligent.

This was also a a formal and experimental process — working physically
and responsively. This has always
been my best and favorite approach,
to gather material, assemble or disassemble, figure out what it does and
what that might mean, and link the
physical form to ideas I'm having, or
that are produced through this process.
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Mapping the Terrain

Hegelian dialectic

Caption

1

Footnote
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Section Sholder

What demystification uncovers is always something human,
for example, the hidden quest for domination on the part of some
humans over others, a human desire to deflect responsibililty:
for harms done, or an unjust distribution of (human) power.
Demystification tends to screen from view the vitality of matter
and to reduce political agency to human agency. Those are the
tendencies I resist.
— Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter
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Manifesto poster, made using scanned magazine collage
and digital image overlay.
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The Cyborg
Manifesto
This poster is an attempt at visualizing
of some of the ideas sythensized by
Donna Haraway in her essay “Cyborg
Manifesto,” first published in 1984,
which proposes the cyborg as a metaphor
for alliances of affinity rather than
identity. This was a difficult process.
How to make something that did not
read as a gendered, racial body? How
to represent hybridity with bodies

without setting up a binary of body
and machine? I created a number of
collages, but was challenged by trying
to extract images and reuse them
without also bringing into the new work
all of the narrative associations of its
previous context. In the end, what I
made was more of an attempt than a
finished piece.
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Hybrid Bodies /
Action Collage
In the piece, Hybrid Bodies / Action
Collage, a projected series of film fragments appear, disappear, and reappear,
constituting a shifting assemblage of
gestures. These performed actions are
familiar — braiding hair, tying shoes,
eating food — but
complicated by collective action. This
reconfiguaration of routine composes
the dramatic action, and functions as
a metaphor for communication, reunderstood through these actions of effort
and exchange.
The piece proposes questions about
efficiency, capacity, and how we understand ourselves in relation to others.
262

What is valuable? Speed? Efficiency?
How can an inversion of operation
reveal other values — to do things
together, to feel connected, and to begin
to understand our actions and interests
as interrelated and interdependent.

Video stills from Hybrid Actions/Body Collage:
packing up interdependently.
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Projector tests on the ceiling of Fletcher 503 prior to installation.
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Video stills from the projection channels.
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Above and right: collaborative questions extracted from the film sequences.
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An Ada Books blog post publicizing an upcoming Publicly Complex event.
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Platforms & Poetics
in conversation
		with Kate Schapira
Poetry & platforms,
and rewriting social space
Kate Schapira is a poet, educator, and organizer based in Providence. She runs
Publicly Complex, a poetry series at Ada Books, and has also begun hosting
“Interdependence Days,” weekly community gathering with food & conversation.
We met at Seven Stars Bakery to discuss her experience of poetry
and programming in practice.

Elizabeth: Hi! So thank you so much for
meeting with me.

Kate: Sure.
E: So I’d love to hear more about Publicly
Complex and how you have come to
develop that, and I’m also interested in your
understanding of this programming in relation to your own poetry practice.

K: So, Publicly Complex. . .I started the reading
series in 2007, really kind of on a whim,
because a friend of mine said, “Hey, here's
this new bookstore that just opened that you
should see and you could do readings at it.” I
think they meant just me. And I figured, “Oh. . . ”
But then I decided that I wanted to present
new work by writers who weren’t famous yet.
Because the colleges have their own thing for
the writers who are there — those folks have
venues, and if you’re famous, you also have
venues.
E: They’re on a circuit already…

NETWORK
an arrangement of
intersecting horizontal
and vertical lines.
a group or system of
interconnected people or
things.

K: Yeah. And that's cool, it's just that they
don't need extra stuff. If you are famous you
don’t need your own spot. And yeah, so that
happened and I mostly got local people at first,
and then I started inviting people to come from
out of town, and then people told their friends
about it. . .
E: So it's been kind of an organic evolution.

K: Yeah. And it was— I think I started out of
time when a lot of people were starting poetry
series. There was a lot of small press poetry
publishing going on, a lot of people were able
to get funding for projects like that.
E: Always a consideration. Oh, so I see my
roommate in line. Do you want me to ask
him to get a coffee for you?

K: Oh, no. I'll get it. I'll get it whenever. Thank
you though.
E: Okay, sure I just didn't know like…how
desperate your coffee need is.

K: Well, thank you for that. So, yeah, I think
that people were in the mode. And a lot of the
people that I knew were in their 20s and 30s,
so they didn't have kids and they could move
their schedule around and didn’t mind sleeping
on somebody's floor.
E: So, they could come for the evening and
then stay for a couple of days.

K: Yeah. So, some of the ways that it has
changed are that I’ve become a lot more deliberate and scrupulous about inviting writers
of color. Over the past like three or four years,
something like that. And I’ve been in a better
place financially, so if somebody is coming
from out of town, I’m sometimes able to help
spot their transportation, especially if they
are young and broke, and especially, again, for
writers of color —
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E: Like if someone said, “I would like to, but —”

K: If they say, “I would like to, but —” and it's not
a $400 plane ticket. But, I can find them a bus
ticket. So I’ll do that. I think I've been more deliberate about making sure I have one local person
on the program if I have out-of-towners, because
that gets butts in seats. We have a pretty good
group of regulars now, but not everybody can
come to every single thing, so having a local
person as part of the program is good insurance,
I would say.
E: Do you promote by email, or?

K: I have an email list that I use, and Brent, the
shop owner has a Facebook page.
E: So, mostly publicizing online.

K: I did flyers, paper flyers, for a really long time.
Now I don’t. It's not like – I still think flyers are
great, I just haven’t taken the time — it’s just the
amount of time it takes to put them up.
E: It takes time, yeah.

K: I do have a little hand bill that I made, that’s
about this big, and I'm put that in the mailboxes
of people where I work with, and hand it out to
people… So that’s the other way I do it. And I
have a Twitter account.
E: Okay. Yeah. I’m so just interested in the

to say hi. Everything is built up from this.

K: Yeah, yes.
E: So, I guess I'd be interested in how you
think about this idea of getting people
together, like how you do that. I tend to think
about Providence in terms of a local network,
which has these different nodes that you can
touch. Maybe in relation to your organizing
of the Interdependence Days, how are you
guys are thinking about that?

K: Well, it's kind – it's actually kind of helpful to
me to have compare them, because right now
Publicly Complex is like – it’s lively. People ask
me about it, I ask people about it, people tell
each other about it. But it's also been around
for almost 10 years. And I think that part of the
reason that it has lasted is because we did it
steadily.
E: So it was about the repetition.

K: Yeah, and didn't put a ton of effort into —
I mean, we wanted more people to come, but we
didn't do an ad campaign, and we didn’t put a lot
of effort into growing it.
E: You just made sure that it was always
happening.

out about events.” And my response was kind

K: Yes, we maintained it. And definitely in the
first few years of it there were times when there
would be nobody there but the readers and me
and Brent. Or the people that they brought with
them. And that was weird — I feel like we haven't
had one like that in a while. I think that's probably because I wouldn't have a reading probably
now if it was just out-of-towners, unless somebody canceled, because I know that people
can't always make it or they don't know who that
person is, so they don’t come.

of “oh…okay.”

E: That's kind of fascinating to me. Like, how

K: It seems like the way that a lot of people use it,
which is cool. I don't use it for hardly anything.

do you motivate people? And even when they

different kinds of information networks in
operation here—

K: Totally. I’ve never had a website, mostly
bcause I'm lazy and I don't feel like dealing with
it. And I didn't have any Facebook presence for
a long time until Brent was like “Hey, we should
probably do this…” And I said, "All right.”
E: Someone was just recently telling me, “you
know, people really do use Facebook to find

E: I think I use to — well, lately to check on

really want to come, sometimes they miss it
because they forget —

what is being organized or happening around

K: Or it's raining — yeah.

[town], that seems to be where people are

E: Or it’s raining! So much is chance, in the

sharing that information about meetings, or
actions, and so on —

K: Totally, that’s been really interesting.
E: So related to Publicly Complex, and
programming, we were talking about getting
people to the place, like actually into the
seats. And what I just wrote down was
that this seems so basic, but also the most
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powerful thing — to just get people together,

moment. And there are so many moving
parts in everyone's life.

K: Totally. Yeah, and some of this is mysterious
to me. I haven't done a lot of analysis of it. But I
think that when people come back, it’s because
they know that there's going to be good, weird
writers; they know that there's going to be
cookies. They know that the bookstore feels
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nice to be in, if you're a person who likes bookstores. And people will sometimes come back
after not having been able to come for a while,
and they’ll say, "Oh, yeah, I missed this."
E: In terms of your commitment, or
impetus for maintaining a regular program
— because it takes a lot of your time to do
this — what is that about for you? Is it about
providing a communal place, or developing
a community of some kind through this?

K: Yeah. I think so. And that's what I wanted
to do with the Interdependence Days, too. And
that's my reason for keeping that gathering
a regular, weekly event. It’s obviously way it
more nascent, and also it's a little less intelligible [than Publicly Complex]. I think people
are like, "What is this thing?" Like it's weird.
[Because it is a conversational format, rather
than a reading.]
E: I actually was so excited – I mean, I've
haven’t been yet because of the timing,
with the way school is right now. But I was
so excited when I saw those flyers go up.
“Interdependent” was a word that I had just
started working with. Because we don't do
anything alone really, or independently. It’s
sort of this… mythical expectation that we
have — that we’re going to be able to handle
all of these things ourselves.

K: So, like I mean, if you were going to come
when your program changes, that's would be
really great.
E: Yes. June 4!

K: That's great. So, that’s something…with the
Interdependence Days, it hasn’t achieved that
momentum yet, and I don't know if it will. But
it's not even a year old yet —
E: Because it was last spring that you

Volume & Visibility

K: Yeah, it’s been a big year. So, I need to
reach out to people — but again, the race
thing is real part of it, and hard, because
there is nobody bolder than a twenty year old
white man who wants to sell a book of poetry.
Like no one. Unparalleled. So, I have a lot of
requests from dudes like that. And I’m like, "I
have to balance you with other humans who
may have more constrained circumstances,
who may have farther to travel, and who may
have their own standards of poetry that don't
have anything to do with mine."
E: That seems to be something that people
are becoming more and more vocally aware
of in their conversation.

K: Totally. Which is great. And writers and
artists of color are becoming way more vocal
about it. So, for example, Jennifer Tomeo is
a writer who has said, basically, "I will not be
the only person of color at a reading anymore.
You need to get it together to make sure that
you’re doing this right.”
E: Like, figure this out already —

K: Figure it out. Make sure you're doing right.
And so between the people who are speaking
up for themselves and the people who are
speaking up for other people…
E: I think this is of particular interest – this
relationship between volume and visibility.
This started out, for me in design as a visual
concept — what you see, or what is visible,
as what you hear. But I’m thinking about
it more and more in a social or conceptual
way — how to build this awareness and
visibility into structures. And that's why the
programing that you're doing feels so interesting, because it’s finding ways to build, or
embed, volume and visibility consciously
into the programs themselves. [A program

started.

for the program.] Programs. . .or platforms.

K: Yeah. And so I'm in a situation now where
I want to see it through. There are really nice
things about it now, and I want to see if I
dig into it if it sprouts into something more.
Whereas Publicly Complex is now giving back
to itself in a way that is very nice.

This leads me to another question, and one

E: It kind of perpetuates and generates
itself.

K: People know about it, they ask about it. I've
been kind of bad this year about getting back
to people about it, actually. People who ask
they ask if they could come read…

that is maybe a bit more nebulous. But
how do you think about poetry? And the
power of poetry to affect things, and is this
parallel, or integrated or — how do you see
the relationship of your poetry to the kinds
of organizing that you do?

K: This is a hard question and a weird time for
you to be asking me that. I’ve felt very unconnected to my writing life, and in relation to
that, to the world of poetry. In the past — and
not just after the election either — but for
the past while, it just hasn’t been the place

E: I mean, it’s been a big year…
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my energy has been leading me towards. And
so I haven’t been writing much, and that's a
bummer because I like writing. And I like the
feeling of bringing people together to listen to
good writing. I like hearing stories in people's
voices and I like the connection of being in the
room while their voice shakes your ear. I like all
of that. I guess I've just asking myself, and the
other writers that I know, a lot about the limits
of this thing that we do, that we love so much.
Writing gives us so much — it gives so much
pleasure and excitement and that's not nothing,
these things that make you feel good, and that
you want to be alive and excited —

E: With Publicly Complex, and maybe more

E: and connect.

K: Yeah. I'm not really responsible about my
time. So, I'm not a great person to listen to
about this. The way that I do it with both of
these events is to create rigidity. So, from 6pm
to 8pm, this is what I’m doing. I’m not doing
anything else.

K: Yeah. That's right. But I feel like we're not
always honest with ourselves about its effects.
And so I’m going to be a little more honest
about that with myself — and what its limits
are.
E: Limits to it — yeah. For some reason, I
see design and poetry, though not the same
at all — as wanting to achieve similar things
in their material effects. I relate to that
concern— like, what we are we claiming
this does, versus what it actually is doing.
And then within that, how do I negotiate —
what are the strategies for inviting people
in, or connecting out, or expanding? I think
more and more I hear of designers who are
doing things like writing or programming,
or creating platforms to support activities
or to engage. And my question is always, is
that graphic design? Like is it the tools that
are shaping this? And this is because our
tools changing? Or is it the intention that
is changing, this feeling of a need to shift
what is, some kind of responsibility to do so,
that is driving this. And then, like, where do
we go from there?

K: I think, in terms the strategies I use, I try to
be opportunistic. Like, what can I do? Sometimes it’s frustrating, when I can tell that what
a situation needs isn’t the thing I’m good at. I
mean, that's fine. I'm not going to be good at
everything. So instead of beating myself up for
not being automatically good at everything…
can I find someone to do this, who is good at
it. This is what Interdependence Day is about.
No one person is going to be twelve different
people who can do all this —
E: And do it really well —

K: So who is the person I can go to —
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so with the Interdependence Days, these
programs seem to be about making space
where people can show up with questions,
to learn things, or to talk. And that's so
much to do with hearing; about listening,
or asking. I’m interested in your understanding and experience with time, because
everyone seems to feel like they don't have
time, and yet we really need to spend the
time. People don't seem to feel that an open
conversation is worth exploring, but you
can't really get to any new place without it.
So, that's just a question I’ll throw out there.

E: It’s just blocked off time on the calendar.

K: It's just what's happening. And I have other
people that do the Interdependence Days
with me; it was my idea, but I work with other
people who are also planners of it. I think that
if there was a time that I couldn't do it, they
could step in. And I don't run the meeting
every time either.
E: It seems like that — like that you've
mentioned two things that seem crucial to
any kind of durational or successful organization. One is the commitment to the
time. Because I think people often want to
commit to an idea. But if you commit to the
time, then things happen within that.

K: Within that time. Yeah. In terms of committing, I also don’t think it’s totally transparent
what it is, the Interdependence Days. And
people have so much to do, that if they’re
going to do something, they really want to
know what it is, They don’t necessarily have
the wherewithal to get themselves somewhere
just to try something. And if you have a kid,
forget it. We might try a different time of day,
in the summer, just to see if different people
will show up.
E: And in terms of building something like
affinity within the group, part of that is
doing things with other people that keep
you accountable to them, but also things
that make it fun to be together.

K: Yeah. Which is not always possible, but if
you can — have commitment to the time, and
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the serious, but also let there be the potential
for lightness and silliness within that time. So
that there can be what you’re committing to,
but it’s not everything you do. Lower stakes.
People can show up for Interdependence Days
at any time during that six to eight time. The
commitment is more about when you’re there.
E: The commitment to being there, when
you’re there. Like being present.

K: So who else are you talking to about this?
E: A few people in my school, mostly
designers, but I’m trying to bring in other
voices — because some of the initial premises that I was exploring in my thesis were,
"What can design do besides this thing
that we're saying is supposed to do?" And,
what is the value of the local network in
doing that? And then the general election
happened, and everyone was like “Local
politics!” and I was like, “Wow. Yes. Local
network!” So, I think part of this is actually
a bit of me trying to get myself out there,
on that circuit, rather than just theorizing
about this idea. And I really love all of the
programming that you’ve been doing here.
Hopefully, we can talk again. I really
enjoyed this. And I really appreciate the time!

K: Great to talk with you, thanks for inviting me.
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While the smallest or simplest body or bit may indeed express a vital impetus. . . an actant never really acts
alone. Its efficacy or agency always depends on the collaboration, cooperation, or interactive interference
of many bodies and forces. . .
There are instead always a swarm of vitalities at play. The task becomes to identify the contours of the
swarm, and the kind of relations that obtain between its bits… this understanding of agency does not deny
the existence of that thrust called intentionality, but it does see it as less definitive of outcomes. It loosens
the connections between efficacy and the moral subject, bringing efficacy closer to the idea of the power
to make a difference that calls for a response.
		

— Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter

With community-based participation at its center, an effective Placemaking
process capitalizes on a local community’s assets, inspiration, and potential,
and it results in the creation of quality public spaces that contribute to people’s
health, happiness, and well being.
— Project for Public Spaces, Placemaking
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The Local
		Network
We begin where we are.
			

Where do we begin?

		
		
		

Where are the lines of flight within a circuit?

ii.
September, 2016
Today while walking the dog, the neighbor came over to introduce himself —
he wanted to ask me a question. I thought maybe something was wrong, but he just
wanted to say hi — this is the guy that flies the drones outside and above my house,
and who has almost never said hi, even though we pass on the street constantly;
because he's always there, looking up at the flying, whirring, seeing object. I have
started saying hi to him almost out of spite, because I find him to be so invasive
with his little flying machines, and it’s so bizarre to me, his fascination with them.
He was nervous and he said he was wearing his hood up because he hadn't yet
brushed his hair out today. This seemed funny to me, as a guy who flies drones
around and must see a lot of these private moments of unbrushed hair. But maybe
I don't know what his interest in drones is. Maybe he likes to fly them. Maybe it’s
that, the vicarious flight, that's really the draw. I watched him learn how to fly them
this summer. He’s made a lot of progress.
His drones, and my extremely negative response, have had me thinking a lot
about the future in the present, and about technology and regulation. I learned
today that he has all of his drones registered. Many things are fascinating but here
are a few: video games in the real world — a controller that controls a real thing in
the real outside Third party interaction...that a drone implies a person and a view,
but it is remote. Deeply removed and impersonal and yet at the same time offering
detailed intimacy of the camera eye, with the ability to track as well as to record.
This mobility makes a drone (singular flying object) similar but different to network
of surveillance. A civilian-level surveillance? Still attached to a discerning, interpreting human.
But neighborhood as a local network has always been about surveillance.
Gathering together, fundamentally premised on being alert and on the look out
— is surveillance the basis of civilization? What makes drones different? Their
mobility? Unknown motivation? Data collection (power of patterns and knowledge
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of these?) Making things farther away to see them clearly. . .bringing things close
to make them unfamiliar? What do these kinds of inversions offer us in terms of
perspective and reunderstanding?
Now the neighbor and I have a direct rather than mediated relationship.
My relationship with the drone is different than my relationship with the person
who flies the drone. His surprise (and misinterpretation?) of me noticing him —
the observer not realizing they too are observed. Layers and layers. The local.
Local networks overlapping and interacting. Networks of work, food, business.
Streets and sidewalks as conduits, multi-purpose pathways. Regulation, automation.
What we learn from observation. Assessment, understanding of patterns of
behavior and use. Other things that were interesting — comparing assumptions,
understandings and expectations against the current unfolding reality.
Like was he actually nervous? The scale of details mentioned in our conversation. . .my recent relationship; that he himself is thirty and his birthday was in
September. That I am also 30, but older because my birthday was in March. That
someone has stopped to threaten his drone, that I can stop by next time to ask
him questions. Interesting.And how does this change my relationship to the technology? Him being a nice person doesn’t change my feelings about being observed
by a tiny machine. But the tiny machine is not the problem. The tiny machine is a
physical manifestation of someone else’s curiosity. From the reading last night —
curiosity as a form of violence. Routines of place.
But how do we make the natural tendencies of a local network — observation,
awareness, interaction, and intimacy, and interest, into a shaped, sculpted thing?
To make it connective, supportive, and directed. To make surveillance not about
privacy, but about awareness — a looking out, and ahead, for one another, rather
than at. Is there a way to make this public intimacy, familiarity, into a constructive,
progressive thing? What comprises the local network? How does it operate, interact,
and scale? Who do we see? How? Where? When?

May, 2017
I wrote this about the local network in September, and began exploring ideas of
place, and place-making, with Providence as my location & site. My initial interest
was in the way the restaurant scene seemed to be flourishing, the pockets of night
light that kept popping up, and what this meant for the people there, the people to
come, and the things that had already been there. I kept hearing that Providence
had changed so much, and this made me curious about the past and the future.
Then the United States general election took place. The world changed again,
and the rest of the semester was spent in wash of emotions covering almost everything you can imagine. It’s still hard to believe. The local network activated in ways
that I had not seen or been aware of previously. Local politics became interesting
Opposite, from top left:
Pieces of place — North
Bakery on a Sunday,
collaging with images from
the Jewelry District, West
Side walks with Tildy, and
the view across on Troy
Street.

and questions of how to change were posed in most conversations. The necessity of
action and response was clear, but finding ways to learn, and quickly; to be assertive and resistant; to be clear on a position, but without precluding new learning; to
resist but not in a blind, reactive way. . .so much less so. What did organizing even
look like? How to be considerate, to read carefully? Other people had been here
before, all along, committed to many of the same issues even prior to the election.
That these conversations and knowledge circulated along the local network. And
that the local network is an essential part of any collective effort. It is also what
scales upward, participating in the social infrastructure of our society.
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The local network: text from
Dave Egger's A Heartbreaking
Work of Staggering Genius.
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Distribution of the posters happened across digital and spatial networks.
Top: An image posted on a personal Facebook to spread the word about the march.
Below: The pink poster displayed in the window of Dash Bicycle on Broadway.
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Defend
Planned Parenthood
A friend volunteered me to a group that
was organizing a march in support of
Planned Parenthood, and I offered to
make a fast flyer to put up around town.
This was a an excellent exercise in
quick, hasty production. I knew I didn't
want to use images, and I also knew I
didn't want to trim anything down.
I bought some pink paper, which made
sense for the organization, chose the
typeface Whitney because I love it, and
printed out a bunch of flyers. We put
them up in as many places we could,
flyering on the West Side and on the
East Side. This was traveling along the
local network, flyering in the establishments people go, where information
is seen; where things can be put up in
windows for passersbys.

The posters stayed up on the West Side
for a while, so there was a dotted line of
pink running through the windows
along Broadway. This was probably one
of the simplest and least conceptual
design moments of my life, but also one
that taught me the tremendous value of
being fast, cheap, and visible.
This is also the kind of moment
where design and the designer can add
value, and can “amplify voice,” by using
the basics of our practice to promote
others. This is not only about “giving
back,” but about being present in the
places in which we live and work. It is
a question of volume and visibility, and
where and how the designer operates.

Color is a not-so-secret
weapon in the fast/cheap
mode. It's bright, fun, and
visible from a distance.
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Text

Caption

Defend Planned Parenthood poster hanging in the window of Dash Bicycle along Broadway.
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Defend Planned Parenthood poster hanging in the RISD's Fletcher/Mason building.
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Caption

GSA Spring Break Happy Hour flyer pinned up on the first floor of the Fletcher/Mason building.
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Fast Flyers
+ the Grad Student Alliance
Parties are important. Not just because
they are fun, but because they are a
way for people to circulate and get to
know each other. The GSA runs a
regular happy hour, which became an
opportunity for me to experiment with
quick formats for the flyers. I developed
this folding flyer sheet for the Spring
Break Begins event, as a way to attract
attention with color and movement.

At RISD flyers are still a primary mode
of communication. But flyering is really
only a piece of promoting any event.
I've found that you also have to speak
to people directly, to let them know, to
remind them and to get them to tell
other people.

People gathering at the beginning of the evening. No further photos were taken.
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Exterior wall display for the GD MFA 2017 Biennial To Whom It May Concern,
in the Sol Koffler Student Gallery.
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Project Title
Text

1

Footnote

LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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Caption
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Non-Violent
Direction Action Training

The FANG Collective came to RISD to
run a non-violent direction action
training, with specific focus on the arts
and activism. This workshop was
offered as part of the programming for
the Graphic Design Biennial To Whom
It May Concern, and was open to all
RISD students.
This poster built on the folded
structure of the Spring Break Begins
flyer, but this time with a conceptual
bent. The dual color represents the
transition from organizing to action.

As with the other posters, the emphasis
was on quick, hasty, and done. The type
is simple and direct, and communicates
the message efficiently. The variable
forms of the folded flyer gave each one a
distinct dimension.

Variable posters created to promote the training.

NONVIOLENT
DIRECT ACTION
NVDA is the strategic use of
nonviolent tactics and methods to bring an opponent or
oppressive party into dialogue.
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Caption
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Project Title

Section Sholder

Project Title
Text

1

Footnote

LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this

Posters to be distributed across
the campus.
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Elizabeth Leeper
Critical Dialogues
April 22nd, 2016
Discussion of Ai WeiWei’s photograph is both
needed and also ineffective. It’s also endlessly troubling that these conversations can so easily be turned
to a one-upping kind of discussion where “knowledge,” of context, based in consumption of certain
news articles, or emotion and personal experience
can dominate and even stifle exploratory conversation. But none of these arguments can be won—they
are not even arguments. We need to have them in
order to test and know where we stand, and we need
to know our positions in order to take action. Conversations about art and appropriation are fine and good.
Critical stance is needed. But the conversation alone
really isn’t enough—to where does it lead?
In considering Ai Wei Wei’s image restaging the
photo of 3 year old Alan Kurdi washed up on a
Bodrum beach, it is easy to conflate conversations
about artistic practice and appropriation with our
emotional reactions as human beings, and as human
beings with identities rooted in our own past experience. Does artistic practice and appropriation, and
all of the indignation surround it even matter when
there is not just one dead baby, but many—and many
many more at risk, in danger, cold, hungry, stressed,
uncertain—plus their siblings, parents, relatives, and
their siblings, parents, relatives, friends, etc. What
about their pets? Their homes? The scale of what we
are talking about is incomprehensible.
And this is where a photo becomes useful. It is a slice
of a single moment, an actual still, that can freeze
and reify its represented subject so that our brains
can get a handle on what we are looking at, what it
represents as meaning, and what we can then talk
about in relation to this.
In relation to the original image of Kurdi, WeiWei’s
restaging seems incredibly unnecessary and appropriative, and an insane diversion from the actual and
unbelievably horrific human circumstances. But
WeiWei’s intention in making this image is consistent with his larger practice. His work often takes on
humanitarian causes and reframes them for larger
consumption in ways that are poetic or provocative;
all worth examining critically. I do not see this image
as more or less appropriative than anything else he
has made. What is different is our feeling on the
matter, our uncertainty, and our shared guilt that
surfaces and is then supressed by the immediacy
of our everyday. “We” can all agree that poisoned

baby milk in China that sickens and kills children is
bad; we can also agree that China’s government is
suspect in its methods of handling this. Therefore
we can be supportive of artwork that uses Chinese
baby milk to “call attention to” this “issue.” Much
less clear is our/my (American/North American/
Western/White/Student) position and responsibility with regard to Syria, our country’s relationship
to Syria, the population of Syria, our country’s relationship to the population of Syria, our relationship
to the population of Syria, and our responsibility as
human beings to the population of Syria as human
beings. I’m pretty sure that we will be horrified as
soon as tomorrow and as late as two decades from
now by our complacency. Locating ourselves in
these positions, which overlap and often contradict
is extremely difficult, and agonizing. What WeiWei’s
work is doing here, ultimately, is calling out our own
positions. His body stands in for our body on that
beach. We are all interested in expressing solidarity,
which is not the same as actually standing in solidarity.
To discuss WeiWei’s restaged image as appropriative or not, is, I think, to miss the larger point. This
is not a matter of right and wrong. To be called into
a larger argument, to take stands about what is and
what should be—WeiWei is accomplishing this on
multiple levels.
This is a particularly interesting case because of
the internet, because of the multitude of voices
involved, because of the way information and image
circulates. There is a responsibility in image making.
And in image remaking. Design must concern itself
with communicating; art less so? At least, this is
my understanding at the moment. But this does not
absolve the artist of responsibility. I see WeiWei’s
image more as intentionally recreated with the
intention of being seen and distributed.
The problem is always in audience reception.This is
not about WeiWei. Will we remember Alan Kurdi?
Will we remember that he is one of many? Or will
we only remember WeiWei as artist activist? This
is where this piece becomes a shallow redirect.
The first evidence of this is that WeiWei is working
with a photographer to make this, and yet the
photographer is mentioned rather than implicated
in the debate. It is about WeiWei and his position,
his notoreity. The artist has responsibility. When

Response written for the Critical Dialogues class, examining the circulation of images
and the responsibility of the maker.
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drawing directly from human life, and especially
when making images that are seen primarily on the
internet, that are made for and by recirculation, the
artist must consider who, how, when, where, why,
and what. I am not sure WeiWei’s answers to these
questions are satisfactory for me.
On the one hand, making this piece redirects the
conversation and allows us to stand and argue in a
space in which we are much more comfortable.
On the other hand, I certainly would not be writing
this if it had not been for the confrontation of
WeiWei’s image.
So what we are really talking about are two different
conversations. One is the power of an image, the
responsibility in image making, the ability of an
image to stand as a sign, to become a myth. The
other is a conversation about the continued abbrogation of our humanity in specific relation to Syrians,
and a failure to see their crisis for what it is—and
how we are implicated in it.
That there are other crises, other refugees from other
places that are not in the news or not noticed, or that
their images are not responded to with the same
intensity an entirely related and undiscussed piece of
this. But we have to move beyond all of the considering because if we wait to know, it is too late. This
is where critical distance becomes a paralyzing and
inoperable practice if made rigid. Within it, we have
to be willing to revise. It is less about knowing and
more about thinking through and acting in a continuous cycle. One image, one reaction, one discussion
is sustaining for exactly no one.
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Enterprise & Influence

in conversation
		
with Somnath Bhatt
Colonialism, Instagram,
		

& Everyone Being Emotional

Somnath Bhatt is a designer and artist with broad interests, ranging from multimedia
and technology, to multilingual typography and traditional crafts. His work taps into the
dynamism of liminal, peripheral, and intersectional spaces in art and design, seeking the
new in the old, and the old in the new. We talk shop on the 7th floor of the Design Center.

Elizabeth: How was your day?

Som: It’s good. I met you in the end.
E: :) So how is your work going?

S: My work is going well. I really enjoy doing
thesis work because it’s an opportunity for me
to put out everything I wanted to, but I couldn’t
before because of one reason or another but
now there is no limit.
E: And there’s no requirement for other
things?

S: Yeah, yeah, yeah.
E: So are you giving yourself your own
prompts?

S: I think they take their own shape. It’s not
so clear. This week I’ll do this, but it just takes
shape. As long as I keep working. I think Newly
Formed gives a good rhythm so you just kind
of tap into that and thesis pours itself in, yeah.
E: Yeah so it’s like you make the form and
the content that you’re already thinking

E: Yeah.

S: It made me want to question a lot of things
and yeah, it came from that inquiry. I was also
thinking about enterprise because everyone
wanted to be so enterprising, and I was tracing
it back. . . like taking the steps backward, like
what’s the history of enterprise? And it made
me think, and go all the way back to colonialism and the reason why the settlers kept on
conquering the globe — because there was an
enterprise. Like that’s what they were thinking
— it was like the same mentality, right?
E: Yeah, like it’s their internship.

E: So, my initial question was about the

S: Yeah. Yeah and it was like, oh my God this is
so freaky, what is going on? So, it came to this
bag, which [traced] back the ultimate graphic
design. So it’s on a tote bag.

colonialism bags that you did, and I’m

E: An object.

about.

S: Yeah.

curious where your thinking is on that now.
Those seem super playful, but taking on a
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of a response. . .to junior year when everyone
was going kind of crazy over internships, and
everyone wanted to make work that would
solely be able to be marketed. And I don’t
know. . .I thought it was everyone getting very
competitive, and there was so much pageantry.
“I’m working here, I’m working here. I applied to
20 places; I applied to 25.” All of that. . .

S: Yeah.

topic that is huge and complex, and I’m

E: Totally.

interested in that.

S: And like, using [the typeface] Circular.

S: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Well that bag was kind

E: It’s kind of brilliant in that sense —

III.
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S: I don’t know.

E: I mean, you still could.

E: There are so many questions to ask from

S: I could. But I think the fact that people read
it is the most important thing right? That the
message reaches someone, I think. I could take
that on.

there. One, I think it’s like totally brilliant
to take the sort of microcosm that is here at
RISD, but that also reflects the larger pressures, or the larger systemic forces; which
are very colonial I guess in some ways, but
like the way that we participate in that even
though we consider ourselves people who —

S: A lot of times like — yeah, without questioning, yeah. We just start behaving this way — by
default.
E: Yeah, it’s like we fit ourselves into that…

S: Yeah.
E: Into the forms essentially. Well, like the
societal or the economic forms —

S: Yeah, really strange.
E: Really strange, but also the way that I
encountered that bag was online, or on
Instagram, maybe.

S: Yeah, on Instagram.
E: Yeah, which is like its own shaping force,
and representative of that same system that
promotes your content.

S: Yeah.

E: In that way it becomes, again, very much
a piece of graphic design as this image that
continues on.

S: For the originals, I posted two images and
one of them was a mock up. Like, it wasn’t even
real, and then the real one was the second one I
posted. After I actually printed it.
E: Yeah, you’re like, “No this actually. . .it
looks the same but…it’s real this time.” How
do you feel about it, like the content of it?
Do you think that people take it seriously?

S: It’s just like one sentence, so there’s not a lot
of content, you know.
E: I know, but colonialism is a huge weighty
topic. So, to like pack it into a bag that then
gets worn. . .it sounds like you made this as
a really specific critique, or as a response.

S: I made it part of like a bigger project. I did it
with Paul.
E: Okay, oh okay.

S: Yeah.

S: The project originally was on internet culture
in India. And what would happen if I put those
two together, and that bag was one of the
things. So I came up with this phrase and I went
on Behance and looked at all the mock ups —
they’re really polished. And then I applied the
phrase on a lot of things. Maybe I should have
shown all of them, right? [on his phone]

E: So much like a parody of itself.

E: Sure, yeah.

S: No, it totally is.

S: Like, that’s a mock up that’s not even real.

E: But so how do you encounter that object

E: Oh my God, but it’s so convincing.

now, like you’ve kind of created this monster

S: Yeah.

E: Which then makes me want the product
or thing, but also tells me what graphic
design is. Like it’s a tote bag; it’s popular.
I don’t know, that’s why the bag is such a
fascinating object, because it’s so super accessible, so tongue-in-cheek, and so serious.

and you’re now like, what is it? Or…how do
you feel about it?

E: It’s so beautiful. It’s so glib but it’s so true.

Som: What does glib mean?
S: People still keep asking me every time they
see me if they can have one. I’m like “I didn’t
E: Glib is kind of like it comes easily. Like
make that many. I want to keep one for myself.” this feels very smooth, it’s kind of shiny and
This one girl from New York bought six of them I like it. And then it’s about colonialism.
as Christmas presents, so half of them were
There’s a scale shift there.
gone and then other six I gave them to my
S: Yeah, it was definitely a mash up, yeah.
friends, so I don’t know. I didn’t sell them, you
E: I thought this pieces was really powerful,
know. . .
E: You didn’t make a profit from them?
S: Yeah, I didn’t, I totally thought of doing it.

but I guess there is always also the possibility
— and this is maybe the implied question,

that it is possible for people to misread the
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intention, or that they’d just appropriate
an idea in a kind of Pintrest-y way. Where
you don’t have control over the way people
use your structured criticism, or it’s like the
system is always asserting itself over you

E: Does it tell a story?

especially within design, if you are mak-

S: Yeah, it tells a story. So I think that’s graphic
design to me.

ing design that seeks to like be aware and

E: That looks like graphic design —

— I don’t know if there’s a way around that,

critique itself through its form.

S: Yeah.
E: Like the form, being so familiar, is easy
to misread or misunderstand.

S: It was like part of this series and this was
just like the first image. It was “Colonialism was
a start up,” and then these are all the mock
ups, right? “Colonialism is a start up” and there
are these two white men discussing a startup
pitch over a sandwich, and then here again like
two white men with the image of the globe and
it’s start-up blue.

S: And like this is graphic design, like arranging things. These are screenshots from a birth
ceremony, and they’re commemorating that
occasion and they’re arranging these pigments.
I think that’s graphic design because it’s an
intentional gesture that conveys a meaning to
that audience, right?
E: Totally, I think that’s a really good definition.

S: Yeah, yeah. But it’s not like a marketable
thing. So in that sense, I can’t do this on
Instagram.

E: So is the comment here that you are

E: Right, right where people are liking it be-

making is one about venture capital and

cause it’s – that’s the thing about Instagram,

these start-up cultures as an extension of

is how it reformulates content, and the way

colonialism?

it makes suggestions to you based on your

S: Yeah that’s it.

content. It kind of like spies on you and

E: Yeah, okay. Yeah, got it.

S: Like it never ended, it still happens — is
happening.
E: I think that there is a strong argument to
be made there. But so then the question is,

what you like and then makes suggestions
of what else you might like —

S: It’s been doing something really weird lately,
where it shows me my own work.
E: Oh my God, that is so freaky.

what’s your feeling in terms of the position

S: Yeah.

of the designer in this, right?

E: But doesn’t that feel kind of like a bigger

S: I guess this kind of shows my position as
like, okay, I’m in graphic design, but I’m trying
to see through it, like I know that –

problem with algorithms?

S: Yeah, it’s trying to outsmart me but it can’t.
E: I worry about how that shapes us,

E: Like to show it happening?

because what you see informs what you

S: Yeah.

make. Like there’s this cycle of influence,

E: Using the same tools.

S: Like be in it but not part of it. I guess, yeah.
E: I guess what I see in this is using all of
the same forms but kind of like occupying
them differently, with different purpose.

S: Yeah, that’s it.
E: Which I guess like, I mean, do you see
graphic design as a very first-world practice?

S: Yeah, I think it wants to be seen as a firstworld practice, but I don’t think it has to be.
Like this ancient icon [shows on computer] it’s
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also graphic design because it has a certain
visual vocabulary. It’s consistent and it has
hierarchy and color. It uses color to emphasize.

and I wonder about the influence of these
platforms —

S: If I’m influenced by —
E: By yourself. I mean that’s the absurd
extreme of it.

S: Or like an hour ago, you know, the “videos
you might like” suggestions?
E: Yeah.

S: It was like showing me this video and I had
made that video.
E: Oh my God. So it was suggesting your
own video to you? That kind of blows my
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mind. I mean it’s a beautiful video, but

or the vernacular is fetishized is something

what does it mean to have your work aggre-

that’s troubling to me.

gated like that?

S: What do you mean?

S: This year I’ve been very cautious about
what I look at and what I don’t look at.

E: Meaning. . .like sign painting, or some-

E: I think that’s smart.

author or a designer associated with them

S: Yeah, because I think during the election
and after. . .there’s still so much bombardment
of image and information.
E: Yeah, it’s Trump’s face on everything —

S: And I don’t want to see that. It doesn’t
enrich me.
E: It kind of overwhelms you.

S: Yeah and I think that’s true with a lot of
things. Like I don’t use Pinterest.
E: Do you think Pinterest is evil?

S: Yeah.
E: I mean particularly for a visual maker —

S: So, [opening desktop folder on laptop]
these are all the screenshots I take. …
E: Okay, so screenshots you take, and then
you post on your Tumblr?

S: This has been my reference this year. It’s
things that I’ve made in the past but that
aren’t in the final form. They’re the remnants
or the discarded pieces.
E: It’s the things you gathered up. Got it,
like the scraps?

S: On my desktop. So, that has been my primary visual reference. I think it’s saved me from —
E: That’s actually what’s fascinating about
the digital, whatever, the laptop world is
that you amass all this stuff. Especially
screenshots.

S: Yeah.
E: And then you’re like, why is there no
space on my hard drive? It’s like because
you have 10,0000 screenshots. . .but just
that urge to collect. . .

S: Yeah. Or like I don’t know why I was drawn
to them like immediately but I keep them
because later on they come in handy for
something.

thing hand-done. Things that don’t have an
but are kind of pulled in as references. I’m
not saying the real world doesn’t influence
us, but the way that it is appropriated by
designers feels really weird a lot of the time.

S: Yeah. I think I’m prone to doing that too, but
can you elaborate more?
E: I guess it’s the way things are referenced
— like if it’s “vernacular” then like what is
really meant by that? What are we saying
when we say that?

S: I think people say that because they don’t
have any other word to name it.
E: To use, yeah.

S: Because I used zip ties to bind a book, and
the only critique I got was like “oh it’s such a
smart use of vernacular.”
E: Right. But like, doesn’t that — not that
the move is wrong, but doesn’t that kind of
language feel — to me that actually feels a
bit colonial. It feels condescending, with
regard to these common materials.

S: It’s so true.
E: So that’s the general question or interest
I have —

S: I agree, yeah, it totally is. Like that’s “so
vernacular” but like what? Yeah, I never questioned it until you’re asking me now. I thought
it was, like, a compliment. I thought like they
got it, like they got my point.
E: I think they did. I think I’m just skeptical, or trying to be more skeptical of the
way that we use language to talk about
work. And the way the language makes, or
is part of the way the work is made. That
references to vernacular, or to labor or to
politics — these can be loosely referenced.
Like, there’s all this engagement — I’m not
saying there’s not — but it’s like we are both
participating in it and trying to be aware of
it at the same time. It’s a really delicate po-

E: The question I had for you, and this goes

sition and it’s way more complicated than

back a little bit, but when you were showing

I think, or we think. I worry that we’re not

the image of like the birth ceremony, the

very post-colonial in the design world. I’m

set up for it; and the way that the everyday

not positioning myself as an expert. I’m just
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thinking — how do we not fetishize these
things like zip ties, or things that speak of a
working environment?

S: Yeah, yeah. Like there is no post-colonial design. I think it’s because design is so saturated
with modernity. It never ends, you know.

S: I think being conscious of those moves is
perhaps what design could be, right?
E: Yeah, and like the inflection that is given
by the person designing. That goes into
something that sometimes we talk about

E: Right.

and sometimes we don’t — in terms of the

S: Or like that’s like the only methodology we
adopt.

is design ultimately about framing? Or is it

E: Like we’re very entrenched. Design is
very based in the history.

S: And I think like modernity is still like colonialism — like it’s a European agenda.
E: Yeah.

tools that we use or that we have. And so
specifically about something else — print
usually comes up for people when I say
“graphic design.”

S: Yeah.
E: When you think of graphic design you
think of something printed — a piece of

S: To service European industry, you know —
so I think that’s why we haven’t been able to
reach a post-colonial design methodology or
ideology.

printed matter.

E: So, that’s really interesting what you’re

E: That’s interesting. Do they think spe-

saying, linking modernity to serving European business capital, because then design
is not serving the workers or the people in
any way — but business.

S: I think it fails then, you know?
E: Well I mean, is it about accessible form?
I guess like that’s my question what would
post-colonialism then be for design?

S: You know a lot of people, when you tell
them “graphic design,” they can’t think of anything, or they think of an advertisement.
cifically of a newspaper or like, billboards?
Like do they ever give you an example?

S: No. If my relatives ask me, or like someone
on a flight, right, I might ask “what do you
know about graphic design?” And then they
have no idea what it is. I tell them “it’s like
typography, arranging language, you know,
letter forms.”

S: Right, I also think that modernity, what’s at
stake is that like everything got so simplified
and flattened out. A lot of nuance gets wiped
off or evaporates.

E: Yeah.

E: Do you think that it has to be that way?

placed or where they would encounter it.

S: I don’t think so or like that’s why I think
that the birth ceremony is also graphic design.
Yeah. But I think it’s kind of a far leap. . .but
also not really, I don’t know.
E: Maybe not really, I mean you are welcome to talk more about that if you want to
because I’m interested in your thoughts on

Som: But then they still like have nothing to
relate that to.
E: Because they don’t know where that is

S: Yeah, yeah and I’m like, it’s everywhere.
E: I know. You want to say to them, “it’s all
around you.”

S: Yeah, it’s on like, a newspaper, yeah.
E: Yeah.

S: I think I questioned myself and maybe it’s
too far of an analogy but — I think it’s valid.

S: But I mean, do you think that graphic design
has to be — like, do you think that graphic
design. . .it’s like colonialism, right? Like it’s
everywhere.

E: Well I think you were talking about the

E: Right, oh God.

that as design.

ceremony as an intentional set up.

S: I think design could be that, like I think all of
this is about hierarchy, color, type, arrangement.
E: Even with objects.

S: As composition.
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E: Okay.

S: But we like don’t know where it is.
E: And we don’t notice it as such.

S: That’s it, yeah, right?
E: It’s so scary.
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S: Yeah.
E: So, again, I’m thinking, okay so how can

Relational Fields

interpretation, but people don’t want to do
that mental labor to think.

graphic design be less authoritative?

E: So do you think that’s a question of time?

S: It’s like in The Matrix, those agents that are
self-reproductive.

S: Time?
E: That people don’t want to spend the

E: Is that us as designers, reproducing the

time like looking or reading. Like that they

system?

have an expectation of an immediate read.

S: Maybe, yeah. I hope not.

S: Yeah, I think so.

E: I don’t want to be an agent in that way.

E: And is there a way around that?

S: Yeah, yeah, that’s why we take the pill,
right? I mean that world still has a lot of beauty and playfulness. . .but it also has like this
darkness.

S: Yeah, but like I don’t know — I think the
immediate read can be good. Like that’s why —

E: Totally. I think I’m setting up almost an
impossible question here, which is not fair
but must be asked — is it possible to exist or
work outside of the system, particularly this,
our current capital system?

S: I think that’s what I’m trying to figure out.
E: So how do we get away?

S: I have this lecture on alternative modes of
egalitarianism by this Professor at Brown [Leela Gandhi]. She’s the granddaughter of Gandhi.
E: Oh wow, okay.

S: And she kind of examines her grandfather’s ideologies but she’s like looking at his
predecessors. So, the British labor movement,
etc. And they think a lot about these acts, like
personal gestures that act as prophylactics
that would end colonial brutality. Or like they
were thinking about the king but then the king
is gone, you know.
E: But you still have the remnants of the
system? With the question then being, like,
how does design participate in that? You
brought up nuance earlier.

S: It’s really hard to like, yeah. Like every time
I don’t want to force-feed people. I don’t like
to be preachy with my design, but then people
kind of also want that.
E: They want to know where they are and
what to do.

S: Yeah.
E: So, it’s like how do you give them a sense
of their position or location or the information, without also telling them exactly how
it should be read.

S: Yeah it’s really hard. That’s why I like

E: Why we do this?

S: Yeah, or like that’s why the internet is what
it is.
E: Although I would argue also, or, not
argue but say, because I’m of a certain age,
that I find some things on the internet to
be deeply confusing because the immediate read is so steeped in internet history
and culture that like I don’t know. And the
question is like, is that my fault?

S: Yeah, I guess the same is true if people are
looking at work and they don’t understand it —
is that your fault?
E: Yeah that’s it, I mean, what do you
think?

S: I don’t think so. I think as long as the work
leaves an impression, like they might not have
to get it right away but if they keep thinking
about it, I think that’s what matters.
E: Okay so there might be a takeaway for
the audience, even if it’s not what you
intended.

S: If it’s not immediate, and there’s a takeaway
as long as they’re digesting it. . .
E: So it leaves an impression, and that is its
own form of communication.

S: Oh, ok, so, talking about the system and
how to counter it, I would say practices of
un-selfish and un-othering are a formula for
enlightened global consciousness. These are
very idealistic, but I think should be said.
E: Yeah, yeah.

S: Or a temporality in which everyone matters,
concerning those ordinary material events;
common civility that transforms this texture
of world time. Because she [Leela Gandhi] is
talking about how world time is seen every
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time there’s a big war or a big scientific discovery.
E: That everyone participates in the same
global event?

S: But she says that that’s not world time. Like
the Freedom Fighters, they wanted to shift the
world time to these ordinary material events,
to common civility, right? And that’s like the
vernacular, right?

E: Well I think it’s a powerful act to put
something into the world.

S: Yeah, creating something in itself imbues it
with a lot of value.

E: Yeah. So actually I wonder, I’ll try to con-

E: Yeah in the production and transmission.

nect this — but that’s a place that I think

But do you think about it as naming or

design could do more. Rather than extract-

encircling what is invisible, or is it actu-

ing from the “real world,” you now have

ally a formative calling of the atoms into

to put out into the world ideas about these

existence?

practices, or create the conditions for them.

S: Yeah, but I think that’s how Instagram helps.
E: Okay.

S: Because it is the real world.
E: Because you have a wider audience.

S: You’re putting thing out. Critique is another
place you do that, but it’s not a wide audience
Like, I think social media does help.
E: In some of these functions there’s an allure to kind of be like “hey look at this” and
then to kind of have it unfold.

S: Yeah exactly, or like various practices
of slow reading, as a prophylactic against
violence, and temporal activities of global
imperialism. So, like slow reading and then
like shifting world time. No regard for utility or
custom. Auto disassembly.
E: Wow, what is that?

S: I don’t know, I think these words are really
hard to unpack. [Foucault discusses this term].

S: I think they mean the invisible.
E: The invisible —
 so it’s kind of like the absence is just in an unseen — Ok. So. Design
is an operating mode. I think, because we
were just having the conversation in class
with Keetra, about like what is form, what
is content, what is concept. And it’s kind of
the ever present question of, is design creating the content by framing it? Is design
representing the content that already exists
in a translated form. Or, to go back to the
question of authority, is it creating it?

S: I think form is like an orientation device.
E: Okay yeah, that situates you?

S: Yeah.
E: But is there any obligation of the designer to state that this is not the single voice?

S: Yeah I think so.
E: But you know like at a certain point it’s
like the designer can’t be responsible for every — it can’t be like “here’s one way to look

E: I mean, I like auto disassembly.

at it, and then here are the four more other

S: But auto disassembly, right. I think can like
save graphic design from becoming its worst
self —

ways that you could also do it.” I mean it

E: Okay so that’s an interesting thing bea spectrum of action, where it can do these

S: I think a lot of times there’s this burden to
do that, right? Like there is this burden to like
be the thing you love.

particular things, but it also can do these

E: To show it, and then show it again.

cause then it’s like design is operating along

other things.

S: I think so. This is how I press into it. We utter
what is not there, so what is present will transform. That’s the reason, like the idea behind
chanting mantras, right? Like we utter what is
not there, so what is there will start transforming in that direction. I think that’s what I want
to do with my thesis. I put out what’s not there
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and so that what is — so there can be ripples,
right? But that doesn’t mean I have a lot of
power and authority. I just think I can like, you
know —

just. . .I go round and round in my head
with this. How to offer.

S: Yeah.
E: Just because, like, is there a way for
designers to be non-authoritarian but also,
then, how do you situate people in the experience that they’re having. Nuanced or not,
it’s really a complex — I’m wondering now
if that’s why we see so many self-reflexive
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designs. Is the designer trying to be like, I’m

to attempt the first thing than it is to do the

doing the thing and I know I’m doing the

second thing.

thing and I know that you now know I’m
doing the thing —

S: I guess that’s my tote bag too, though.
E: Kind of, yeah. You could also argue that
that is using a smart language structure.
But is funny and accessible and accom-

S: The second. That cross over.
E: Yeah, I think so.

S: I think the first thing can lead to. . .it’s
important to point out the thought, and then in
the end maybe —

plishes the double take.

E: Yeah, you have to see that before you –

S: Yeah I think designers also need to think
about the language —

S: Yeah.
E: Yeah. I used to have this day dream when

E: Yeah and that like relational mode of

I was little, kind of like a mind game where

“who’s my audience, how to they understand,
how do I communicate to them.”

S: Yeah.

I would think about what would happen if
the universe froze over. And that’s impossible, like the universe could never freeze over
if it’s infinite, but what if it did? Who would

E: So in terms of your work, you’re focusing

know? So I’m not sure how that’s relevant to

on margins formally and conceptually?

this, but. . .

S: All margins, boundaries. Edges.

S: No, I think, what if it’s the border? And then
what if it happens –

E: Edges.

S: So, like if you remove the edge it becomes
the page, but without the edge there it’s like
what it is, you know.

E: Oh my God, what if is the border? The
idea of the possibility.

S: Yeah.

E: Right, so thinking about an edge leads to

E: That’s the design border. The thought.

a different sort of conceptual territory.

That’s beautiful.

S: Yeah, yeah exactly.

S: Like the reimagining what the border is,
right?

E: Where then it goes from paper to vellum
to animals and other materials. Do you

E: My heart hurts a little bit. That’s a really

know, are you reading Gloria Anzaldua at

poignant way to put it. Like, what if it is the

all?

S: Wait, I know that name. She writes half in
Spanish, half in English.
E: Yes, and the book that I’m thinking of
would be Borderlands: La Frontera.

border? Because that’s the question that has
to be asked, right, in order to even begin.

S: Yeah.
E: Okay should we leave it here?

S: I haven’t read it. I’ve read another thing by her.

S: Yeah, it’s a good conclusion. Will you send
this to me once it’s done?

E: Okay well, if you get to it. . .in terms of

E: I will, I will. Thank you so much for

language as a border that you’re translating

talking!

across, and the things that are prohibited,
the things that reveal —

S: Yeah.
E: Like it’s kind of. . .I think in its form it’s
really amazing because it’s a design that
you can’t fully access it if you don’t speak
both languages. So it performs the border.

S: Yeah.
E: It’s just interesting. But, yeah, I mean
borders — because you want to point out
the border, but you also want to cross over it,
and it’s much easier to do the first thing or
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Design helps us talk across distances.

A walk is a spatial format.
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Traversing
the System
Where are the contact zones?
				
				
			

How might the designer operate within constraints?

iii.
Intimacy Across Networks
Reading the news falls somewhere between self-education and entertainment.
News is broadcast across networks owned by media conglomerates, and circulates
between print, television and the web. Increasingly, the news outlets function as
visual filters, tinting or coloring what we are shown. Like Instagram, you can read
your news in Clarendon blue of the New York Times, faded Crema of the BBC,
or high contrast Perpetua of The Nation. This is not to condemn these biases, per
se, but to note the mediation that takes place through this interpretative publication
process, and to highlight the other options that are becoming available.
The more immediate social and visual platforms, like Instagram or Twitter,
support a different kind of direct access to “news,” in that one can trace people,
places, or events through language and hashtags. This is not content expressly
intended for these platforms, but content that migrates there because these are
environments of subjective expression and networked distribution. Within these,
the range of subjective perspectives participate as pieces of a larger narrative,
and contribute to a different kind of understanding than the one offered by the
journalistic slant of the news.
The strangeness and potential of these platforms is that they simulate an
experiential condition. We experience the weather conditions, the emotional
conditions, and the geographic conditions of those within our local networks.
But we are also able to access the experiences of those further afield with a
word search. We are no longer kept at a distance by form or language, but can be
“directly” in touch. When I read that there are protests in Paris, I can search
for “nuitdebout” and encounter the circumstances in an immediate, visual way.
It is this sense of immediacy and intimacy that is so fascinating — how might
this be scaled through format, sequence and space?
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The implications of this intimacy are less clear. To be experientially connected,
by simulated circumstance of a screen-based image, is a very different encounter.
Local and immediate, and at the same time distant and already-past, this divergence
of scales is dizzying. What do we do in this mode, in which we have greater access, but
the same constraints of local circumstance? Does information obligate us to action?
Google Maps is another of these environs that provides a sense of immediate and
experiential access. It does so in a format that makes me, the user, incredibly mobile
in terms of where I “go,” within the restrictions imposed by the system. One of the most
interesting features of Maps is the user-uploaded photos within the Photo Sphere.
These allow a voyeuristic view of personal and temporal experience of a place, and
enable the viewer to move through the image and explore the moment of time when
the image was taken. This ability to navigate time via place is fascinating.
The Google Photo Sphere also enables one to have a palpably immediate experience with places they read about in the news. Although time-lagged simulacrum,
these images offer a sense of immediacy and intimacy through their visuals, in a way
that main stream journalistic writing does not. Straight news reporting, in fact, often
has a strange distancing effect. Words related to events and conflicts, “issues,” and
associated phrases quickly become circulated currency in conversation. But what
does it mean to instead have a faux-firsthand experience, via these image explorations? What does it mean to encounter messages written in space, directed towards
the viewers of the images that will carry the message across? If we visit the refugee
camp of Calais, in France, we encounter evidence of a system at work. But what does
this experience call us into? There is a humanizing element. But is it activating? What
more can I be doing here besides remarking?
Navigating along these networks also draws us into turbulent waters, between
user-uploaded content and circulation, and the co-option and control exercised
by mega-players like Google. We are both more directly in touch with each other, and
more specifically and directly regulated. As in IRL, there is a tension between the
agency of the user, and the authority of the systems that engenders the circumstance.
What strategies translate between spaces?

Within what is
How then do designers move through these layered worlds? Working from within our
technologies, which operate like environments, how can the constraints imposed by
the tools and programs we use be repurposed, ruptured, or inhabited? And what does
this mode of making or occupying offer in terms of critique and proposition?
Treating the tool as an environment in which to operate, and questioning the
authority of its suggested uses, establishes a different relationship with the tool, and
remains important to me. This mode models interaction and exploration, rather than
mastery; investigation and interaction through exploration, and agency and mobility
within the system constraints.

Measuring Thimble proposes a new system of measurement based on my own body
proportions. By standardizing these specific, arbitrary measurements I question the
agreements that maintain the so-called standards we inhabit. This initially appeared
in the XYZ publication Expozed.
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Film stills generated by scrolling through still photographs within the Adobe Bridge program.
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Motion
Studies
What happens when a gesture is multiplied? How can we graphically represent
a gesture? These videos are a series of
ongoing investigations into animating
gesture, and my interest in how small
changes accumulate meaning over time.
These short pieces are created within
the programs I use everyday: preview
modes of my Macbook folders and Adobe
programs. By sequencing series of stills
images and using the scrolling gesture
of the hand, I can manually generate the
motion and control the rhythm and
speed of the action. This method calls
attention to the reproduction of gesture,
and to the action of the designer that
reproduces the image.

These formal experiments explore the
construction of gesture by isolating it
and making it stark through repetition.
This unnatural isolation and multiplication relates the gestures to each
other, rather than to someone or thing.
Is it possible to really isolate a gesture,
or does it always already imply a relation?
Does a gesture always become about
communicating, and locating? By
examining the construction of gesture
this way, it also resituates it as a
language of relation and communication.

Above: sequence generated
by scrolling through a folder of
still photos within the Mac OS
folder view.
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Abeam
This short film piece opens with a series
of patterns and surfaces, constructed
from long sequences of still photographs
of asphalt sidewalk, ceiling lights, and
a trailing hand. Alternating between
these shifting palettes of the everyday
world and the black and white scenes
of an isolated pair of hands, the film
asks about our the relationship to these
places of frenetic imagery and of rest.
Our relationship to the everyday is often
overlooked. Routine walks us past the
same buildings, walls, people, places.
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Abeam situates us within these familiar scenes, but treats them as material
rather than context. The grid formation
onscreen creates structure, and the images
move through to animate the scene,
suggesting pattern, texture, mobility.
The screen becomes a surface, as the
images are constructed and reconstructed. The narrative focuses around
re-viewing the smallnesses of the everyday, and their tactility and transience.
The hand becomes the protagonist.

1

Footnote

Above and following: one of
the first scenes of the pieces
is of the balusters outside of
the Providence Public Library.
These scenes are created
using my own version of cinecriture — photographing a
subject while I move around
it, then animating the stills by
sequencing them in-screen.
The following scenes are explorations of visual synonyms and
sibilance.

The piece constructs an emotional
narrative arc through a conversation
between content and formal structure.
The subject matter, how we might see,
and experience our world as material and
ephemeral at once — is performed by
its method of production. The emotional
arc is driven not only by the tempo of
imagery, but also the music. A duet by
Colin Stetson and Sarah Neufeld borders
on ecstatic, mirroring the imagery of
the interwoven screen.
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How
Loud?
Left: installation view of
the posters in Sol Koffler
during the Biennial

This piece addresses the stereotype
of the quiet female. Installed in the
Sol Koffler Student Gallery as part of
the Graphic Design Biennial, To Whom
It May Concern, the work adopts the
familiarity of the type specimen as
a format, and uses it as a platform to

question the cultural emphasis placed
on loudness & speaking up. Listening is
something at least equally as valid; and
quietness or being soft spoken is never
the same as being weak.
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#Hello
Aphrodite
What counts as beauty? This project
explores representation and reproduction
of the self within the screenspace. This
is a mashup of many dimensions —
of cultures across time and technology.
Mediated through screen space, phone
space, and my own amusement, these
images were created as part of a larger
set of explorations in conversation with
Llewellyn Hensley, whose work explores
tool-making and breaking. Turning the
technology to these objects of antiquity,
I question their authority as serious art
objects, by applying the graphics of San
Rio’s iconic Hello Kitty. At the same time,
I challenge filter itself, which anticipates
wwwwvthe ways I will use it.

This is a small scale example of a way in
which I work — finding the seams of the
space, fitting myself in-between, and
finding ways to peel away or rupture the
prescribed behaviors. This became both
a technical and conceptual exercise —
to test the facial recognition ability of
SnapChat and my Android handset,
and to make the interfaces interface by
applying a filter to a picture of a picture,
and to apply the iconic Hello Kitty bow
to another kind of iconic imagery.

This page and right: the Hello Kitty SnapChat filter applied
to onscreen internet images of antiquity
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Project Title
Text

1

Footnote

LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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Top: One of Rembrant's many self-portraits, and me carrying on the tradition with modern
means.
Below: Marilyn Monroe, and me peforming the iconic image.
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Casually aloof: Picasso's self portrait at 25,
and my own at 30.
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Screen image of Johannes Vermeer's Girl with the Pearl Earring, and me interpreting and
occupying the image via digital means of reproduction.
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Caption

Message in a Bottle
		
in the Library
326

Pop-up installation as intervention in the RISD Fleet Library, linking discrete computer terminals
together as a messaging platform.
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Conditions
of Permission

An artist’s relationship to the institution
is fraught. Trained in a tradition, but
encouraged to take risks, these “risks”
are often tethered to conditions of
permission, sanctioned by our circumstance, and associated privilege. One
form of risk is to make work public.
At RISD, this also requires permission.
To unfold the complexities and
implications of this process, I began by
pursuing/performing the procedure.
This project takes the form of the RISD
Site Installation Permit as both subject
and object of the work. Interested in
moving my work from studio and screen
to more public and physical space, I soon
found that installing any physical work
on the RISD campus required a permit
signed by a series of authorities, from
instructor or department head, to Facilities, to Public Safety.
The permit process itself became
the subject of inquiry. A shift from 8.5
x 11 inches to 42 x 54 inches scaled the
importance given to the piece, and it
became the work. I then pursued the
permitting process as usual, taking the
permit from place to place to obtain
the required signatures.
Responses to the oversized permit
ranged from amused, to perplexed,
to delighted. Pursuing the practical to
absurd ends, I tested the parameters
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of the existing system through scale and
circumstance; physically navigating
the constraints of the system. Overall,
this was a delightful process, requiring
interaction, movement, humor, and
performance. We tracked the system
through space via an object. And we
pursued the logic of the system to reveal
its territory. Administrative processes
become absurd, and peripheral processes
are brought into the frame.
While a little cheeky, this enactment
was still well within safety of the instituation. It didn’t challenge the language of
the permission through placement or
context. Here, the interpersonal comes
into play — how much does one choose
to make their participants collaborators,
or co-conspirators, and how willing are
they to incovenience them for the sake
of the work?
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Above and following: pages from the Conditions of Permission booklet, documenting the
permitting process.
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Opposite, above: Me at the Facilities desk talking through the permit signing process. Fred
was out, so I went back later in the afternoon.
Opposite, below: A follow up email from Fred. RISD is phasing out the paper forms in favor
of an online submission, and this was, rather poetically, perhaps the last paper form to be
signed by Facilities.
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Bread & Butter
with
James Goggin

Design as a dynamic field
& Calendars as a medium
James Goggin is an graphic designer, educator, and conversationalist, and one half of
Practise, a Providence-based design studio. We discuss design in relation to responsibility,
authority, time.

Elizabeth: I think that this is an important

them into the equation. So it makes me feel

question that I’m turning over in my mind.

guilty, monitors me, and then places products

I can’t remember the exact comment that

in my line of sight.

you made, but it was something about
designers not pretending to do just work for
cultural institutions.

E: Everything seems wrong about that.

James: Oh yeah.

J: Wow.

E: What it lead to was something about

E: So the bread-and-butter thing — I don’t

bread-and-butter jobs. And I’d like to talk

know if I buy it.

through that a little bit — your opinion, your

J: So you’re saying bread-and-butter in terms
of choosing lesser evils. . .recognizing, OK,
we’re all complicit, so I have to earn a living, so
it is inevitable that I will get involved in ethically dubious projects.

experience. Because as I position my self [as
a designer] I think there is a real problem
with dismissing the jobs that we actually do
— or this euphemism of the bread-and butter.
Not because we don’t need to make money,
but there is a participation in the system
that is real. Hearing the talk at the Design
Office last night was really interesting,
because it was about listening, which I’m
really into. But then at the end of the talk,
the project that was shown last was something I responded to very strongly and very
negatively. I actually wrote Diane an email

E: Sometimes I think that it is used that way.
On Thursday, I think it was being used that
way. In reference to jobs where you would
be working for — like if you work for an ad
agency, the objectives are really different.
So I guess questioning what it is that people
mean when they say bread and butter —
and how do you understand that?

app creature that tracks what you do, all the

J: I think my comment might have been, which
for me is a recognition, and admission.

time, give you individual suggestions about

E: OK.

about it the next day. Because it’s a little

how to reduce your carbon footprint, and
then also gives you product suggestions —

J: The most sinister kind of listening.
E: Yes, and it implies that you are the
problem, that you are the reason why there
are problems on the planet. It absolves
corporations — or it doesn’t even bring
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J: It monetizes us.

J: A common admission — it’s very easy for
designers to pride themselves on saying that
they only work for cultural institutions, and
that they don’t work with advertising agencies
or corporations. For me, it wasn’t necessarily
a choice. I liked art, and architecture and
publishing and ended up working in those
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fields. And who knows, if one day, Google or Nike
asks me to do something, maybe I’d be tempted.
[we laugh] But it’s not like they’re beating down
my door and I’ve turned them all away because
they’re morally reprehensible. But the admission
part has always been for me that — like all the
work I did for the Tate, their supporter logos that
I was putting on the posters were from Barclay’s
Bank, and they fund arms dealing, and BP, which
is an oil company. And so my thing is, in a way,
regardless of whether we work [directly] for a
big corporation or in the arts, the money is all
dirty, to some extent. And that’s always been a
struggle. I like to think the work I’m doing is for
the public good, because I’m trying to make art
more accessible.
E: And I think that is true —

J: And I believe in culture being an important
part of civilization. But at the same time, I don’t
have any solution. I admit it — frequently, in
public, because I feel like I don’t want people to
feel like work in the cultural sector allows you to
be sanctimonious.
E: That might be the biggest thing.

J: To feel morally superior. It’s equally problematic. And the same people who are the collectors
— ultimately, art is for the 1%, because it’s only
the mega-rich who can afford most of the art,
and who are collectors, who can then fund exhibitions, or can then. . .so that’s maybe what I was
mentioning during the talk with Prem. Cultural
projects are not distinct from corporations.
E: It’s not distinct — that seems to be the
myth everywhere, that there’s this idea of a
pureness, or a pure politics. This is what I
struggle with. It’s actually so messy.

J: Just living as a human being is inherently
wasteful. And involves the oppression of
someone, somewhere. Just with what we’re
wearing, Uniqlo, Gap, and I’m constantly aware of
how it’s all terrible. Someone, somewhere —
E: People are suffering.

J: Suffering, and have tough jobs. People who
clean the buildings we live in, or whose work
makes other people’s lives easier. And on the
bare minimum level, I try to be appreciative of
everyone I encounter — what else can one really
do? I don’t do nearly enough.
E: Well this is the whole thing — the shame

to take on, but we have to talk about it. We
won’t advance it. Do we hope for systemic
change? And what is that? And that’s where
ultimately this thesis struggles, and where
it wants to be struggling, is that place...You
know, every once in a while, I’ll search for
something [online] that brings me back to the
point of why I’m here [in grad school]. To me,
design is research towards these things, like
how could systemic change ever even happen.

J: Yeah
E: And the positive formulation of alternatives.
Not because the small system proposals or
tests do the thing that we hope for, but that
the act of pointing out the potential is really
important.

J: Yeah, I like what you said, about the proposals
for alternatives. As that being what design
is. And that is the speculative part of design.
We’ve been talking about this a little bit in Grad
Seminar. That ultimately all design is speculative,
in a way. Because you’re all proposing something
that is going to happen, or providing alternatives.
Or at least, a big part of what you’re doing and
what you can hope to do, is — as individuals,
we can’t hope to solve everything. But graphic
design is in a position where it can draw attention to things.
E: To things that would otherwise go unnoticed. It points to the invisible edges.

J: And you’re not just a designer, but a citizen
and a human, and you can work in that way. I
don’t necessarily think a profession can save the
world. But graphic design could not mess it up.
E: There are two things, that I go to — one
is responsibility. What is your responsibility
in that? What I hear you saying is, “I have
to feed myself and my family.” And I’m not
going to argue with that part. But it doesn’t
absolve designers of the responsibility to
recognize their position, in the way you are
talking about. Cultural institutions participate in the same economy.

J: And increasingly talk and act like corporations.
E: But with regard to design, or graphic
design saving the world — dialogue and information are two places or things that I think
design can facilitate.

J: Yes.

and guilt element of being a human in the
position one finds themself in is a tough
thing. It’s also always a cycle. It’s impossible
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E: Or build platforms for — and those are the

incomplete and fractured, and takes place

things that, not necessarily a saving, but an

across time and space and memory. I go

evolving. In terms of conversation, and then

back and forth, because sometimes that’s not

discussion of structures, and proposal, and

accessible. Sometimes you need something

then implementation, and then organizing,

[accessible] in front of you. On the other

and then acting. Graphic design participates

hand, creating things that are then navigated

very importantly in a network of action.
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by the reader, or the person, the human, that
to me feels like an exciting place for design

J: It’s an important reminder that we’re professionals, but so many people fall into — well “it’s
my job.” Rather than remembering your humanness. Even recently, with United Airlines. A
bunch of people forgetting that they’re human
beings, and following protocol. At a certain point,
they’re told, “Bring in the police.” And there’s
a breakdown. Everyone forgets that they’re
people, that go home at night, that have families. In a way, I think we usually talk about it, as
graphic designers, is having empathy. If you’re
a book designer, you have to remember to be a
reader. In order to be a good book designer, you
have to be an avid reader. Then you have the
reader’s point a view. Not just a type designer
typesetting, but coming to it from a reader’s
point of view. And that perspective of empathy,
and remembering that we’re building precarious
systems for each other to inhabit.
This idea of providing information, and
fostering dialogue. I had. . .it doesn’t offer any
particular conclusion in terms of a position occupied, but Kathryn McCoy makes a distinction
between persuasion and information. Traditional advertising as being something that
seducing and persuading, that kind of rhetoric,
versus a loftier, more cultured graphic design,
that provides information. The difference
between providing information and attempting
to persuade people. So persuasion is kind of
selling and propaganda. Government propaganda and corporate selling, versus something
like. . .Massimo Vignelli designing the New York
Subway map as an earnest endeavor to provide
information.

J: That’s a good distinction, of allowing for navigation. This is providing the reader or user with a
certain sense of agency, and crediting them with
an element of intelligence. And that’s. . . something else we were talking about yesterday in
Grad Seminar. There was a great piece last year
in the New Yorker, by Alexandra Lange. One line
in there really struck me — Rachel Whiteread,
who produced one of her sculptures for Governor’s Island; a cast of an interior of a hut. And
she was talking about a desire with this project
to not spell it out, but to allow for a sense of
reverie. And I thought that was really interesting
to think about, for what graphic design can try
to do. It’s totally dependent on given circumstances an the type of project you’re working on,
and the motives for a given project. There are
always modulations between spelling it out, or
allowing for reverie, or for discovery. Or as you
were saying, for navigation. And it’s always this
tension of how much do you explain clearly, and
how much do you allow, for a bit of mystery, for
further engagement or depth.

E: I’m happy that we’re here because I think

never control the read. There is so much flip-

to go. So it’s a question of authority. With the
over-arching question being, can you design
in a non-authoritative fashion? Or in this
way where you are giving information to be
navigated.

E: I mean, even in books this happens.
Going back to the Reading Reading project
in XYZ, the first project, the discovery for
me there — as I was scanning pages of the
newspaper, and thinking about reading...
how it’s so personal, how the designer can

this is — there is this idea that I’m trying

ping, and turning and dog-earing of pages.

to work with that maybe I’ve mentioned

The experience of reading is very physical,

before, that of participatory mobility. Renée

very personal, and very different than the

Green defines this in her essay “Site-Speci-

sequence of the structure that supports it.

ficity Unbound.” It’s a borrowed phrase from

But at the same time, I want to acknowledge,

theorists I can’t remember now, but they

for the record, and maybe walk this back

explore this idea through the films of Alain

a little bit — sometimes I think I’m asking

Resnais. And how the narrative action or

an impossible question. The resistance I

scene might be confusing when you see them,

have to making things super clear, or super

but then you realize that it’s on the viewer to

sequenced, because it feels to dictatorial, it

piece together this understanding which is

also — that system has to be in place in order

Bread & Butter
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J: The level of simplification. . .with bathroom
icons, for example, all men obviously wear
trousers and all women wear dresses. And this
is how we signal these gendered poles that are
much more nuanced in reality.

points. First, just please pay attention. And
the second, this idea that really resonated, the
idea of rewarding people who pay attention
to things. So allowing people in, on a purely
formal level, which is a totally legitimate way
to read something. If people are attracted to
a poster because of the color, and glean some
information, then it has done its job. But to
allow for additional depth. . .I’m often trying to
describe my work as aiming to achieve deceptive simplicity. So ostensibly it’s a simple, clear
poster that does its job, but if you spend more
time with it, there are layers that come up. So
this idea of designing with an assumption that
people will get meaning from it, but there is a
capacity for reward if you pay further attention.

E: I was just looking at Cabinet today, and

E: That makes me feel like print is a time-

to be resisted. That if we didn’t have any
sequence or structure, I don’t know where
we would be. This isn’t an argument against
structure, but how to have the structure not
be so authoritative, I think.

J: Or presumptuous, by simplifying it. This
is where you start to get to pictograms that
necessarily just deal with stereotypes because
it’s so simplified.
E: Super reductive.

in the way they organize each issue.

based medium.

J: And how loosely they stick to their given
theme. I like that.

J: Yeah, absolutely.

E: Calendars is the one at my house now.

so many ways for things to reveal them-

E: And the time you spend. . .that there are

And it’s so good.

selves.

J: Calendars are fascinating as a medium.

J: And on a second reading, you’ll notice something differently.

E: And time as a structure or system! And
looking at all of these ways that it’s been
restructured, and then in one article, this
mention of “lived fictions,” [which seems
to be coming up lately] and which I think
is such a beautiful way of phrasing. They
cite god, laws, and money. It takes me back
to “The Four Agreements,” which are really
powerful. I was relating this to my uncle
once, and he misunderstood this as the
four arguments. And then we went through
what the four arguments would be. Money,
sex, religion. . .and then we realized these
all had to do with power fundamentally. But
this was powerful moment at the dinner

E: And it’s about building the layers of
information, but rather than scenes, they’re
all compiled, and you see how they emerge.
This is another question — the huge caveat
is that a lot of this, things like paying attention, and dialogue, take time. Which is
often not acknowledged. Even by me, when
I’m making these plaintive requests for
people to spend time. Why isn’t there time?
Time is a real thing, and a construct, but
how do we talk about these things...it’s difficult to do. Building in things that people
pay attention to — making requests for time
with work. . .it seems to be a challenge for

table — if you pose a questions, if you focus

people to find the time.

the discussion and follow a line of active

J: And you can’t presume that everyone is
going to spend the time. I’m often thinking
about this. I want to make sure that whatever I
make — I like to think that I’m packing a work
with clever references, and tons of historical
knowledge, but what I’m always checking
myself on is, is this actually working? Checking
myself in terms of, whatever I’ve packed
into this, people shouldn’t have to know that.
People should be able to understand what it
is, while at the same time providing something more nuanced than a slightly tone-deaf
pictogram, for example. If we use that as an
extreme. And I think something you were

questioning, amazing things come up, just
by asking. And that is also the power of
design — to highlight and frame questions.

J: To provoke questions, or to provoke
in general. That is another thing — I was
into Prem’s term, the bumpiness. . .to allow
design. . .always this nuance that I’m aware
of. Wanting to make my work accessible, but
not be presumptuousness, and allow for this
bumpiness, or a certain depth. Scott Stoll talks
about this [in a Hyperakt lunch talk] in a quick
talk — and went through his points, and his
theme was “pay attention.” There were three
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alluding to earlier, this concern of not wanting
to oversimplify, provide something that still
has a way in for someone to just get it, and not
need to understand some the references. But
that there is still something there for people if
they do spend time.
E: That seems to be the complexity of audience, because you don’t know who your
audience will be exactly.

J: That’s the thing, you don’t want to assume.
I've always found it challenging, even with
college assignments, “you’re going to design
a project, and the audience is going to be
this.” Or working with the Tate, with a target
demographic of who would be coming to the
show. But what if other people are coming
to the show? And how can I presume that my
design will appeal to them? I was always very
skeptical of that. But it’s often useful to be
guided by data, generated from experienced
research. The marketing department probably
does know who is going to come.
E: It’s uncomfortable though.

J: In may situations, a lot of design is a
constant balancing act, and weighing of lots
of different things, and remaining dialectical
in considering all the possibilities. But not
ending up with a piece that’s designed by
committee. That kind of personal paralysis
where you make something that won’t offend,
won’t repel, will appeal to everyone. This itself
is a balancing act, to make something that
has nuance and depth, but something that is
quickly readable if it needs to be. And then of
course, that changes with every single project
— the notion of the dynamic fields. Field theory,
that comes from Gestalt Theory, that various
340

architects have picked up on. I've pulled this
into my work, recognizing how I work, and how
each project will potentially refute the previous
set of principles that I’ve built for a previous
project. It’s all to allow each given project’s
notional dynamic field, which is the people
involved, the possible audiences, the ways of
reading, the circulation and distribution. The
content. The embedded histories. Each of —
all of that should inform each project. So even
beyond the many kinds of nuances we’ve just
discussed now, you have all of these other
atmospheric pressures.
E: Let’s pick up on this again, because what
I have pulled from poetry is this idea of a
field of action. A poem as a field of action.
And design [likewise] as operating within a
field of action. That feels so much like what.
. .you know, what can poetry do? What can
design do? And thinking about language as
a field of action.
OK, thank you so much —
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Left: Playtime poster designed in James’ fall elective XYZ, for our class screening of Jacques
Tati's 1967 film Playtime, which explores the modern system of the city and how humans
negotiate their existence with in it. For this poster, I used an image of the Textron building,
whose headquarters are located in downtown Providence, and created the type with cut paper.
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In terms of approaching history they describe the
political potential of this “participatory mobility,”
which is the process by which the viewer works to
piece together the various parts of the work,rather
than attempting to absorb and master it.
Renee Green, Site-Specificity Unbound

A map imposes a reality.

ACCUMULATION
A gathering of things
over time, adding up
over a duration. An
amassment.

In terms of approaching history they describe the political
potential of this “participatory mobility,” which is the process by
which the viewer works to piece together the various parts of
the work,rather than attempting to absorb and master it.

Writing with a bias: critical reflections on produced subjectivity.
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In situ art practices, displacements of film towards the spatialized
forms of museum installations, contemporary forms of spatializing
music, and current theater and dance practices—all these things
head in the same direction, towards a despecification of the instruments, materials, and apparatuses specific to different arts, a convergence on a same idea and practice of art as a way of occupying a place where relations between bodies, images, spaces and
times are redistributed.
— Jacques Ranciere, Politics of Aesthetics
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Questions & Issues
What is design’s duty to society (beyond economic growth)
What special skills and knowledge do we have?
What does design leadership mean?
Where does it happen?
How might it be different from what we see today?
— Anthony Dunne, speculative questions before a lecture
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Contact
Zones
Case studies for the future —
What are the latitudes of scripted space?
		

How can we think more critically about the ways

in which the 2D reproduces the 3D?
			

How might graphic design propose instead?

iv.
We as people are produced and patterned by the social, material, lived conditions
within which we are. How do we perceive what is happening, in relation to what
we believe “should” be? Can we begin to examine and understand the social scripts
that shape our behavior and interactions — that determine our expectations, and
movements within the spaces we inhabit? And those we encounter? Interpellation
is the state of being called into an ideological subject position. What are the ways
to resist? With these system forces at work upon us as designers, as individuals, as
gendered bodies, as human bodies, where is the opportunity to move through these
many frames? Is there any way out?
How can this concern be extended to graphic design and the field of cultural
production? What are we already engaged in producing? What forms can be occupied
or interrupted in that process? And what sites, spaces, zones, or modes offer themselves as possible sites for renegotiation?
Renée Green, in an essay entitled “Slippages,” expands on this idea of a contact
zone, a term she borrows from Mary Louise Pratt, who has in turn borrowed it from
linguistics. Green relates Pratt's adaptation of this concept as follows: a contact
language in the field of linguistics is one developed out of necessity, by speakers
of different languages who need to find common ground through and across their
languages. “Like the societies of the contact zone,” Pratt writes, “such languages
are commonly regarded as chaotic, barbarous, lacking in structure.” She extends
the term into the concept relevant here when she writes, “‘Contact zone, in my
discussion is often synonymous with ‘colonial frontier’. . , ‘contact zone’ is an
attempt to invoke the spatial and temporal co-presence of subjects previously
separated by geographic and historical disjunctures and whose trajectories now
intersect. By using the term ‘contact,’ I aim to foreground the interactive, improCONTACT ZONE
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

visational dimensions of colonial encounters so easily ignored or suppressed by
diffusionist accounts of conquest and domination.”
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In graphic design, these contact zones can take place in a number of places:
online, offline, through documentation, reproduction, and circulation. Each layer of
production or reproduction offers its own point of contact. Graphic design, as I would
like to practice it, must engage with commitment and awareness; to be mobile, and to
work on behalf of. Structure, sequence, and circulation are modes that can be made to
provoke the kinds of encounters and collisions we need; to create spaces for engagement and interruption. The concerns of graphic design, working in this way, can be
made to operate at different scales — of the book space, relational space, and space
space —
 neither neutral nor already full of significance. Here are several possibilities
for contact and connection:

Interview, as a formal mode of inquiry. L'entre vue: seeing into by asking.
Writing, as a way of seeing by reflecting, formulating, and circulating.
Collaboration, as a way of seeing through & with others.
Curation, of an exhibit or event. Programming as seeing by assembling.
Performance, seeing by imagining, and inhabiting.
These are ways the designer themself can circulate — working on the threshold.
Essential considerations about structure, sequence, and circulation, that already
function relationally and spatially, and can be addressed more specifically and
intentionally. Much of this thesis has dealt with imposition — the constraints of the
systems in which we live and work, and the ways in which design can assist in identifying and interrupting. In the process, I have also uncovered an entanglement with
time, which is perhaps the ultimate constraint in all of this hopeful work. Still, small
movement, local efforts, and interpersonal connections build the lattice that supports
growth towards change. Within what is, there is also possibility. A map, formerly a
representation that reproduced or asserted what it purported to represent, can also
operate as an image that makes us move. This is a different kind of moving image —
one that creates and proposes, and doing so, enables us to travel through.
Within these contact zones, the constraints of what is also offer latitude
for movement. And so finally, in all of this, a return to the book — the first and last
contact zone, the most powerful and beautiful of all technologies, a true time-space
machine, and the most intimate of any space.

Opposite, top: plat book map of downton Providence, circa early 1900s.
Opposite, below: Interview between Martin Back and Peio Aguirre.
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“For Marx, dialectics is not a formula for generating predetermined outcomes, but is a method for the empirical study of
social processes in terms of interrelations, development, and
transformation.”
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Formative
& Persisting

In collaboration with Anne West and
Mark Moscone, this graduate thesis
show was curated over the summer of
2016, and installed in the Sol Koffler
Student Gallery in September of 2016.
The show explored the life of the
thesis after graduation — the ways in
which the document had been formative for its authors, and the way the
lines of inquiry had extended and
persisted in practice.
The show cast light on the local
network within the grad community,
the thinking within RISD, and how this
work and investigation then traveled
beyond the bounds of the institution.
Curating the show was a tremendous experience — from concept to
execution, the act of putting together
a show was an incredible process of
learning. One of the most rewarding
aspects was the contact with the participants — reaching out to them, learning
more about what they were working
on now, and how their thesis work had
takens shape beyond the institution.
Laying out the space was an
opportunity to extend relational understanding of the page space into space
space. Using diagonals to suggest the
scaled, spatial quality of the page, the
layout sought to create a space to be read
through movement. My choices as a
designer were also instructive in terms
of the idea of the local network. I chose
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to use Ithaka, a typeface designed by
June Shin, an excellent type designer
and colleague, rather than using a
typeface that worked for conceptual
reasons. This was, in fact, a conceptual
choice, to use and elevate the good work
of someone within school, for a show
about thesis work at the school.
The show was a big undertaking,
and would not have been completed
in time were it not for the work put in
by peers. For everyone thanked in the
credits, enough credit cannot be given
for the willingness to pitch in, to attend
to details, for time spent to understand
and help implement. It truly was a
collective effort, and the show stands,
in both content and installation, as a
beautiful example of the way a local
network activates and scales.

Right: Kathleen and Joel reading spreads from photographer
Jesse Burke's Wild & Precious.
Following: layout of the gallery during the show.
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Left: categories of the kinds of written thesis documents , and their definitions.
Above: the typesetting for each participant's biography, with name and thesis title set in the
display face of Ithaka, a typeface designed by June Shin.
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Caption

Tired
Graphic Design
Within the graphic design world, there
are tendencies that circulate. In collaboration with Bo-Won Keum, we sent the
most tired tropes of these tropes on a
tropical vacation for the duration of the
Vernacular Spectacular show, curated
by Drew Litowitz and Cem Eskinazi.
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Gradients, printer marks, the font
Hobo, and stretched type were all given
a much deserved break. Our overall goal
was to provide a light-hearted but critical
view of some of the contemporary
graphic design moves that make work
look graphic design-y.
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Project Title
Text

1

Footnote

LEXICON / DEF.
is a thing that goes out
into the world and is
scattered throughout.

Reflective Voice
looks like this
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IDK,
IKEA
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Above: IKEA is a land of aspirational dreams, and where expectations, and social scripts, unravel.
Opposite, left: BWK talks shop in a corner office display.
Opposite: right: Still-lifes on set: testing products for purchase.
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A Word for Summer
		

George Seferis

We have returned again to autumn; summer
like a notebook that has tired us with writing remains
full of erasures, abstract scribblings
on the margins and question marks; we have returned
to the season of eyes that gaze
in a mirror beneath the electric light,
lips compressed and the people strangers,
to rooms, to roads under the pepper trees
while the headlights of motorcars kill
thousands of pallid masks.
We have returned; we always set out to return
to solitude, a handful of earth in our empty palms.
And yet I have once loved Syngos Avenue
the double rocking of the wide road
that would leave us miraculously by the sea,
the everlasting sea, to be cleansed of our sins;
I have loved a few unknown persons
suddenly met at the day’s ending
talking to themselves like captains of sunken armadas,
a sign that the world is wide.
And yet I have loved these very roads, these columns;
no matter if I was born on the other shore near
rushes and reeds, islands
where there were wells in the sand that a rower
might quench his thirst, no matter if I was born
by the sea which I wind and unwind in my fingers
when I am weary — I no longer know where I was born.
There still remains the yellow distillate, summer,
and your hands touching medusae on the water,
your eyes suddenly unveiled, the first
eyes of the world, and caverns of the sea;
bare feet on the red earth.
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